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Images o書a World
Gone By
Jules Aarons (GRS’49), a
BU professor who died last
yeaI., WaS a We11-known
physicist and a better-knoⅧ
Photographer. See a slide
show ofhis work.闇
WW肌bzl. edこ/bos ton iq/li融
Seeing Things
Safdie brothers Bemy
(COM’o8) and Josh
(COM’o7) and Alex Kalman
PreSent a SerVmg Of
B庇toJZS, VOlume 2.醒
WW耽b【I. ed【/bosto競i(yli融
Bi量l O’Rei宣ly’s BU Years
Ever wonder what political
COmmentatOr Bill O’Reilly
(COM’75) was like when he
WaS at BU? Read all about it
in a chapter from his newest
book, A BoldFresh Piece Qf
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Unintended
Consequences
A new kind ofmaize was
SuPpOSed to feed the hungry
OfEthiopia. It ended up
killing them. VAtch a video
Of BU researchers talking
about what went wrong.聞
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First Words
Paralyzed and “locked in,’’
Erik Ramsey lmagmeS Saylng
WOrds, While researchers
translate his brain waves
to sounds. VAtch avideo of
how it works.彊
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“The selfescapes
Only if it refuses
to engage the
mon ster.’’
PATRICK MCNAMARA
籠箆騒胃蹄監理龍野藍藍甘霊
Good Advice
About Bad Dreams
MED’s Patrick McNamara
has written a definitive
book about nightmares. Are
you a缶aid to ask him about
yours? McNamara is taking
questions through April.蘭
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Better Late Than Never
Mark Pas sacantando,
a MET lecturer, Who
teaches personal宜nance,
is answermg queStions
through April about what
youcando now時
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Mark the date.
Join us here.
Last year, a reCOrd獲breaking
17OO alumni
came back to campus
for a weekend of BU fun
with old friends.
However hlgh the numbers get, though, the party’s
not complete without you. So mark your calendar
and make plans tojoin us for・
Alumnl College classes
ReunlOnS Wlth your classmates
BU-Wlde celebrat量OnS
and more
at the all-alumnl eVent Of the year
Oc亡おer 23丁字5
wwwbu.edu万eunlOn
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SECOND AC丁S
I ENJOYED READING aboutmyfellow
BU grads who gave up stablejobs to
PurSue their dreams (`Act 2;, Winter
2OO8-2OO9). I fo11owed a similar path
When I gave up a tenured professor,s
POSition to become an acupuncturist
and later launched a company of
herbal skin-Care PrOducts. I can say
Without reservation that there is
almost nothing better than doing ajob
you love. In fact’the only thing that is
better is helping others while doing a
job you love・ Each ofyour sutljects is
beautifying the lives of others through
their callings. That makes “work,, an
avocation and a privilege, rather than
just an occupation.
MIKE ARSENAULT (CAS 92)
ヰ)SWicれ晩ssach zISettS
THESE ARE ALL WOnderful stories
about people discoverlng a new career
Or their “passion;, but what about
PeOple who are not investment bankers
Or lawyers and may not have the
means to easily start their own cookie
COmPanies? I’d like to hear moI.e Of
the struggle in changmg CareerS When
you don’t have a well padded savmgS
account, eSPeCially in this economy.
ANDREAACEVEDO (CFA O2)
Student, Central Saint Martins
Co11ege ofArt & Design
LoJZdon, EJZgland
PTSD AND Miし1TARY CUITURE
READING IN “When MommyComes
Marching Home’’(Fa11 2OO8) the
article about post-traumatic stress
disorder in women from military
SeXual trauma (MST), that MST is
nearly epidemic in the armed services
and that in VA screenmgS for MST
mandated since 1992, 20 percent of
SerVicewomen report sexual assaults
Or threatening harassment compared
to only l percent ofmen’it feels very
much like reading about treatments
for a vaccine-PreVentable disease while
lgnOring the need for vaccination.
From anecdotal reports, it is obvious
that the military tums a blind eye
toward sexual abuse ofwomen and
that like excessive alcohol drinking, it
is seen as part ofthe military culture.
There has b en plenty oftime since
1992 to affect the culture. Ifthere
Were ZerO Olerance for harassment
and sexual buse ofwomen in the
armed forc s, those rates would fa11.
There is no excuse for tolerating a pre-
Ventable trauma to servicewomen.
RUTA JORDANS (SON’78)
Lz/bec, un誼e
CHEER音NG PARKER
WE RE SO FORTUNATE thatwehave
had Jack Parker as the coach ofBU
hockey (“Commonwealth;, Winter
2OO8葛2OO9). He has made the winters
here a lot easier to take (ifthat is
POSSible) for all BU supporters. I
don’t think Jack has received a11 the
recognition he deserves in the local
SPOrtS PreSS Since we have to put up
With this αpro and BC town,, mentality.
Howev r, because of Jack and the great
SuCCeSS he has brought to the hockey
team, ma y mOre PeOPle know about
BU n tionally and even intemationa11y.
Whenever the Beanpot is on, I hear
from alumni in other states about the
large number ofpeople who watch
it across the country. And, With the
Intemet, mOr  and more people
WOrldwide can follow Terrier hockey.
Thanks to you, Jack, We nOW have
the best hockey facility and maybe the
b t arena in the country. I,m sure I
SPeak for thousands in thanking Jack
for a11 he’s done for us and maybe the
top co11ege hockey team in the country
Go BU!
CLARK BRODEN (CAS 64)
Fram ingha771 Massachz/SettS
KNOWING ONESEしF
ANDREW BACEVICH IS notonIy
bri11iant, but he is dead-On in his
SOC al commentary (“Perspectives;,
Winter 20O8-2009). He can provide
inspiration to all in terms ofhis
COurage in Iooking at our individual
SeIf-interest and our self-interest as
a nation. It is not possible to grow
Without self-re皿ection and self-
Criticism・ As a people and a nation, We
merely del y the inevitable by avoiding
those tasks.
RICK SHAPIRO (CFA 78)
下梼st Har的r匂CbmleCticzlt
鞘醐茸綬管の魁購
Letters are edited for clarity and length. Please include your珊I name and address.
WRITE TO Bosto証q 10 Lenox St., Brookline, MA O2446
E-MAIL LETTERS TO bostonia@bu.edu
SUBMIT ON THE WEB, AND READ MORE LETTERS, AT w~bu.edu/bostonia/letters
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Painting the Wilds
鰐酷博踊騰粥の蝿の醜貌馳馳輔弼醒軸兜暁闇の鞘輔の猶瓢弧の
EACH SUMMER FOR thepast宜fteen
years, John Walker’a College of
Fine Arts professor and a nationally
known painter, has opened his seaside
home near Damariscotta, Maine, tO
more than twenty graduate painting
students, Who spend a week roammg
the珊y acres ofwoods and coastline,
hunting for just the right landscape,
the right coIors, the right light・
“TheI.e are tWO houses;’
says Walker, αand they
distribute themselves
around and somehow we
accommodate them, With
the help ofportable loos.’’
Each day, the students
seek out pine-Shaded tide
POOIs and changmg Sun
4　BOSTONIA Spring 2009
light・ They lay blankets over windswept
fields of grass and wildflowers’PerCh
their easels on a wooden dock, Or Sit
back in an Adirondack chair facing the
rocky shore. Wherever they can find
inspiratio , they sketch and paint・
In the afte oon, Walker finds
them, Wherev r they are, tO Check out
and discuss their work. He expects his
s uden s to come away from the expe-
rience with an under-
standing of what it takes
to work as an artist.
αFor most ofthem;’
he says,存it,s the宜rst
time they,ve actually
stood on their feet for
a long period oftime
and seriously looked at
some subject mat er that is constantly
being chang d by the light and the
weather ”
But the weeklong trip lS nOt all
work. When the brushes
and the canvases are
aid out to dry teacher
and students ga her for
dinner.?t,s an event;’
VAlker says. “You’d be
surprised how many of
these kids have never
eaten a lobster ”
ar washed
闇W要田話Ⅹ冒RA
Watch a
s看ide show
of students
Painting at
」ohn Walker’s
home at www
bu。edu/
bostonia。
When it’s time to
tum in, the students unroll sleeplng
bags on slipcovered couches’Smgle
beds, O  the floor The next day they,ll
get back to work, SearChing for a new
and better vista.　　　NATHANIEL BOYしE
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丁he 800 CIub
輔粥里穂連幕も購忠盛軸韮謝
辞鵬程縄跳亜粥鴫野
踊髄鞘醗新潮珊
WITH A 3 1 roadvictoryover
Merrimack on January 30ク
Terrier men,s ice hockey coach
Jack Parkerjoined an elite
group of collegiate coaches:
those with 80O career victories.
Only寅)rmer Michigan State
COaCh Ron Mason and Boston
College coach Jerry York have
more. Parker is the first coach
in NCAA history to win 800
games at one school.
“I,m old;, Parker says
about the significance of the
victory. kI,ve been here a long
time that,sthe reasonyou
get 8OO wins. I’ve also had over
these thirty-Six seasons some
fabulous assistant coaches who
Jack Parker′
BU men′s ice
hockey coach,
has led theteam
totwo NCAA
and six Hockey
East titIes,
have recruited
SOme great
Players.’’
`Uack Parker
epitomizes the
Verybest in
CO11ege coach
mg, and the
milestone ofhis
8OOth victory lS
a testimony to
the quality of his
PrOgram and his
Skill as a leader
On and offthe
ice;’says Bos-
ton University
President
Robert A. Brown.
“The whole BU
COmmunity is beammg With
Pride.’’
Parker (SMG’68, HoN ’97),
Who has coached the team since
1973, has led the Terriers to two
NCAA titles, four consecutive
Eastem College Athletic
Conference crowns, tWenty-
One Beanpot champIOnShips,
and six Hockey East titles.
」ESSICAUししIAN
le「「ie「s C漢aim Beanpot
躍鵜苫塘親鶏粥の諾軸鷲頴融潮輔轟藷睨範髄且軸鮎蝿馳
丁he men′s ice hockey team
CaPtured the 2009 Bean-
POt BU′stwenty-ninth
tit看  in the fifty-SeVen-year
history of the tou「nament
in a 5-2 victoryoverthe
Northeastem University
Huskies on February9 at
the TD Banknorth Garden,
Coiby Cohen (CAS′11)
gave the Terriers an eariy
iead in thefirst period′ and
BU stayed ahead on a goai
f「om Nick Bonino (CAS′11)
in the second。 Bonino was
named the game′s Most
Valuable P漢ayer
BU r ached thetitle BU has won a= four_
game by virtue of its 4-3　　teen Beanpot matchups
COme-from-behind vic-　　With the Huskies since,
toryover Harvard in the includinga 5-4triumph in
firstround′On February2○　○astseason′sconso書ation
No「theastern posteda6-1　game"Thatwinningstreak
Victory over Boston Co○○　is the Iongest between two
Iegeintheothersemifinai"　OPPOnentSinthetouma-
丁he珊egamemarked ment′shistory,
the 200th meeting be-　　　　丁he Terriers have an
tween the crosstown a=○time Beanpot reco「d
rivals′ but Northeastem of 83-31′ Which incIudes a
hasn′tciaimedthetrophy　30-7reco「dagainstNorth-
Since 988,When itposted eastem, intheconsoia_
a6-3victoryove「theler-　tiongame′ BCdefeated
riers for its fou「th ′Pot Harvard′ 4-3,
Championship“　　　　　　　　　　　BU ATHしETICS
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Four in a Row
Women′s巾ack Captures America East Championship
The Boston University women,s indoor track and
field team captured its fourth straight America
East ChampIOnShip on February 21 at the BU
Track and Tennis Center. The Terriers became the
宜rst team since 1996 to win a fourth consecutive
COnference crown. They have now won eleven
titles in the twenty-year history of the conference
ChampIOnShip. BU won宜ve events on the second
day ofcompetition to overcome a first-day deficit and pace the field with 158.5
points. Albanywas second, With 14l.5 points, followed by New Hampshire (12O).
BU ATHしE丁!CS
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-　ClassroomYbur Money Ybur Move
軸鱒珊醗弼轡配錨地の珊胱闇親欝純輔弼
脂甜軸醜聞離洞粥融耕地鎮撫軸晦馳班輔
MARK PASSACANTANDO
a Metropolitan College
lecturer in administrative
sciences, grVeS it to his stu
dents straight: “The unem-
PIoyment rate is nearmg 8
percent, and experts predict
that these numbers will con
tinue to rise.’’
Then he gives them a
twist of hope.
“But;, he says, “there are
steps you can take. Financial
plammg Will teach you what
you can do to protect your-
self宜nancially and can help
you achieve your life goals.’’
Dressed in a crlSP White
oxford shirt, Passacantando
(GSM,92) paces in front
ofthe class and scribbles
strange phrases on the
board. “risk insurance,’’
“ordinance insurance,’’
“time-Value of money.’’
The class, Persona1
6　BOS丁ONIA Sprlng2009
Financial Plannmg, lS meant
t  give the next generation
ofwage eamers some life-
changmg infomation about
Supraja Thota (SAR’o9)
who is gomg OntO the
SchooI of Medicine next
year αThe fumy thing
is, I hadjust received an
overdraft fee on my bank
account, SO I quickly
picked up on it and was
able to have it removed.’’
In the first class, Pas-
sacantando tries to drive
home the importance of
creating personal goals.
Ifbuying a home within
ten years of graduation
is a goal, Passacantando
wants students to know
exactly how much they
should set aside each
month for cIosing costs,
inspections, and other
fees many first-time
home buyers never think
about. If a home costs
$35O,OOO, for instance,
a 10 percent down pay-
ment would be $35,OOO.
That means the student
should plan to set aside
about $292 a month for the
nexttenyears forthe
down payme  alone・
Later n the semester,
the class runs through a
simulated home-buying pro-
could realistically fluctuate
仕om at amount. “Ⅵfe were
then on our own to negOti
ate,?ays Thota・雄That was a
gr at lesson that has actually
helped me on my apartment
search.’’
Passacantando also
marches all of his students
through an exercise that
could, ifr quired of all of
us, Send the economy into
an even steeper downward
spiral. he requlreS Students
to record all expenses for
a monthl ng period・ That
means every textbook
($118.59) grande latte
($3.52) andtaxi home缶om
Faneuil Hall when the T
has stopped ruming ($18,
wi h tip) After tallying the
monthly bill, the students
create a personal monthly
budget to live by
Tonight, the class is
leaming about tax deduc-
tions. Passacantando en
courag s students to Iook at
al1 1egal means of reducing
their tax payment. Tuition
loaninterest yes. Moving
expensesto宜rstjob yes.
Contactlenses yes. Cost
ofbooks n . Tuitionpay-
things that many cur-
rent wage eamers wish　灘醜態鰹轍鱒鞄灘蘭擬態顎灘鰭繊静態鞠蟻鰹瀞麗躍鱗擬躍顎綴讃
they had been clued　　蘭麒麟擬態蟻醗轡轡灘灘鱒灘灘灘講醜態蘭態繰艶鰯鰹醗
into when they started
out: POrtfb1io management,
investment strategies, SeCu-
rities, eState Plannmg, and
basic budgeting for life in
the twenty-first century.
It doesn,t matter thatク
like most people their age,
the thirty-宜ve students have
limited personal
宜nances at the
moment. The em
Phasis here is on
planning, and there
are lessons for
eVeryOne.
αLast week
we leamed about
overdraft fees,’’says
cess. Theybreak into three
groups: buyers’Sellers’and
judges. The buyers hope to
purchase their first home for
as little money as possible’
the sellers hope to sell a
home for as much money as
possible, and thejudges ob-
轡W話B話XTRA
丁hrough Ap叫
MET′s Mark
Passacantando
wi‖ answer
your pe「sonal
finance
questions at
www,bu,edu/
bostonia,
SerVe, then suggest
ways to make the
transaction move
along as smoothly
as possible・ Pas-
sacantando tells
e ch group how
much money they
have to spend and
how much they
ments itdepends.
“I usedtojust帥outthe
lO4O-EZ f()rm;’says Jas-
mine Ha (CAS’o9) “I never
got back as much as I could
hav . I know now if I take
the time to do mytaxes, I
can get a lot more back・”
In the end, Passacan-
tando reiterates the bottom
line: financial knowledge is
宜nancial power αThere are
real steps that people can
ake to better their financial
situation in this scary鱒nan
cial climate,,, he says. “They
don,t have to sit back and be
powerless.,’ AMY LASKOWSKI
ILLUSTRATiON BY MICHAEL KLEiN
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Sargent Choice
Cooking
鮎親臨軸の鞘甜鷲宮丑聴
軸誼蹄の純聴講臨地酷
珊軸軸萬埴哺削輔弼鱒輔軸
WALTER DUNPHY IS thinking
about sprmg. For his second
Segment Of Sargent Choice
Cooking, a Series ofvideos of
the BU executive chef prepanng
healthful and tasty meals, Dunphy
has created a recipe featuring
SCallops with an
闇wEB EXTRA
Watch a
Video of chef
Walter Dunphy
PreParl ng
m iso-giazed
SCa=ops
With soba
noodles at
WWW重bu,edu/
bostonia,
Asian flair
The recIPe Calls for
Sea SCa11ops with fresh
Vegetables and whole
Wheat soba noodles.
In the video, Dunphy
uses Nantucket Bay
SCallops, Which are
in season November
through March.
αTheir sweetness happens to lend
itself quite well to Asian-inspired
Cuisine, with its subtle yet spicy
COntraStS;’he says.
The ingredients, SuCh as mirin,
a Japanese sweet cooking wine,
Miso-Glazed Sea Sc訓ops with Fresh
Vegetables and Soba N○○d看es
軸蟹田蛙鶴亀輔態
I pound紐esh sea scallops, rinsed, with
nerve removed
8 0unCeS Whole wheat soba noodles or
Other whole wheat pasta
2坊cups snow peas (trimmed)
l cup red belI peppeI‘, Cleaned and diced
Sm血1
1 cup carrots, julienned
坊cup red cabbage, julienned
l oup green onion, green PartS Only, Sliced
On the bias
l坊tablespoons red or orange miso
paste
2 tablespoons fresh-SqueeZed orange
juice
2 tablespoons mirin
2 tablespoons black sesame seeds
2 tablespoons rice wine yinegar
2 tablespoons sesame oi1
1 tめlespoon grated fresh ginger
l tal)lespoon sambal olek (sriracha)
% tablespoon minced fresh garlic
2 teaspoons extra置Vlrgln Olive oil
璽醗酵観純蹴堅
In a stockpot, bring 3 to 4 quarts ofwater
to a boil and add soba noodles, Stirring
OCCaSiona11y with a fork or tongs. Cook
until al dente. Remove, Strain, and rinse
With cooI water and set aside.
and sambal ole互or sriracha, an
Asian-Style hot sauce, Can uSua11y be
found in the Asian foods section in
local supermarkets, SayS Dunphy
Aul ofhis recIPeS follow guide-
1ines established by Boston Univer-
Sity’s Sargent Choice program, a
nutritional and culinary co11abora-
tion between the dietitians at
Meanwhile, COmbine miso paste, Orange
JulCe, mirin, rice wine vinegaI., SeSame Oil,
grnger, garlic, and sambal olek in a nonre-
active bowl and stir. Add scallops and toss
to coat・ AIlow to rest refrigerated for about
10 minutes. Remove with a sIotted spoon
and place on a plate, reSerVmg marinade.
In a large nonstick pan, bring olive oil to
a medium-high heat and add scallops (try
not to crowd the pan). Spin the scallops
and shake the pan a bit to prevent stick-
1ng, COOking and allowing them to sear for
about 2 minutes’then鮎p and repeat・
Remove and place on aplate tentedwith
aluminum foil to keep warm.
While the pan is still hot, immediately
add snow peas’Cabbage, CarrOtS, red pep-
PerS, and half the cut green onions and
Saut6 for about l minute. Add marinade
and tum the heat up to high, Stirring oc-
CaS onally, for about 2 more minutes.
Tum off the heat and add the noodles.
Toss and stir to coat and combine.
弼琶軸範疇
Divide pasta and vegetables equally among
f ur plates and th n arrange scallops even-
1y around each plate.
Sprinkle with sesame seeds and remain-
mg green O ion.
S rgent College and the chefs at
BU’s Dining Services. Sargent’s
nutritionists create healthy and
delicio s recIPeS for baked goods,
Sandwich s, PIZZaS, SOuPS, and
de serts’and Dining Services pre-
PareS them for sale in retail outlets
and at dining halls across the campus.
CYNTHIA K. BUCCINI
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Obama′s Ca8看看s a BU巾adition
Å紳輔珊暗醐輔の軸輔弼罵野塩軸輔弼配賦甜輔誼
読聴愚鑑親騰鐘龍購輔騰韻騰骨張親艶鱒欝
AS A PRESIDENTIAL Candidate, Barack Obama called for
expansion ofthe Peace Corps, AmeriCorps, and other national
service programs. “It is time to recapture that sense ofa common
purpose,’’he said in a 2OO7 speech in Iowa. “I am mybrother’s
keeper, I am my sister’s keeper”
Since then, Americans have responded to the call. By
November 2OO8, Teach for America had received more than
14,OOO applications, a 48 percent increase from 2OO7 The Peace
Corps saw applications increase 16 percent from fiscal year 2OO7
to 2008, With a large spike in applications around the time of
Obana’s inauguration, On January 20.
At BU, Students have long been invoIved in philanthropIC
e鱒brts. The sorority sisters ofAlpha Kappa Delta Phi @KDPhi)
the宜rst and onlyAsian-interest sorority on canpus, for exanple’
have volunteered at the Boston
Marathon and hosted the annual
Hope Show ralSmg mOney for
underprivileged children in China.
But the prlmary PhilanthroplC
interest ofAKDPhi, SayS Jenny
Giang (CAS’o9) cochair ofBU’s
Multicultural Greek Council and
an AKDPhi sister, is the宜ght
against breast cancer Over the
PaSt year, the sorority has raised
more than $4,OOO for breast cancer
research.
“I think it’s important to
VOlunteer, because it shows others
that there’s support;’Giang says.
“lbu’re not alone. You may feel
that others aren’t out there, but
theworldreallydoescare.’’　AL
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Poetry to the Peop漢e
軸醒地軸亜軸鰹綱島蝿弼粥網田醍且弧線
鞘舗醜醜聞軸弼惹蝿寵辞粥庄野
WHEN ELIZABETH ALEXANDER StePPedup
to the podium at the US. CapitoI on January 20
and read “Praise Song for the Day," the poem
She composed for Barack Obama’s inauguration,
She becane only the fourth poet to read at a
PreSidential swearmg-m CeremOny.
The experience, SayS Alexander (GRS’87) a
Yale University professor ofAfrican-Ame正can
Studies and a pnzewimlng POet, WaSJOyOuS. “It
WaS a P正vilege,’’she says.
Alexander, Who eamed a master’s in creative
writing at BU has published several books of
poetry including American Szlblime, a 2OO6
Pulitzer Prize finalist. She has won the 2007
Jackson Prize for Poetry and two Pushcart Prizes.
She leamed ofher latest honor on December
17 when she received a phone call from the
闇WEB EXTRA
Listen to
Elizabeth
Alexander read
’’Praise Song
fo「 the Day’’at
WWW, bu,edu/
bostonia,
Presidential Inaugural Com-
mittee. She began working on her
inaugural poem immediately. “I
Carefully studied the previous
inaugural poemsク’’she says. “I
readmanypoets W H.Auden,
Gwendol n Brooks, Robert
Hayden, and Walt Whitman
who I felt had addr ss d historical moments with
a kind of gravitas and with power餌Ianguage that
resonated beyond the moment.’’
Alexander says she begins writing a poem not
with a idea, but with language “arranged in fresh
and surpnSmg and powerful ways. When you
come across th se fragm nts, arOund you and in
your subconscious, that’s
what makes me want to
make a poem.’’
She is delighted that
Our neW PreSident has an
interest in poetry “Three
days after the election, he
WaS Photographed carrymg
the collected poems ofmy
beloved teacher and one of
the great poets ofthe world;’
She says, referring to Derek
VAIcott, a Nobel Prize-Win
nlng POet and playwright
and a retired College ofArts
& Sciences professor of
Creative writing. “I mean,
it doesn’t get much better
than that.,’　　　　　　　c KB
????????」??
Capito看Gains BU alums go to Wash-ngtOn
鶴醒集捕縄配説観恐軸鵬軸軸舗悪軸鎧兜態軸の配
賦舐鵡印馳綱澗醐軸鰭漸軸の配粥蹄重油睨鍋境
地誰親輔弼舗憩聴軸鵡醍醐鎚誹の鵡輯籍
鵡地軸鵡㊤馳鮭坑珊鮮篭沌軸親裁軸輔弼軸輔弼議
捕過の拙輔弼軸粥の胱醜聞粥聞輔弼珊時
軸弼髄舗輔弼鵡暗地引輔弼輔弼鵠軸観
軸弼睡離脱軸輔も籠班胱馳暁輔の拙鴨
鍋軸抽軸鮮酷鵡軸瑠鱒輔弼郵餅輔弼
弛髄鞘酔軸珊馳弛鸞騨艶那踊拙鰐睦粗乱哺軸
塊醐甜冨埴輔識鞭甜捕縄鼎
Jos轟Ila D血ois (CAS’o3) is head
Ofthe White House O触ce of
Faith-Based and Neighborhood
Partnerships. DuBois graduated
from BU with a degree in politi-
Cal science. He eamed a master,s
degree in public affairs at Prince-
ton and enrolled at Georgetown
University Law School, but left
to join Obama’s campalgn.
Pete So雌a (COM,76) is the of-
ficial White House photographer
and director
彊w話B話XTRA
Watch a s看ide
Show of Pete
Souza’s photos
Of Barack
Obama at
WWW,bu.edu/
bostonia,
Ofthe White House
Photo o範ce. Sou-
Za WaS WOrking
for the C癌cago
Tナibl〃Ie When he
WaS aSSlgned to
Shoot Obama,s
first year in the
Senate, ajob that
took him all over
the world with
the young politician. Last year,
he published H【e月おe QfBarac*
Obama, a hardcover book ofhis
Pictures. Souza also served as
an o縦cial White House pho-
tographer for President Ronald
Re agan.
Ste聡n C血(HoN.,o7) is the
uS. secretary of energy. Chu
WaS a CO-Winner ofthe 1997
Nobel Prize in physics, honored
for his use oflasers to cool and
trap atoms. He was previously a
PrOfessor at the University of
Califomia, Berkeley, and direc-
tor ofthe Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory. Chu was
the BU Commencement speaker
in 2OO7 recelVmg an honorary
doctorate.
脈obe鴫Kh雌a軸i (LAW,83) is
the director ofthe Securities and
Exchange C mmission’s division
Of enforcement. previously,
Khuzami was a top legal o能cial
at the VAll Street investment
fi m Deutsch  Bank and had
been a f deral prosecutor with
the US. attomey’s o縦ce for the
SOuthem district ofNew York for
eleven years.
Khuzami is widely known for
his prosecution of Omar Ahmed
Ali Abdel-Rahman, the “Blind
Sheik;’in what was at the time
the largest terrorism trial in
uS. history. He also supervised
SeV ral initial investigations
into the terrorist attacks of
September 11, 2OOl.
鼻血軸ie Tbm覆S香れ雪(CAS,o2) is
the deputy press secretary
for Vice President Joe Biden.
Tom ini worked for the Obama
PreSidential campalgn and as
PreSS SeCretary for Biden when
he served in the uS. Senate.
鵬 はさl Co両町(LAW89)
is the deputy solicitor in the
appellate group ofthe Securities
and Exchange Commission’s
O飾ce oft e general counsel.
He previously served as senior
SpeCial counsel in the appe11ate
group. While at LAW he was
the editor-in-Chief of the BostoJI
U証ve鳩め′ Law月eview.
鵬呼H imbach (LAW94) is a
member of Obama’s legislative
a餓Iirs t m. Heimbach previ-
OuSly se ved as chief of staff
to Senator Sherrod Brown
(D Ohio) and worked under
President Bi11 Clinton in the
O縦ce oflegislative a能Iirs and
as policy advisor to the deputy
Chief of st 任. He also advised
the Fed ral Communications
Commission.
E血しa晴der a Boston University
trustee, is the cochair ofthe
Council ofAdvisors on Science
and TechnoIogy. He is a leading
COntributor to the Human
Genome PrQject, founding
director ofthe Broad Institute
OfMIT and Harvard, and a
PrOfessor at both MIT and
Harv rd Medical School.
郎zabd蘭A置ex袖de管(GRS,87),
a Yale University professor of
African-American studies, WrOte
and delivered the inaugural
POem, “Praise Song for the Day.’’
(See sto7y OnPage 8)
麟§轟o書鵬il言p隅⊂の魅S重職
(STH’56) o鮮ered the opening
Prayer at Obama’s election
night rally. Cousin is an African
Methodist Episcopal minister
and a former president ofthe
National Council of Churches of
Christ in the USA.
蘭書罰的〇億鳴れ露c轟劉教(SMG,9 7)
designed a dress wom by
Michelle Obama at the Demo-
Cratic National Convention.
Previously, the New York
fashion designer worked as a
m rchand s r for J. Crew and
n editor at HaJpert Bazaar
Panichgul studied fashion design
at Parsons School of Design.
鼻血劃心G創t畔(CF伴95)
COdesigned Obama’s “O’’logo.
軸徴或e事Se昭鍋隔離鵬競り叩魅is
(CFA’90), a member ofthe US.
Marine Corps (USMC) Band,
Performed in the inaugura-
tion ceremony and parade, aS
Well as in the national prayer
S由楕Se堆肥a鵬t裏〇億劃置慣れ露ise姦
(CFA’o2), a member ofthe
USMC Band, Performed in the
inauguration parade.
S惚簡捷峰掛鵬G蜜b軸G醜聞蘭
(CFA?96), a member ofthe
USMC Band, Performed in the
inauguration ceremony and
Parade, aS We11 as in the national
prayer service.
G曲調e町Se喝田鵬軸は能面回軸輯
(CFA’83), a member ofthe
USMC Band, Performed in the
inauguration ceremony and
Parade.
p容NDiNG
Ga峰山龍膝(L帥叩75クHoN.,98)
has been nominated by Obama to
become secretary of commerce.
He is the former govemor of
Washington and was the first
Chinese-American govemor in
the United States.
書o§蘭a §重職軸吐Who com-
Pleted his residency at Boston
Medical Center, has been nomi-
nated to be deputy commission-
er ofthe Food and DrugAdmin-
istrat o 　　　　　　　　　　Aし
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D「輔ng for Energy
鋪博軸亜醗軸鴨鍋鷲珊地軸親鑑の醜甜鮎鑑掛軸馳輔
it′s not exactly a joumey
to the center of the Earth′
but bydri=ingdeep into
theg「ound, BU pians
to harness the Earth’s
natural eneI.gy tO heat
one of its Commonwealth
Avenue buildings。
Last sp「看ng, COnStruC-
tion workers drilled a
sel.ies of six weils l,500
feetdeep that′stwice
the height of the 」ohn
Hancockbu皿ng and
6 incheswide intothe
land adjacent to the
former Fellsway Motor
Mal.t, at 882 through
888 Commonweaith Av-
enue,丁he building′ Which
is being renovated, Cur"
rentIy houses the Kidney
Cente「 After the project
iscompleted, in 」une′ it
wi= accommodate the
University′s Center for
Engiishしanguage and
Orientation Programs
classrooms, the !nterna-
tional Programs offices,
and severaI retail shops
and restaurants, And it
wⅢ be the University’s
first geothermal bu脚ng"
Using we= wate「 as
a medium′ the system
draws upon the Earth′s
energy to warm the
water to a constant
temperature of approxi-
mate!y fifty-five degrees′
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軸e肥嶺㊧鵬胎野師㊧離宮
⑱管88芝抽印駐鴨粥888
e⑬醐醐⑱鵬瀞能舶諦鮎醐胡㊧
満場髄es轟艶⑱抽e胴訓
諭舗軸怒獄門d G⑲⑱臨悪
霊yS鴨醐膏瞳舗$脱色
醸⑱S包⑱開聞轟鵬繭的
says Pat「ick Watson-
Hogan, PreSident of ZVI
Con truction Co,, Which
manages the const「uc“
tion ofthe project〃 ltthen
pumps the water out of
thewellsand intoa heat
exc anger
During the winter′ the
heat exchanger uses heat
tha  is t「ansferred from
the Eart  tothe heat
PumP′ Which compresses
a rto raise itstem-
perature" ln the summe「
it absorbs excess heat
from the airand blows
the cooled air back into
the building,
Geotherma! systems
arera e ontyahandfui
exist in the Boston area′
including one at Trinity
Church and anotherata
schooiinNewton but
the technique dates
backto the ea「ly 1900s“
Recent improvements
in materials′ equlP-
ment′ and insta11ation
procedures have made
the system more Viable′
Watson-Hogan says"
一Geothe「mal systems
make up onlyaboutl
pe「cent of heating and
cooling systems through-
out the country,’“ says
Michael Difabio′ the Uni-
versity′s associate vice
president for property
cquisition"一.As a generaI
rule′ We′「e aIways Iooking
into whatever energy-
saving methods we can
mpIoy in the redevelop-
ment of our buiIdings,’’
WhiIe the initial cost
of insta冊ng a geothermal
system is higher than
conventional heating,
ventiIating, and air condi-
tioning systems′ Difabio
expects the project to
pay for itselfwithin the
first seven to nine yeal.S“
Because they do not
epend on foss冊uels
or naturaI gas′ geOther-
ma! systems al.e highly
energy-efficient, SayS
Watson"Hogan, ‘“And
because you十e not bum-
ing a y hing′ the main-
tenance nd operation
costs are significantIy
low r and the process is
much cleaner and quiet-
er,一′ he says" ,`You「 larg-
est piece of equ-Pment is
the size of a conference
room table′ SO there’s no
need for a boile「 room,’’
V看CKY WAしTZ
「二二二二二
回o巾p
Executives Named
to BU Boards
鰐軸輔弼籠辞のの牡糟踊寵
抽鵬騰弼且触特配親睦甜醜珊
距離鴫の輔弼鱒弼
Christine A, Poon, aformer top
phamaceutical industry executive,
and Lucyしandesman
Halperin, the first female
president of Tee Pee
Olives/Italica Imports,
were appointed to
University leadership
positions at the Board
of Trustees meeting in December・
Poon, fomer vice chaiman of
Johnson & Johnson,s board of
directors and worldwide chairman
of its Pharmaceuticals Group and
n。W dean of Ohio State University’s
Fisher College ofBusiness, JOmS
the Board of Trustees. Halperin
joins the Board of Overseers.
Poon (GSM’83) began her
career with Johnson & Johnson
in 20OO as comPany grOuP Chair
for phamaceuticals.
In 2OO3, She was
appointed worldwide
chairman, medicines
and nutritionals.
She was elected
to the Johnson &
Johnson board of directors
and named a vice chairman
ofthe board in 2OO5.
Halperin (CGS’75, SMG’77) is
the owner and president ofTee
Pee Olives/Italica Imports, a third-
generation family-OWned business,
which packs and distributes olives
and olive oil.
Her late husband, Richard
Halperin (CGS’74, COM’76) was
th  chief operating o触cer of the
Quellos Group, LLC, an investment
m nagement fim. He was the
reclpient of a Distinguished Alumni
Award from the College of General
Studies and served on the College
f Communication Dean’s Advisory
Board.　　　　　　　　　　　　」∪
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THE SARGENT CENTER forOutdoor
Education (SCOE) Boston University,s
environmental education and retreat
Center in Hancock, New Hampshire,
Wi11 cIose in August because ofbudget-
ary COnCernS.
The cost of maintaining the center,
Which was acquired by the University
in 1932 and is currently run by Metro-
politan Co11ege, lS PrOhibitively high
at a time ofeconomic crlSIS, SayS MET
Dean Jay Halfond. The University
is Iooking to balance its宜scal year
2OlO budget, Which currently has a
$lO million gap.
“This is not a matter ofperfor-
mance,” Hal寅〕nd says. αMany BU stu-
dents have bene批ed by the center,s
e鮎orts, and it is a legacy that will not be
forgotten. It was simply unsustainable
because ofthe cost ofmaintaining 70O
acres ofland in New Hampshire.”
Founded to host the teacher
training progr m for Sargent Co11ege,
the SCOE thenknownas Sargent
Camp wasused ohelp students
master swimmlng and other sports
theywould b  required to know as
teachers. Early students slept in tents
and bathed in
Halfmoon Pond,
later, the center’s
fou deI., Dudley
Allen Sargent,
added a lodge and
cabins.
Services o縦ces, the Boston University
Scholars, Participants in the Upward
Bound program, and the Common
Ground ori ation course held during
the s mmer for new students.
T  facili y, With twenty-tWO miles
Of cross-COuntry Skiing and hiking
rai s hat are open to the public, has
彊鰹醜態離籍顎轡醸躍蘭闇犠
轡艶麗醗顎騒躍躍蘭躁鬱鮭鰯醸
態醜態艶麗醗讃鑑醗擬態繊鱒
酔態締盟覿醜醒灘の鞄欝騨躍
鰐醒蘭醗酵鱒醜態醒醸盛
離籍躍鑑露盤擬態露盤擬態鱒籠
Today Sargent Center has room
for 20O ovemight guests in its cabins,
dormitori s  and canvas tent yurt
Vi11 ges. Since commg under MET,s
purview it has hosted the Residence
Life and Orientation and O任-Campus
宜fteen permanent
empIoyees and adds
eighteen to宜fty
SeaSOnal workers at
Various times ofthe
year・
All programs booked
through August 31, 2OO9, including
th s summer’s Adventure Camp,
Will take place as usual, aCCOrding to
Center director Robert Rubenda11. αⅥね
intend to run all programs and honor
all commit ents;, he says.　　」 U
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WENDY IVIARiNER
0op) and Barbara
Millen (bottom)
have pushed for
an OPen aCCeSS
SyStem.
BU to C「eate
Free Archive of
Facu看ty Resea「ch
駈軸粥輔時制輯観距離弼弼粥
の珪糖配能輔弼瑚親配
BOSTON UNIVERSITY TOOK abigstep toward
greater access to academic scholarship and
research on February llクWhen the University
Council voted to support an open access system
that would make scholarly work of the faculty and
sta任available online to anyone, for free, aS Iong as
the authors are credited and the scholarship is not
used for pro宜t.
αⅥfe believe this is the first time that a
university as a whole has taken a stand on behalf
ofthe university, aS OPPOSed to a smgle schooI
or college;’says Wendy Mariner, the chair ofthe
Faculty Council and a professor at the SchooI of
Law at the SchooI ofPublic Health, and atthe
SchooI ofMedicine. “We are looking forward
to new forms ofpublication in the twenty-
first century that will transform the ways that
knowledge and information are shared.’’
“The resolution passed by our University
Council is avery lmpOrtant Statement On the
importance of open access to the results of
SCholarship and research created within the
University’’says BU President Robert A. Brown・
The council vote has approved an initiative
to establish an archive ofthe research and
SCholarship produced by the faculty of the
Associate Provost
for G「aduate Medical
Sciences Named
軸軸観輔欝輔鞄艶配馳駆班輔
弼躍醜態睨馳軸沌
BioIogistしinda Hyman, Vice p「ovost of
Montana State University’s division of
health sciences, has been appointed as-
SOCiate provost for the Division of Gradu-
ate Medical Sciences atthe Schooi of
Medicine,
Hyman′s responsib冊ies′ Which begin
On 」uly「′ Wi旧nclude ove「sight of cur-
「icula and execution of ail g「aduate p「o-
grams′ including recruitment, admissions′
OngOIng PrOgram aCtivities′ neW PrOgram
development′ Student outcomes, and
graduate aiumni relations,
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University. Mariner says that one goal is to make
it easier foげfaculty to be able to share their own
research with students and colleagues.
The increased ownership and control is good
news for researchers such as Barbara Millen, a
MED professor and cochair ofthe University
Council committee that recommended the
open access initiative. Working on a book about
nutrition research at one point in her career,
Millen found herself in the paradoxical position
ofhaving to seek permission to use her own data
after it was published in aJOumal that retained
the copyright to her work.
Traditionally, aCademlC J Oumal publishers
have used subscriptions to cover the costs of
printing, marketing, and distribution. Many also
charge a per-Page fee o researchers whose work
they publish, Which can add up to thousands
ofdollars. The joumals control access to the
published papers, because they often hold
exclusive copyright. Thanks to the Intemet,
Printing presses and expensive distribution
networks are no Ionger needed, but there are still
costs for editing, marketing, and other logistics,
even for onlineJOumals, and open-aCCeSS JOumals
typically charge scholars a flat processmg fee to
cove  these co ts.
“This vote sends avery strong message of
support for open and free exchange of scholarly
work,” says Robert Hudson, director of Mugar
Memorial Library and cochair of the University
Council commit e  on scholarly activities and
libraries. “Open access means that the results of
research and scholarship can be made open and
freely accessible to anyone・’’
ART」AHNKEAND」ESSICA ULし1AN
Hyman replaces Carl Franzblau, Cur-
rent associate dean, P「Ofessor and chair
Of the MED department of biochemistry。
Franzblau isthe founde「ofCityLab, an ed-
ucationa看outreach p「og「am that teaches
middie and high schooi students about
the biotechnoIogy industry′ and CityLab
Academy, a nine-mOnth biotechnoIogy
and biomedical science training program
for high school graduates,
".Dr F「anzbIau is
goingto be a tough
a⊂t tO fo=ow′“’Hyman
SayS, ’’He has a reaI
entrepreneuria看spirit,
and l have somet「epi-
dation about f冊ng his
sho s。 ′
For the p st five
years, Hyman has aiso
held the position of assistant dean at the
University of Washington SchooI of Medi-
⊂ine in Seattle, Where she isthe Montana
direc or ofthe coope「ative p「ogram of the
Unive「si y of Washington SchooI of Medi-
cine and the states of Wyoming, A漢aska′
Monta a, and ldaho (WWAMl) medical
PrOgram"
Previously′ She he看d faculty positions
at Tulane Unive「sity Medicai School and
WaS PrOg「am di「ector at the
National Science Foundation
and a principal investigator on
SeVerai national g「ants,
Hyman eaI.ned a bacheior’s
degree in bioIogy f「om the
State Unive「sity of New York
atAlbany and master’s and
doctorate degrees in bioIogy
from Brandeis Unive「sity, VW
巾aining
Whist漢e喜B漢owe「s
and Watchdogs
鰐舗呪躍鎚軸艶珊集適職
踊醒摘甜親鸞の珊艶鋪晋暁甜龍距
輔鞘態軸艶軸常態醍醐軸艦瑠
ACROSS NEW ENGLAND neWS
Outlets are reducing their editorial
Sta鮎i’dismantling lnVeStigative teams,
Shuttering Washington bureaus, and
SCaling back their coverage of state
govemment. In an e批)rt tO keep the
important tradition of investigative
JOumalism alive, the College of
Communication has launched a one-
Of-a-kind news center, Where students
and veteran local reporters will
produce orlglnal, in-depth reports f()r
area media.
The New England Center for
Investigative Reporting (NECIR)
PrOmises to be a key component of
COM’s joumalism program, aCting as
an incubator for the next generation
Of reporters specializing in long-
form JOumalism・ The nonpartisan
Center is fundedjointlyby BU and
leading Boston media outlets, Which
are contributing cash, Staff, and
news resources totaling $250,OOO,
as we11 as private contributions and
foundation grants, including $25O,OOO
from the John S. and James L. Knight
Foundation.
Shrinking news budgets have meant
fewer reporters are shining a light on
the powerful and the expIoited, SayS
NECIR director Joe Bergantino, a COM
adjunct faculty member and an Emmy
Award-Wiming broadcast j oumalist,
Who headed WBZ’s investigative
I Team for seventeen years.
“Our core belief is that investigative
reporting lS One Ofdemocracy’s most
important tooIs for providing citizens
With the information they need to hold
the powerful accountable and to make
infomed decisions;, says Bergantino.
“What our founding fathers intended
When they came up with the First
Amendment was to make sure there
WaS an institution in place that would
be a watchdog, and when you take
PHOTOGRAPH BY VERNON DOUCETTE
investigative reporting out of the mix,
that role disappears.,,
The New England Center for In-
VeStig tive Reporting is the宜rst
nonpro飾, university-based, multi
m di  iIrVeStigative reporting entity
in the nation to focus exclusively on
local and reglOnal issues.
The center hopes to produce high
quality high-imp act inve stigative
reports that wi11 be published and aired
by multiple media partners, SuCh as
the BostoJI Globe, New England Cable
News, bos n.com, and WBUR, Boston
University’s N tional Public Radio
a触Iiat ’and to train the next crop
Of investigative reporters, including
Students at Boston University and at
Boston’s inn -City high schooIs.
T king the ries out ofthe classroom
and into the streetwill be a core prm
Ciple ofNEC工R, SayS Tom Fiedler
(COM’71) dean ofCOM. `Just as
medical schooIs serve the dual purpose
Of rainmg Physicians while servmg
the health needs ofpatients, NECIR
Will train reporters while serving the
COmmunity’s civic health with its in
depth investigative reporting.,,
Fie ler, a Pulitzer Prize winner and
former executive editor of the unami
Herald, SayS eStablishing the center
at a university like BU could, ifrepli
Cated across th  country, repreSent a
Critical development in the future of
JOumalism.
“W  may be creating a new model
by which investigative JOumalism
SurVives and thrives, eVen if the busi
ness models that used to sustain it no
I nger work,” Fiedler says.
CALEB DANILOFF
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Gu漢f軸p Ce看ebrates BU Exce漢音ence
軸載軸誹艶兜の踊艶濫醐軸兜輔弼も聴聞胱鸞躍珊軸拙輔弼
鮎醜貌親睦の配の胱鵬縄軸鴨紳輔購軸睨馳軸髄融
BOSTON UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT
Robert A. Brown and his wife, Beverly
Brown, led an executive delegation
to Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates in January, Celebrating the
accomplishments of BU’s alumni,
ParentS, and friends in the reg10n.
and demonstrated the
truly global reach of
the University ”
The delegation,
which also visited
the new Boston
University Dental
Health Center in
Dubai, included
Robert A. Knox
(CAS’74, GSM’75)
chair of BU,s Board of
Trustees; Ed Fuller
(SMG’68) a member
ofthe BU Board of Overseers; David
Hollow ll (ENG’69;72, GSM’74)
PreSid nt-elect of the BU Alumni
Association, Scott NichoIs, BU vice
president for development and alumni
relations; Steve Hall, BU associate vice
PreSident for alumni relations; Je批●ey
The宜rst leg of
the trip was Riyadh,　闇類誌醗醗艶麗鰭鏑輔蘭醗闘鶏躍
Saudi Arabia, Where　　躍轡馨闇の輔弼醗韻轡麗艶麗躍顎轡
the BU delegationwas R躍闇騙曹醍灘態蟻髄鞘騒簿
hostedbyBU Trustee　露艶麗醍蘭蘭親臨鱒醗韓溺鰭醒蹴鞠態㊥
Sheikh Bahaa Hariri
(SMG’89). The group visited leading
universities and met with BU parentsク
alumni, and key govemment o飾cials.
The executive delegation then traveled
to Dubai, tO attend Celebrating
Excellence: Boston University and
the GCC (Gulf Cooperation CounciD
During the two-day event, a gala dinner
Celebration, On January 16, drew more
than 2OO alumni to the BuIj AI Arab,
the hotel that sponsored the event.
``Boston University has amazlngly
distinguished alumni worldwide,”
SayS Brown. “We are working to
enhance our network with alumni and
Strengthen their ties to the University.
The alumni events in Dubai in January
Were Part Ofour ongomg e批)rtS tO
network our alumni through events
and renewed energy in local alumni
Clubs. The events brought together
alumni from all over the Middle East
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HutteI., dean of the
Goldman SchooI of
Dental Medicine;
Farouk EI Baz,
a BU research
professor and
director of the University’s Center for
Remote Senslng; and William Straughn
(GSM’98) senior intemational
development o飾cer
Knox, Who is chair and CEO
Of Comerstone Equity Investors,
moderated a January 17
business forum of alumni
Who are cognized leaders
in their宜elds: Basim AI
Saie (ENG’88) managing
director of Installux Gulf,
Bahrain, Fuller, PreSident
and managmg director of
Marriot Intemational USA,
Khal d Jaoun  (ENG’95) a
Partner at Ithm  Capital,
DubaiクTasneem Mayet
(CAS’94) s ior vice
PreSident of FORSA, Dubai,
and Salaam AI Shaksy
(CAS’85, GSM’91;92)
CEO ofDubai Banking Group. There
was also a time for networking and
reconnecting with缶iends and a talk by
Brown about BU’s plans in the reglOn
and around the world.
In addition, BU alumni from the
six nations that share Arabian Gulf
coastline SaudiArabia, Bahrain,
Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, and the United
Arab Emirates came together to
O縦cially inaugurate the BU Alumni
Association of the GCC.
“The alumni gathering in Dubai,
representing well over 2OO guests from
twenty di任erent countries, Showcased
the important work our graduates are
do g and connected our alumni with
each other;’says NichoIs. “Our future
PrOSpeCtS for stronger comections in
the Middle East, aS Well as elsewhere,
are b ight indeed.’’
“Ⅵねowe a token ofgratitude to the
Boston University leadership team for
flying halfway across the world just to
be with us and to help inaugurate the
o鯖.cia=au ch of the GCC BU Alumni
Association,’’says Ren6 Beil (SHA’97
MET’o4) vice president for asset
man gemen  with Dubai Investment
Group and vic  president ofthe
association. “This level of support for
intemational alumni is unparalleled
at any institution and clearly demon
strates the level of commitment ofBU
to this reglOn.’’
Jaouni, the association’s president,
agrees. “This event was a launch pad for
a much more active alumni community
in the reglOn;’he says.
To see photos ofthe event orto
leam more, Visit www bu.edu/gcc,
Or Write to gcc@bu.edu.　　　cKB
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’’Not the End ofthe
St「ugg!e, but an
Open8ng′′
軸軸醜摸珊甜篭醇観聞帥粥甜連
館踊軸の難丑臨輔特薦珊甜軸
With a record-breaking crowd befo「e him
and President-eIect Barack Obama′s inau-
guration stⅢ ahead′ Paul Farmer celebrated
the Iife of Ma「tinしuther King′ Jr, (GRS′55′
HoN・’59) on 」anuary 19, at Boston Universi.
ty′s annuai commemo「ation of Martinしuther
King′ 」r"′ Day,
当f Martinしuther King we「e here with
attendant
uses a baby mannequin
to demonstrate neonat
techniqu
二二二二二二二二二
Bring!ng Hope to Zambian Mothe「s
批難瑚輔揃腕前醜貌醒珊鵡軸馳配賦鮎適地
聴軸鱒軸辞地軸抽輔地軸蹄軸悪
WHEN SHE ARRIVED atthe
MindoIo Trainmg Fams in the
Copperbelt province of Zambia
last yeaI.’Ama Knapp was
greeted by
attendants
語w話B話XTRA
See a sIide
Show about
BU′s efforts
to train
traditionaI
bi「th
attendants
in Zambia at
WWW, bu,edu/
bostonia,
Sixt  traditional birth
(TBAs) who were
Slngmg and dancmg.
The Zambians had
good reason to
Celebrate: Knapp,
a senior program
manager at Boston
University,s Center
for Intemational
Health and Devel
OPment (CIHD),
had come to work
On the center,s
Lufwanyama Neonatal Survival
PrQject (LUNESP) a study that
aims to reduce the country,s high
infant mortality rate and increase
the chances that Zambian
Children wil1 1ive past their first
birthday.
LUNESP trains birth atten
dants to intervene in four ofthe
most common, PreVentable con
tributors to neonatal mortality.
birth asphyxia, neOnatal hypo-
themia, SePSIS, and perinatal
transmission of HIV
“The birth attendants often
travel for days by foot, bicycle,
Onthebacks oftrucks anyway
theycan togettothe LUNESP
trainings;’says Knapp (SPH,o7).
Since the inception ofthe
Study, Which is funded by the
US. Agency for Intemational
Development, with support
from the American Academy
Of Pediatrics, SeVen LUNESP
facu ty and staff from the C工HD
Boston Medical CenteI., and Tufts
Medical Center have participated
from Boston or traveled to
Zambia to work alongside twenty-
nine Zambi n staff members.
With assistance from the Center
for Intemational Health and
Development zambia as well as
the Lufwanyama District Health
Management Team, the LUNESP
team has trained 129 TBAs, aS
Well as 16 data collectors and 12
Staff m mbers from rural health
CenterS.　　　　ROBIN BERGHAUS
ustodayin theflesh′aS he is
in spirit′ he wouId sureIy be
PIeased′′′ said Farmer′ the
founder ofthe international aid
Organization Pa「tners in Health′
referring to the election of the
nation′s first biack president,
1.But he wou書d not regard this
醒wEB EXTRA
See a s!ide
Show of Paul
Farmer talking
about his work
in Haiti a
WWW,bu,edu/
bostonia.
mOmentOuS eVent aS the end of the struggle′
but as an open…g′ a SPaC , a Chance in which
the Iarger socia書justice agenda might be
PurSued,’’
Farmer, a medicai anthropoIogist and a
Physician′ WaS the keynote speaker at this
year’s BU event, and he drewa crowd that
fiIIed the George Sherman Union′s Metcalf
Hali to capacity"
The theme of the 20O9 celebration was
The Drum Major lnstinct, based on King′s
SemOn Ofthe same name○ ○n it′ KingcalIed
On his congregation to find the instinct that
makes us ▲′al! want to be important′ tO Sur-
PaSS Others′ tO aChieve distinction, tO iead
the parade′′and use itto bea Ieaderin love,
in mora! excei!ence′ and in gene「osity, 」∪菓
??????????
??????
- EXP患OR肌寒O晴S
Not」ustChi!d’s Play
S冒UpY
SUGG話S題S N話W
富患肘帽血oU晴DS
膿U重患D
B話T題顕然MⅢH
STUD話蘭書S
BY CYNTHIA K.
BUCC工NI
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躍鵡醍醐醜態拙醜輔弼鴨鍋
軸軸斬輔腫鏡野直弼艶醐珊鵡
緋鞘の鮎の配能詩賦魁拙鑑霊端銭の鴫
鵡軸輔弼輔弼舗輔弼端
麗距親任親鸞態急襲趣の閻忠霊醐蝿の
酷亜粥鵡補聴態措睡輔弼鶴
軸醒闇軸醜覇瞳軸豊掴辞珊鵡態珊
輔弼粥謝辞購壷蝿の鞘輔弼欄蟻
電鵡醜態鵡縄艶聞軸篤軸亜蝿軸糖
軸憩鼎翻緒粥皆輔弼穐鵡暁の鞘聴
骨購弼鰭輔地軸繭軸蹴鵡畳鱈競
鵠軸貌捕縄蒜睦弼髄鞘醒鵡
輔弼輔弼魔弾鑑撞購輔弼
醜聞粥軸醍醐舗翫諦観粥態醍
醐軸のの鵬艶鵡縄のの醜態㍉漸亜鴫騰
酷軸髄鞘軸範蝿艦の粥穂弼舗過
輔弼態勢踊忍籠薦過酷舗軸軸悪㊤
Lopezクa SchooI ofPublic Health assistant
PrOfessor of environmental health, and two Tufts
University co11eagues had been working on a
CaSe Study funded by the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation, Of the achievements of the Boston
Schoolyard Initiative (BSI) a public-Private
PartnerShip founded in 1995 to rebuild neglected
urban play areas. The researchers had been
Spending so much time at the schooIs that the BSI
Sta鮮asked ifthey would also Iook at something
else: Whether the renovated playgrounds had an
impact on student achievement.
“I really wasn,t expecting to find anything;,
SayS Lopez (SPH’03) citing the relatively small
Sample ofschooIs. #I thought, eVen ifthere is a
real effect, there are so few schooIs invoIved that
it doesn,t have a lot ofstatistical power ”
He was wrong・ When Lopez studied the 2003
results of the fourth-grade English language
MCAS (Massachusetts Comprehensive
Assessment System) the standardized tests
that almost all public schooI students across
the commonwealth must take, he saw no
discemable d距erences between children at
the seventy schooIs with new playgrounds and
Children at schooIs with old playgrounds.
Butwhen he looked at math scores, he sawa
Very d距erent picture. In schooIs where fourth
graders had new playgrounds, 25 percent more
kids passed the math MCAS. And that figure
remained true after he and his team controlled
for factors such as demographics and the
number of students recelVmg free or reduced
PrlCe lunches.
The researchers suggest several reasons for
the association between better schoolyards and
improved test scores. It may be that students
at schooIs with upgraded playgrounds get more
Physical activity, Which may make them more
Willing and able to leam once they,re back at their
desks. It could also be the result ofmore parental
invoIvement in the schooIs. Or’Lopez says, “It
COuld be that students and teachers feel better
about gomg tO SChooIs that are not dreary, jai=ike
Settings and that look more inviting. That might
Set uP PeOPle to want to leam.,,
Lopez wams that the findings ofhis αecoIogic
Study’’should be viewed with some caution.
“EcoIogic studies have a certain limited power,,,
he says. αWe aren,t rea11y looking at the kids. We
don,t knowwhether any ofthese kids have ever
been outside. It would be better to Iook at kids
Who used the outdoor spaces and then see ifthey
did better than the kids who didn,t, but we just
didn’t have that ability.,,
Lopez is now followmg uP On the study, looking
at test scores at schooIs at three different stages:
before their playgrounds were renovated, the year
theywere upgraded, and two years later
He’1l study other outcomes as well, SuCh as
Student and teacher absenteeism, eXpulsions,
and promotions ofstudents to the next grade.
`And then;, he says, αhaving heard that the state
Will requlre eVery fourth grader to have their
height and weight measured, We WOuld like to do
a follow-up With that data, tO See ifkids have less
Obesity in these schooIs.,,
Lopez believes his findings are particularly
important at a time when the slumpmg eCOnOmy
is forclng SChooIs across the nation to tighten
their belts.
“I worry that the first thing that gets cut is the
Outdoor space;, he says. αThere are a lot ofpeople
Who think that it,s not important, that all kids
need is reading, Writing, and arithmetic. And I
think what this shows is that getting kids to leam
is a broade  experience・ How places Iook and how
they,re used are as important as what goes on in
the classroom.,,
iN
SCH○○」S
WHERE
FOUR丁H
GRADERS
HAD NEW
P LAY-
GROUNDS′
2与
PERCEN丁
MORE
KIDS
PASSED
丁HE MA丁H
MCAS
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FROM 1973 TO 1975, James McCann
WOrked as a Peace Corps volunteer
in Bure, a Small farmingvillage in the
highlands of northwestem Ethiopia. At
the time, malaria was ravagmg muCh
Of the country, killing thousands, but
McCann didn,t bother to take the
antimalarial drug chloroqume. Bure
was more than three miles above sea
level, and the villagers believed its
Chilly air and high altitude kept the
insects at bay.
But when McCann, nOW a Co11ege
OfArts & Sciences professor ofhistory,
Of Maize
retumed to Bure twenty years later,
he found a vi11age that had been
devastated by malaria. “Churches and
SChooIs were abandoned;’he says.
``People locked the doors ofhouses and
Said, `They’re all dead in there.’’’
Deeply troubled by the tragedy,
McCann set out to determine why an
area that had previously had no history
Ofmalaria had suddenly become a
hotspot for the disease.
During the summer of 2OO3, he met
With epidemioIogist Asnakew Kebede
(GRS’o8,’13) an Ethiopian Ministry of
Health and VIforld Health Organization
empIoyee, and the two traveled to
twenty-One rural villages throughout
the Bure district where cultivation had
shifted to maize from more traditional
闇w話R話Ⅹ冒RA:
Watch James
McCann and
Asnakew Kebede
talk about their
「esea「ch at www
bu,edu/bostonia,
CrOPS, SuCh as teff,
barley, and sorghum.
They found that
the rate ofmalaria
transmission among
maize farmers
was ten times
higher than the
transmission rate among those who
farmed other crops.
``Maize pollen is an accelerant for
mosquito populations;’McCann says.
“Theyjust explode. You may as we11 be
Putting kerosene on a fire.”
McCann knew that maize had been
grown for centuries, Primarily as a
garden vegetable, but in the 198Os,
Ethiopia’s govemment pressed for
broader cultivation. Between 1993 and
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1998, maize plantings mCreaSed by
79 perce t.
It was also around this time that
the Ethioplan gOVemment introduced
a newvariety ofmaize, Which sheds
it  po11en during late August and early
September, Weeks later than other
varieties ofm ize and at precisely the
time when temperature and moisture
are ideal for mosquito breeding.
The pollen pro uced healthier
and more mobile mosquitoes, Whose
evolution coincided with a slight
Warmmg Of the climate, leading to
w  McCann describes as “a perfect
StOrmク’’an ideal habitat for mosquitoes
to breed and feed. Today, he says, While
farmers and the Ethioplan gOVemment
are aware of the connection between
maize and malaria, they are reluctant
to abandon t e high yields ofmaize for
lesser yields of their traditional crops.
One solution would have farmers
grow a genetica11y modi宜ed variety
Ofmaize, Whose po11en contains an
nsecticide that would ki11 mosquito
larvae. But the costs ofthat would be
beyond the means of local farmers,
according to McCann.
Another possible solution would
invoIve detasseling removmg
EpidemioIogist Asnakew Kebede
(GRS′08′′13) (!eft) and CAS Professor
」ames McCann learned that a move
away from traditional crops iike barley
and sorghum to maize coin⊂ided with an
expIosion in cases of maIa「ia,
the pollen producing tassel from
a m ize plant by hand and thus
PreV nt  pollination, but that is
a time-COnSummg PrOCeSS.
Athird option, he says, WOuld be
to encourage farmers to grow a maize
Variety tha  sheds its pollen earlier
in the s ason, before peak mosquito
developmen .
But the most logical solution is to
encourage far rs to grow Iocal varie-
ties of self-POllinating grains, SuCh as
teff, Or Vege bles such as red peppeI.,
n ar m squ to breeding grounds.
McCan  and Kebede hope to take
their resea ch beyond Ethiopla and
apply it to other countries where both
maize nd m laria are prevalent. “Ma-
lar a is preading to new areas ofthe
developmg WOrld every day,’’McCam
SayS. “Within the next decade, it will be
the number one crop in the world. And
while maize oesn’t cause malaria, it
most certainly accelerates it.’’
重畳
Gu!f War Syndrome
Gets Real
BU話ⅩP話R萱S EVAⅢUA題国書H話SC案話NCE
FOR患ANDMARK F話DERAL R話POR臆
BY CALEB DANILOFF
GULF WAR VETERANS Suf-
fering a host of neuroIogl
Cal problems have scored a
Victory in their struggle to
legitimize their medical
Claims thanks inpartto
public health experts at Bu
Whose research effectively
debunks years of govem
ment denials.
A congressionally man
dated panel, made up of
leading scientists, medical
experts, and military veteI.-
ans, Charged with shaping
federal health research re-
lated to the 1991 Middle East
COnflict has concluded that
GulfWar syndrome is a real
medical condition and that
it a餌icts at least one in four
Ofthe 697OOO US. veterans
Who fought in Iraq, Kuwait,
and Saudi Arabia. The land
mark report, PreSented in
November by the BU-based
Research Advisory Commit-
tee on GulfWなr Veterans,
I nesses to Secretary ofVet-
erans A fairs James Peake,
Calls on Congress to appro-
Priate $60 million for treat-
ment of GulfWar vets.
“Veterans of the first
GulfWar h ve been plagued
by symp oms of i11 health,
including fatigue, PrOblems
With thinking, Skin lesions,
and gastrointestinal upset,
Since their retum seventeen
years ago;’says Roberta
Wh te, the committee,s sci-
ent脆c director and a profes-
SOr and chair ofthe SchooI of
Public Health department of
environmental health. αDe-
SPite their persistence and
SeVerity; these symptoms
have often led to no diagno-
Sis in a substantial portion of
th  war,s veterans.,,
The 450-Page repOrt
brings together for the
first time the fu11 range of
SCient脆c research and gov-
emment investigations on
GulfVAr illness. The report
found that the condition
fund mentally differs from
StreSS-related syndromes
Seen after other wars and
StateS that scientific evi
dence “leaves no question
that GulfWなr illness is a real
COndition.,,
The report lays the blame
for several health problems
On the troops’exposure
to toxins, Prlmarily in two
COnteXtS Where the exposure
WaS CauSed by the US. mili
tary itself. In anticipation of
a chemical attack, the drug
Pyridostigmine bromide was
glVen tO hundreds of thou
Sands of troops. And living
and dining areas, tentS, and
uniforms were sprayed with
PeSticides to battle desert
insects.
The report also suggests‾
that the uS. demolition of
an Iraql munitions dump
may have exposed lOO,OOO
troops to nerve gas stored at
the facility GulfWar veter-
ans have shown slgnificantly
higher rates of amyotrophic
lateral sclerosIS, a neurOde-
generative condition also
known as Lou Gehrig’s dis-
ease, than veterans of other
WarS. And troops that were
Stationed downwind from
the demolition site have
died from brain cancer at
twice the rate ofother Gulf
Ⅵ7ar veterans.
For lmost two decades,
h  govemment and the
military have downplayed
VeteranS’complaints, Often
referring to them as another
form of post-traumatic
Str SS disorder For its re-
POrt, the research commit-
tee evaluated hundreds of
Studies f GulfWar veterans,
extensive research in other
human populations, Stud
ies on toxic exposures in
animals, and govemment
investigations related to ex-
POSureS in the GulfWar.
“The i11ness IS PrObably
COntrOVerSial because it’s
SymPtOm-based, and most
Vete anS don’t have a com
mon medical diagnosis that
請s a11 of their symptoms;,
White says. “It may also be
COntrOVe Sial because peo-
Ple feel that it’s obvious that
War is stressful and there-
fore str s  must be causlng
the h alth symptoms, eVen
though his has never been
PrOVen. In fact, it’s been
discounted in quite a few
Stud es.,,
White has been studying
GulfWhr i11nesses since 1993
and served as research direc-
tor ofone ofthe three initial
VA-funded centers on Gulf
Whr illness. Since the early
199Os the uS. Department of
Defense and the Department
OfVeterans A任a正s, amOng
Other federal entities, have
funded SPH studies ofGulf
Ⅵr veterans and the effects
Of exposure to Iow-level
Sarin, PeSticides, and pyrl-
dostigmi e bromide.喜
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蔀醐帥酷騰蟻轡趣醜
態醜態諒髄鞘騨
憩醜鑑の曹憩軸醜態
臨離鋪態醗醍潤畦
鑑識輌睡野蟻醜態髄鞘鞋糟
隷華揃軸醒軸軸軸遭
BY CALEB
DAN量LOFF
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IN SUMMER 2007 amusicprofessoratBUwas shockedto leamthat
hehadaFacebookpage inhis name’With arecentphoto anda
spot-On bio. But, the professor recalls’雄embedded in the document
were really scurrilous things that were reputed to have been said by
me, and they were quite unpleasant and ugly and immature・’’
The remarks provoked a steady stream of online rants and insults.
The professor, Who asked BostoJlia not to publish his name, had no idea
howIongthe page hadbeen up orwhat to do about it・ He suspected a
disgruntledfomerstudent therehadbeenafewovertheyears but
had no clue which one.
After many phone calls and sleepless nights, With the help of a
抽end,s daughter who knew someone at Facebook, the professor
persuaded site administrators to remove the page.存It was incredibly
anxiety-PrOducing;, he recalls. “I didn,t know how Iong this would
go on. You,re forced into the fairly lonely situation of going to see an
attomey and facing the prospect of some kind of litigation・’’
Ⅵfelcome to Cyberbullying 2.O, the adult version of the meanest
pastime on MySpace and Facebook・ In recent yearS, the dangerous
game has grown up and grown calculated, and its consequences now
include adult-Sized miseries dashed career opportunities, ruined
professional relationships’Crippling anxiety’eVen thoughts of suicide・
Ih 20O7 a Yale Law SchooI student was the target of sexuallyviolent
rants, amOng Other attacks, in the comments section ofAutoAdmit,
an online college admissions discussion board. She became the second
person to sue the Web site for IP addresses’real names, and hundreds
ofth。uSands 。f dollars in damages when shejoined the lawsuit of
another female law student at Yale・ That same year, a Single mother
from CoIorado was smeared for two months by her ex-boyfriend
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Does Ha霊e剛漢y
P着o饗ess〇着§ Ra葛e? #艶艶鵡弼繕
糟講瀧輔弼鶴駒購鵜醒施
How much credib冊y does Rate My P「ofesso「s (RMP) have? 1t is difficult to
find a professorshakinga pairof pom-POmS, WhiIea 2007 University of Maine
study found a significant correlation between RMP ratings and fo「mal student
evaluations on ove「all quality and a course’s relative difficulty or ease′ the
PreVa描ng attitude among BU faculty seems to be that RMP ratings are inac-
curate at best and Iibelous at worst. Robert We!1eI., a PrOfesso「 and chair ofthe
College of Arts & Sciences anthropo看ogy department′ SayS information posted
on the site is not factored into any decisions related to hiring, tenure′ Or Salary
「ecommendations〇
一,We have better infomation on student views of facuIty teaching.’’We=el.
says, I」Everyone thinks Rate My Professors is probiematic because the ratings
are usuaI!y either horrible or wonderfuI and don“t realIy represent what the fac-
ulty member does,’’
We!!er acknowledges that he once visited RMP afte「 noticing Iow enro=-
ment for one of his professors′ cIasses〇 °’丁he person in fact had been s!ammed
on Rate My Professors′′′ he says, ’’漢think that was the explanation for low
en「o=ment, Students we「e taking it at face vaiue, As a chair, 1 have altemate
sources ofinfomation, l have myown classvisits′ and i have accessto a= the
Students′ evaluations, but the students don“t,’’
Like countless co○○ege students across the nation′ BU undergrads scour RMP
to help choose courses′ and those who don’t′ 1ike Danielie Beneville (SED′O9),
are in the minority. Beneville says she logs on onIy aftera classto seewhat her
classmates thought of the instructor看n most cases′ She disagrees" ’`看don’t let
people l don't knowchoosewhat l do on a daily basis,’’she says, ’’so l don′t rely
on them to choosethe cIassesthat I take,′′ CD
in the Rants and Raves section of
Craig’s List. Last fall, forty-year-Old
Korean movie star Choi Jin-Sil killed
herself, aPParently devastated over
malicious Internet rumors and online
harassment related to her divorce and
finances.
While research into cyberabuse
among young teens has exploded,
authoritative studies of adult online
malfeasance are hard to find. Grown
victims are embarrassed to come
forward. Some are still working with,
Or for, their bullies, and fear talking
to authorities or reporters. One Web
Site, Working to Halt Online Abuse
(ⅧOA) created in 1998, rePOrtS
an average oflOO requests for help a
Week from people eighteen and older
In 2OO7 its latest reporting year, the
site documented 249 cases ofonline
harassment, With white females
between the ages of eighteen and thirty
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making up more than 60 percent ofthe
Victims. That harassment began via
e-mail in 36 percent ofthe cases and by
Instan  Mess nger in ll percent.
`Anytime you have disembodied
aggress on like cyberbullying, it’s
likely to be more severe;’says Gary
Naim , founder of the Workplace
Bullying Institute (WBI) an online
nonprofit started
in 1998. αThere’s a
Whole body of old
SOCial psychoIogical
rese ch showmg
that impersonal
co tact desensi
tizes people to
aggression.’’
While the main
focus of Naime’s
out宜t is rea  life
bullying, his re-
SearCh m y o鮎er a
glimpse into the future of the Amer-
ican workplace, aS mOre business
communications take place online.
Some ofWBI’s statistics, SuCh as the
number offemalevictims　57per-
Cent lineupwiththe number缶om
WHOA. In 2OO7 according to a study
COnducted by th  polling company
Zogby Intemational, 37 percent of
American worke s, an eStimated宜fty-
four million people, Were bullied at
WOrk in person. Women are argeted 71
PerCent Ofthe ti e by other women・
In the United Kingdom, a COuntry
that prides itselfon having a low
tolerance for real-1ife bullying, the
Dign ty at Work Par n rship, a quaSi
public effo t that bills itself s the
WOrld’s largest antibullying pr(カect,
Surv yed l,O72 w rke s and found
that 20 percent had been cyberbullied
at work by e葛mail and 6.2 percent by
text message.
The isembodied aggressors are
not only likely to be more severe, they
re de宜nitely har er to identify The
onlin  tormentor ofa college professor
could be a bitter form r s udent who
graduated y ars ago or the neatly
dress d sophom re i  th  third row
who crashed and burned on a recent
midterm.
At BU, One faculty member who
asked not to be identi宜ed claims that
a colleague defamed her on the site
Rate My Professors (RMP). Another,
Who also prefers to remain anonymous,
COmplains that a student accused
him of showing up for class high.
And another reports finding veiled
COmmentS SuggeSting that he might be
S Xually harassmg Students.
Some who find themselves in the
virtual crosshairs seek help at the
●曹躍醒轡醍醐醍諒
闇の艶麗耀醒躍闇態鞘
の醒盛鰻態配配躍鑑麗
辞鞘の諒闇態馨の艶麗態弼配醸
麗躍撞諒闇輔踊醒躍闇
喘締蟻の鑑醍躍鞘闇損闇醒鞘
顎醒艶麗讃盛態態の艶聞醒醍
醐罷艶聞醍醐開聞醒躍躍醸
馨の鞘鞘の鰯の醍醍競闘
闇醒躍闇躍彊醍踊擬態穂繰
Faculty and Sta楢
Assistance O組ce, a
free and confidential
COunSeling resource.
Associate director
Thierry Guedj (GRS’oD
declines to provide
numbers, but says over
the past宜ve years,
online harassment
CaSeS have been spiking,
in particular through
Rate My Professors.
“It really hurts
声・
faculty members badly when
they read these things about
themselves online;’says Guedj,
a Metropolitan College adjunct
assistant professor of psychoI
Ogy. “People have become quite
depressed about it.,,
Ben Bierman, a Co11ege ofFine
Arts lecturer, SayS he was flamed
by a former graduate student
he caught plaglarlZmg When he
taught at Brooklyn College. It
Started with be11igerent e-mails
and then morphed into a nasty
two-year CamPalgn On RMP “工,ve
StOPped looking;クBierman says.
“Itjust caused so much stress.
But one ofthe problems is that
it,s one ofthe first things that
POPS uP On a Google search for
me・ I’ve worked hard mywhole
life in developmg a POSitive public
PrO鮒e・ There,s no recourse,
and it’s extremely public.,,
Rate My Professors, the online
host of Bierman’s nemesIS, nOW
boasts more than eight million
Student-generated ratings of
more than a million professors
at 6,OOO schooIs. Founded in
1999, the site allows students
to anonymously rate their
PrOfessors in several categories
and comment on such traits as
humor and classroom style, nOt tO
mention the tightness of their sweaters
and the flattering cut oftheirJeanS
(1ook for the chili pepper symboIs).
MTV’s twenty-four-hour college
Channel, mtVU acquired the site in
2007 for an undiscIosed amount.
O飾cially, RMP guidelines prohibit
threats, violence, intimidation, hate,
and other abusive posts, aS Well as
impersonation. The site also o任ers a
Video rebuttal system for professors,
although faculty complain that it,s a
SIow and labor-intensive way to com
bat comments that spnng tO life
andinto searchengmeS Withthe
SPeed of electrons. Carlo DiMarco,
vice president of university relations
for mtvU; says a team offive people
monitors the nearly 3,OOO daily posts.
Random samples are also collected,
and the site has a flaggmg SyStem,
Which allows users to alert visitors to
Credibility issues. DiMarco believes
PHOTOGRAPHS BY VERNON DOUCE丁TE
hat his moderators have αdeveloped a
Pretty gOOd eye with respect to things
that are, and are not, legitimate.,, He
SayS he hadn’t heard ofRMP being used
by prof ssors to bully one another
THE NEW露A丁HROOM VVAしし
While onl ne aggression among
youths tends to peak in high school,
according to cyberbullying experts,
there is increasmg SPillover among
COllege students. With Facebook
groups, Pilfered passwords, uPIoaded
drunken party pICS, and naked-eX
Photos, the means to torment and
humil ate on campus are seemmgly
endless. A 2OO4 study ofonline
harassm nt at the University of New
Hampshire, Published in the JourJlal qf
h!teIpe購Onal丁々oleJ2Ce, found that one
in ten students reported cyberabuse
by an acquaintance, a StrangeI‘, Or
a slgn描cant o her.存Students may
be especially vulnerable to stalking
pA漢NFU営AししEGATIONS
One co朋ment on J五iq′
αnや均a SOCial
netwoJ癌ng site鳳at
Closed岬ShQ砂j祇eめI
Cla誼ed碗at Coll珂e Qf
GeJZ eral Stこくdies st【lden t
Dylan Norto琉crccent
WaS the resz(lt Qf証z(g ZISe.
nd cyberstalking because they live
in a relatively closed community
Where class schedules, Phones, and
e-mails are easy to宜nd,,, the study,s
author writ s. αMost college students
(eighteen to twenty-nine) are in the
age group that卸s the stalking victim
pro創e.’’
And that was before the birth
OfJuicy Campus, a Site that posted
anonymous gossip by anyone and
about anyone from more than 500
COllege campuses the newwallof
the b throom sta11, but open to the
WOrld・ The Web site cIosed shop m
February after a year-and-a-half of
Very COntrOVerSial life. CEO Matt
I ster, a Duke University grad, SayS
he s uttered his doors for economic
reasons, but Juicy Campus had come
under legal scrutiny from several
St teS’attomeys general, had been
blocked by some universities, and was
the target ofa federal lawsuit触ed
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離如置iれg B種ck, O萱No葛鰯醜i譲捕絶牒粥
輔弼の輔弼鵬謝辞講隷副職
what kind of recourse is available to someone whose reputation
has been su冊ed online?
・Very -itt-e′ if you don′t know who′s behind it′′′ says Urs Gas-
ser executive director of Hal.Val.d′s Berkman Cente「 for lnte「net
and Society○ ○′lt a獲so depends on what type of message is posted○
○冊s a nude picture′ yOu have a greater possib皿y of getting rid
of that by contacting Facebook or the respective ptatform and
saylng C-early that this is inappropriate content and is vioiating
the terms of service of the platfoI.m置’’
Hi「ing -awyers and suing for lP addresses is another avenue′
・・but it′s a longwaytogo′ and in the meantimethe message may
st川be up the「e′′′ Gassersays" ・′And ifyou go down this path and
start to work with legal remediesI the case gets even mOre at-
tention, eSPeCia-1y in the media′ and would actually point people
to the offensive pictures or story・ So generaIly it′s not the best
Strategy。’’
丁homas NoIan, a Met「opo-itan Co=ege associate professor of
criminaI justice and a twenty-SeVen-year Veteran Of the Boston
police Department′ is simi-ar-y discouraging" l,The Massachu-
setts General Laws are so fa「 behind that they don't even l.efer
tothe Intemetwith a capita書一′′′ he says. ,Much ofwhat relates
to the lnternet pertains to comme「ce′ nOt tO Criminai statutes"
so prosecutors a「e chaIlenged to find some kind of an applicable
law that can work in particular cil.CumStanCeS"’’
One prob-em, aCCOrding to Nolan (SED′91′′00)・ is that in
order to win cases o佃bel and criminal harassment′ the burden
of proof is very high○ ○〃A -ot of what goes on on social networking
sites, Whiie it may be aggressive bu獲書ying behavior′ does not rise
tothe standard ofa criminal offense′′′ he says○ ○,The iaw is set up
to protect peop-e′s safety′ ultimately" Cyberstalking may be ev-
ery bit as troub-esome and unsettIing and ter「ifying as stalking′
but there realiy isn′t any way to address it legally unless it comes
by a University of Delaware student
who demanded the identities of those
wTiting about her
At B叫the site also did its share
of damage・ Last fall, Dylan Norton
(CGS’lO) found herself the subject of
public ridicule, her diction mocked
and her looks likened to an “elephant
fetu s.’’
“I was shocked and quite o節ended,
because it made fun ofmy accent
and said it was a result of drug use
in the past, Which is absolutely in-
correct;, Norton says. αI was hurt at
first, but didn,t let it get to me・ It’s
hard for someone to create their
own identitywhen people try to make
it for them.”
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up to the level where
somebody actualiy hurts
someone置li
Another probiem fol’
those who have been
maligned′ he says′ is that
the 1996 Communications
Decency Act protects Web
sites f「om being sued for
unmonitored posts, be-
cause it consider  site op-
erators to be distributors
「ather than pubIishe「s of
content, Think newsstands
rathe「 than newspapers・
Noian believes that cul-
turaI seIf-regulation may
betheanswer But,he
says, it w川take time fol.
PしAYING CAT⊂H-UP
MET Crimi競a上Justice
Prq確ssor耶~OmaS Nbね肌
sの′S ttW調be a w茄le b帥re
legislators c!ddress軌e
i帝z/S tices QfqIb e埋)aCe・
meaningful Iegisiation′ if
necessary′ tO fo=ow"
Meanwhiie, a reSPOnSe industry has begun to emel.ge With
web sites such as Reputation Defender devoted to rehab冊ating
reputations maligned online“ For a fee′ the company will track
down any negative information in cyberspace and try to have it
taken down,
“There was a time when sexual harassment in the workpIace
was commonplace′′′ No-an says" ・冊ook people having bad
things happen to them and bringiれg PeOPle to court that prompt-
ed legis-ative initiatives to outiaw this kind of behavior ln any
progressive workplace in the twenty-first century′ there shouId
be no tole「ance whatsoever for any kind of cyberbullying○○′ CD
Mike Carollo (CAS’12) is an-
othervictim. His name and“any
thoughts?,, was first postedby a
fr end as a lark, but things quickly
tumed ugly. That one question
spawned a thread of珊een to twenty
mostly nasty responses. ``There were a
lot of things written about my sex life;’
says carollo. `“Slut’and `whore’were
the nic  words. It was totally malicious.
I tried to blow it o倍.’’
Eventually, he says, SOmeOne
impersonated him, POSting his dorm
and room number and the suggestion
ofa s xual encounter “The intensity
was kind of shocking,” he says. “It was
very unsettling.”
And like a game ofcyber Whac-a-
Mole, within days of Juicy Campus’s
farewell post, College Anonymous
Confession Board, OWned by a
Wesleyan grad, tOOk its place. Same
premise’fewer ads.
Fima Potik (SMG,08) thinks he
has a better answer・ Offer students a
civil and entertainmg altemative・ Last
October, th  finance maJOr launched
Posh Society, billing the Web site as the
“anti-Juicy Campus’,, a site in the style
of th  popular celebrity gossip page
TMZ.co叫Where veri宜ed college kids
on fourte n campuses can dish on their
peers in a afe environment・ αWe don’t
want to be anything hateful, because
as you saw models like that don,t last;
they,re not sustainable;, Potik says.
?「????、??
Consequently, he says, Posh Society
empIoys触ters, keyword software, and
a team ofsharp-eyed staffmembers to
monitor content. αWe want to make the
average college kid a celebrity on their
OWn CO11ege campus;, he says. αIfwe see
anything hateful, We Pull it down. ve,re
not in the business ofruinlng PeOPle,s
lives.,,
丁HE RuしE BOOK, PしEASE
What, if anything, Should a univer-
Sity do about cyberbu11ying? Urs
Gasser, eXeCutive director of the
Berkman Center fbr Intemet and
Society at Harvard University, SayS
administrators and higher education
experts around the country are trying
to figure that one out. The most
important step, he says, is to make
Cyberbullying an audible part of the
CamPuS COnVerSation.
“Universities should create a
Climate where, if teachers or workers
are a蹄3Cted, they can speak up and
know that `it,s not only me, but a
general problem of our time,,, Gasser
SayS. ``TheI.e Should be a person within
the organization they can ca11 and say,
`What can I do, and how can we work
together to resoIve this issue?, And
not to further victimize the person by
isolating them.’’
Gasser’Who is researching student-
On-teaCher online attacks, believes
that as more interaction takes place
between “digital natives;, those raised
in the Intemet age, and adults, the
more responsibility schooIs will feel
to shield their sta鮒“You could even
argue that there’s a legal obligation for
empIoyers to take measures to protect
their teachers. Ijust leamed ofa case in
Switzerland where the school director
WaS able to identify the class where
harassmg meSSageS mOSt likely came
from・ He not only gave them a wam-
mg, but explained how harmful the
harassment was, because the teacher
in this particular case wasn,t able to
WOrk anymore due to psychoIogical
PrOblems.’’
Boston University does have a
POlicy on computer ethics, and it
forbids the tI`anSmission of offensive,
annoymg, Or harassmg material. There
are also a code ofethics for faculty and
Sta鮮and comparable guidelines for
Students. Guedj, Of
the Faculty and Staff
Assistance O触ce,
SayS the University
is xpIoring the
development of a
SpeC al program
for emotiona ly
distressed employ-
ees, and that
の鱒醒韓醐闇醒蹴
罷闇蹴躍躍鱒顎馨醒艶麗
躍躍醇の醜聞醒踊
躍静態醒躍艶躍輔馨躍
躍顎盛醐
蟻酸醍醍醐鞄鵡鑑韓
艶麗顎醍艶醐鑑躍酷の蹴
盛寓躍醍醐顎闇暗愚弼闇
の闇醒醒醍西
resource would
Welcome victims of
Cyberbullying.
Guedj’s boss, FSAO director Bonnie
Teitleman’SayS the psychoIogical
impact of cyberbullying can be intense.
“It’s very intrusive on people,s lives,,,
She says. “It leaves them unable to
COnC ntra e On their academic or
PrOfessional work・ They feel helpless,
foolish, Vulnerable. It,s hard even to
Suffer in silence because everybody
knows about it on Facebook・ It,s public
humiliation. There’s no place to hide.,,
Guedj encourages faculty members
Who believe they have been victimized
to act quickly and tell their department
Chairs that false I.umOrS are being
SPre d. Sta鮮members should
immediately inform
a supervisor and seek
help through the FSAO,
Which can help arrange
legal and psychoIogical
SuPPOrt.
In this brave new digi
tal world, Guedj says, BU
is ahead ofmost colleges
and universities. Still,
he’d like to see campuses
Offer a fully coordinated
institutional response with a formal
inves igative structure. ``The research
literature shows that bullying behav-
iors are not effectively stopped by in-
tervenmg ln a haphazard, CaSe-by-CaSe
basis;, he says.〆Isolated supervisors
and department heads who have little
to no experience in such matters are
usua11y in way ver their heads.,,
Guedj ca11s for a united approach.
存It,s like the 196Os and 197Os, When
WOmen Came Out about rape and
WOrkplace sexual harassment. It
took women getting together and
Saylng, `No more.’We need the same
type of co sciousness-ralSlng With
Cyberbu11ying.’’漢
l NO PしACE To HIDE
77~ierry G【le切c[ COZmSelor
aJZd assistaJ]t director QfBU忍
F寄c撮め′ and Stq卿ssistance
Q節cらSの′S eVe7y Ca7坤鵬
Shoこ11d q旅r an `毎stitこltional
reやonse w翫c[jb朋al
誼vest雨ative s血ct【1re."
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“AUGUSTINE AND I metmyJunioryearofcollege;, says PaulaFredriksen, “and
We’ve been an item ever since.,,
That would be St. Augustine ofHippo a father ofthe church, a PrO皿c
philosopher and writer on spirituality and society and a central figure in
the definition and development of Westem Christian doctrine. Fredriksen,
Boston University,s William Goodwin Aurelio Professor of the Appreciation
Of Scripture, has had an enduring fascination with the life and writings of the
fourth-Centurybishop ever since she discovered him in a medieval history class
at Ⅵfellesley College in 1971. Her pastworks include two translations ofhis early
COmmentaries on St・ Paul, aS Well as several expIorations of early Christianity
and Judaism, amOng them the National Jewish Book Award-Wimmg Jおz/S
QfNdear帥・ K誼g Qfthe Jb鵬: A J。wish L窮伽d fhe Emergence QfChγistianめ′
(200O) She is also a vocal critic ofthe controversia1 2OO4 Mel Gibson餌m
珊e j]tzssion Qfthe Christ and edited an anthoIogy of essays analyzing and
deconstructing the触m.
In her latest book, Augz‘Stine aJ2d fhe Jews: A ChristiaJI D窮JZSe QfJews
aJ?d九daism, Fredriksen retums to her first love by expIorlng the historical,
SOCial, and cultural developments that gave rise to Christian anti-Judaism
and Augustine,s challenges to the growmg Christian imperial culture. The
せtわIl
〔屈み
塵踊鑑屯膳弼犠鞘の鮭磐糧の庫
酔瀞髄鞘酔彊鵡賠酷醍鞘
艶観贈引軸離醜態
艶聞軸脂踊靴艶麗鞘離籍軸
輔弼鰯距醍醐聾謂購贈
購醍掴醜態の醜働酢弼
躍顎葺謡罷艶鑑艶
鞘監弼鮭粥
S丁　AUGUSTINE
PHOTOGRAPH BY KALMAN ZABARSKY
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J元a folemntsocieむ/ We Can be l/eIy融olemnちbecaz/Se
surprlSe, She says, isn’t just that Augustine espoused the
Jews, rights to their own religion it,s that different faiths
frequently borrowed from one another throughout the
early Roman Emplre. αIn antiquity all monotheists are
polytheists:, she says. “It,s just that they each have heaven
structured a certain way.’’
Fredriksen spoke with Bosto扉a about what Augustine’s
writing reveals about cultural clashes and belief systems’
then and now
BOSTO剛A: One of your ideas about bot軸e抽y C師軸ia軸
c亜ul'e and A鴫uStine hims副蔦that Jews were no塙s
persecuted o着rev閥as is gene離間y be看ieved・ Ca叩ou ex坤n
をhe disぐo競れeC博
FREDRIKSEN The Roman emperor Constantine converts
to christianity in 312, the Theodosian emperors really get
to ruling in the 38Os and 39Os’and in that period, their
form of Christianity, Called catholicism with a small αc,”
becomes the sole legitimate religion. But at that point, the
most dangerous thing to be, in tems ofyour health or your
actuarial tatles, is a Christian ofa minority group・ The
second worst thing to be is a pagan・ The safest thing to be’
if you,re not actually a member of the majority Church’is
aJew
Most people, and most historians, thought that Jews were
persecuted, because Jews are persecuted in the Middle Ages,
and there is this vituperative, horrible’negative, insulting
language that gentile Christians use for Jews. But that,s the
otherbig discovery rhetoric isjust awayofspeaking m
antiquity, and it sounds horrible.
Are yo購aying that m調ch of the conve繭o胴囲sdo軸abo庇
Aug鵬軸e'§ at輔ude towa融he Jews co鵬S軸om由eto庇'
融her th鮒from action§ against the Jew§?
Wtll, the reading mybook is glVen is, `Did Augustine really
like Jews?, He would not have bumped into them in a
routine kind ofway he mentions αthe Jews?ore than he
would bump into actual Jews. What,s so radically innovative
al)Out Augustine is how much ofhis rhetoric about Jews is
resoundingly positiveクliterally on the grounds that if it’s
good enough for Jesus’it,s good enough for Augustine. In a
way, tO make sense ofGod as the creator is to have a positive
orientation toward Judaism. Augustine thought of Paul as
keeplng kosher and being a Torah-Observant Jew his entire
life; he was also making the argument that Jesus was an
A-plus Orthodox Jew
We have two pleCeS Of evidence that he really did believe
that real Jews were as protected by God as he argued they
were in his rhetoric. In one, he actively takes the side of a
Jewish plainti鮮against a Christian bishop’COmplainlng
that the bishop defrauded him of land. We have Augustine’s
memo to the bishop, Saymg unhand the land, yOu’ve broken
Roman property law absolutely uncomplicated, ifhe
hadn,t happened to mention that the plaint描was Jewish in
the first line ofthe memo.
The second piece ofevidence is that in the year 418’
on the island ofMenorca, a bishop leads one ofthe宜rst
pogroms in the West, and sends a letter about it to every
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bishop in the West, urgmg Others to do the same thing.
Augustine never praises the bishop, and even though other
bishops read the account aloud in church’We have no record
ofAugustine reading the account・ Given the option of
starting anti-Jewish social activities’he refused・
And the ant閏ew闘血etoric o青柵e time isju§t that - a tyPe
of spee⊂牌
Rhetoric is its own planet, and the fact that these people
are usually宜ghting with somebody is a lot ofthe reason
they come to theirpositions this whole nation is nowin
recovery from two years of presidential campalgn rhetoric’
right? Rhetoric trains you how to present your own pOSition
as strongly as possible and to present the opmion ofthe
pers  yo正e argumg again t as demeaning and make it look
as stupid as possible. The description of αthe other” is never
descriptive it,s a caricature. So this is how Jews are亘hey’re
this imagined antitype to Christians in this period・ But they
are certainly in no physical danger
On柵e cont陶ry - yO鵬W融e that respecting other peop書e′s
gods is a key的ri o珊e輔he ancient Me掘el.「anean WO皿
In ancient monotheism, di鮮erent ethnic groups exist, and
different ethnic groups have their own gods’and obviously
their gods exist too. When ancient monotheists are talking
about heavenly architecture, What they meant is that there
was a pyramid structure to divinity and their god was on
top. so there are always other divinities to deal with’and
as you would imagme, Showing courtesy to other people’s
gods ensures courteous interactions between the gods’
humans. So despite the antipagan rhetoric of Hellenistic
Judaism, they’ll be very careful when they talk at)Out Pagan
gods. Nobodywants an angrygod ontheirback the
number-One de宜nition of a god is that a god is bigger and
more power餌than you and will mess you up ifyou get in
his or her way.
1をs伽nds着きm靴k細さyをo看さ掘れを場
It,s not a question oftolerance声S an issue ofpluralism・
Other people have their own gods’and everybodyhas to get
along, SO it’s just a condition ofexistence in antiquity Now
we,re on the far side of Christian culture, and the cosmic
clutter of heaven has gotten seriously thimed out・ Modem
monotheists believe there,s only one smgle God, and people
tendto get embarrassed ifyou talk about angels that
already is too folkloric for many
So our model today is not pluralism, but tolerance’Which
is di鮮erent; tOlerance implies that even though I think it’s
wrong, aS Iong as nobody gets hurt I will tolerate it・ But in a
tolerant society we can be very intolerant’because we don’t
think other people,s gods really exist・ Whereas, I think, What
kept ancient people as well intended, and well behaved, aS
they could be, WaS that they thought everyone’s gods existed,
so theywanted to be a little more careful・
What,s surprlSmg about the invention of religious
persecu ion, Which occurs initially in the late pagan Roman
period, in the ird century is that the Roman imperial
govemment wanted to move Christians to the both-and
霜雪
????ー?ー?ー??…《
e We don抽硫otherpeap硫gods nalb′ exisl
model the ideawas, Sure, do whatever Christian stuff
you want to, but also pay respect to the gods ofthe emplre,
because the gods ofthe empire are getting angry, and they,re
not taking care of the frontiers anymore.
What fina営書y tipped the ba営ance toward coe営cion and
perse即tion亨
Well, it,s against the heroic narratives the Church preserves,
but there are very few martyrs士n that time, mOSt Christians
go along. But when the Christian period ofprincipled
religious persecution starts, it is much longer than the pagan
period arguably once it starts it doesn,t stop until the end
Ofthe Thirty鴇ars, Wa扉n 1648. Forelgn gOds are demoted,
demonized, and that demon is a rebel against your god, SO
by persecuting someone who worships what you consider
to be a demon, that human becomes a proxy for the demon.
The theoIogy enables an act of aggression against minority
groups that will, again, be the hallmark of the Westem
Middle Ages.
When Christian anti Semitism begins, it,s with people
Saymgterrible things about Jews and the first people
Who do that, Which is very modem, are Other Jews. It,s
d雌rences within the community that drive people crazy.
And again, there,s this negative rhetoric, and the rhetoric
remains after the social conditions have changed. So when
the social conditions are quite di批汀ent afterthe fall of
the Roman Empire in the West and the beginnmg Ofthe
Barbarian Kingdoms the rhetoric remains, and at that
POint’it begins to change缶om simply a genre of speech to
SOmething that a任ects policy.
Why′軸en′ does so剛Ch o唖e di朔us§ion s冊I.O胴輔鴫yO脚
book focus on the idea柵at A鴫ustin軸ked the Je鵬more
th袖we′ve b闘eved?
Among people who bother to think about the history of
anti Semitism, Augustine,s reputation is based on the idea
that Jews should be αallowed to survive, but not to thrive.,,
It’s always attributed to him, and it sounds like a sound bite.
So the word αallowed,, implies superior power, “Survival,,
is a reduced fom ofexistence, and “not to thrive,, means
actively being kept in a situation of deprivation.
It’s always attributed to Augustine, and he never said it.
But the sound bite has the power
Do you think軸s pa瞥鵬庇が轟te岬re融i伽O育yo鞘boo鵬
re営ated to yo冊o胴convel.Sion to血daism?
工’ve noticed that because I work in historical Jesus, and the
historical Jesus of Nazareth happens to have been Jewish,
SOme Ofmy co11eagues have a certain anxiety about me, aS if
I’m some kind of covert operative for making Jesus Jewish,
Claiming him for the Jewish side.
But there,s no direct correlation between ancient
Judaism and different foms ofmodem Judaism. There,s a
Vague family resemblance, but it,s not direct. Jesus would be
COmPletelyba組ed ifhe showed up at a synagogue today He
WOuld be rea11y confused by the fact that contemporary Jews
don,t sacrifice animals to honor the God ofIsrael・ Even Paul,
Who would not have been killing animals because Diaspora
POPulations didn,t do that, WOuld be ba紺ed that Jerusalem
is now under Jewish heg mony’but that the Temple isn,t
up and rumlng.
So抽erels鵬Ot a Iot of common ground beをween the Judaism
O=esu§′ O「 t蘭e Christiani量y of AugustineI and what people of
軸os緋e晦o鵬即靴をice today置
No. People tend to be interested in this period, I think,
because ofthe mistaken notion that they,11 see themselves
in th s period・ You do see yourself, but only some elements;
the other part you see is that what you think ofas intrinsic to
Christianity for exampl ’is actually something that comes
Out Ofthis pagan and Jewish environment. It occurs because
Of historical context, nOt because of an intrinsic quality.
Modem Christians and modem Jews have their identity
invested in first-Century Christians and first-CentuI.y Jews,
but no first-Century PerSOn Can be like a twenty誼rst century
PerSOn, and ifyou,re not able to respect that difference,
you’ll end up doing bad history Ybu,re not able to see these
PeOPle at all ifyou take your twenty-first century sense of
Selfand retrqject it back・ What I was trying to do is enable
PeOPle to see how this ancient rhetoric, Which was generated
for its own reasons’ends up shaping so much ofour culture.
We are the immediate heirs to the arguments ofRoman
ant i quity.
勘㊥ yOu輔璃鵬胎wou!d軸e§§ COntemPO輪ry ant韓em鵬m
師eopIe c㈱side闘t血ese is期e§ of speech珊d co雨ex常
There,s always a gap between rhetoric and reality that,s
What,s valuable about archaeoIogical records, Which can
helpus getsomekindofindexforit butthathappens in
the modem period, tOO, and it,s just as di縦cult to gauge
What causes it and how slgnificant it is. People in the 1930s,
When there was this incredible growth of rabid anti- Semitic
rhetoric, PrObably thought it was just one ofthose moments
that would pass. The shock people had缶om 1945 on is that
the social experience was even worse than the rhetoric.
Again, in antiquity it,s different. I think the thickness
Of the divine population had humans better behaved
SPeaking as a Massachusetts liberal, nO One WaS being mean
to each other The fact that every group had its own gods
backing it up meant that people thought a few times before
actually persecuting other people.
冊is bo疎is esse融即蘭e曲面融ion of wo「k yo両eg袖as
atocto胎掴餌de輔a押すi鵬tonロA肥you軸ed of A鴫鵬ti鵬亨
I just sent a copy ofmybook offto my old dissertation
advisor, and in my note to him’I said, “I promise it,s the
absolute last chapter!,, Augustine was good company
he’s smart’he,s fun, he,s incredibly ingenious, and he’s a
PrOfessional talker and thinker But the question ofhis
beliefs about the Jews came belatedly to me because ofthe
Way that Augustine was focused on understanding Paul.
Once I thought that thought, I had to reorient myself And
by having a different angle on things you,ve been looking
at foreve扉t lines up m a Particular way And that is rea11y
exciting. Those are the moments you go into this sort of
WOrkfor You feel like God touches you on the brain. -
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So晴れ回s o宣Si案e齢te
醸鞘端麗軸酷慧雛の睡軸酢醜態
轟欝購鞘罷弼馨鑑観潮醒観蹴軸鞄背馳慧
艶騰鞋鞘錨惜鵡直配睡踊幣舗鵡
躍顎鑑鞘醍躍罷彊醍艶麗醗
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FRANK GUENTH各R
has been working
for more than two
decades on a neural
model of speech
that he’s using to
create software he
hopes will translate
thoughts to words.
PHOTOGRAPHS BY KALMAN ZABARSKY
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ONE BLUSTERY DAY inFebruary
2008’tWO Boston University neuro-
SCientists arrived in Atlanta to visit a
young man named Erik Ramsey. They’d
never met Ramsey m PerSOn, but they
Were Well acquainted with his brain,
having watched its neural firings for
more than a year About nine years
earlieI., Ramsey, then a spirited sixteen
year-Old who Ioved playing football,
listening to heavy metal, and drawmg
monsters in class, WaS in a late-night
Car WreCk that left him completely
Paralyzed. He could still see, Smell,
and hear. His body could still register
the itch ofa rash orthe pleasure ofa
Warm breeze. But he couldn’t speak
Or make any voluntary movements
Other than with his eyes. There is no
treatment for his condition, Which is
known to neuroIogists as Iocked-in
Syndrome. Ramsey is trapped, his mind
Cut O任from his body and his ability
to communicate entirely dependent
On those around him asking the
right questions and interpreting the
SOmetimes imperceptible shi触ng of
his eyes upforyes anddownforno.
The BU scientists, Frank GuentheI.,
a College ofArts & Sciences professor
Of cognitive and neural systems, and
Jonathan Brumberg, a POStdoctoral
research associate in Guenther,s lab,
are working to help Ramsey and others
Who have lost the ability to speak
because ofstroke or disease. Guenther
has been developmg a neural model of
SpeeCh for more than two decades, One
that he and Brumberg used as a Rosetta
Stone to create decoder software that
they hope can translate thoughts into
SPeeCh.
Before heading to Atlanta, Guenther
and Brumberg analyzed data from
about forty neurons picked up by a tiny
electrode that a fellow neuroscientist
had implanted in a speech-related area
Of Ramsey,s motor cortex. The system
WaS designed to receive Ramsey,s brain
Slgnals wirelessly from the implanted
electrode as he imagined speaking and
to decode that neural activity into real
time speech via a voice synthesizer.
They,d come to Georgia to give the
SyStem its宜rst trial run.
The speech prosthesis prQject
PutS Guenther and Brumberg at the
forefront ofbrain-COmPuter interface
ILLUSTRATiON BY ED WiEDERER
Reading Ra蘭seyモThOugh置s轍鮒脱脂融の鶴壷輔距蛙追
証軸塩配雛珊野馳轟輔鍋軸駈鎚醍醐晒軸豆輔弼軸輔珊離艦
前端闘轟廟馴珊鞘輔弼融脚部蒔渦潮轟鵬鵡鵬醐融馳蹴〔蛙
Site of
St I.O ke
しoC議たD言問
A brain stem stroke
blocks signals from
Ramsey’s brain from
reaching the rest ofhis
body. He can think of
WOrds, but unable to
move his mouth, he
CannOt SPeak.
D重曹冨電平間錨S唯的AしS
A tiny electrode
inserted into the part
Ofthe motor cortex
responsible for the
movements invoIved
in speech captures the
activity of about forty
neurons. The data are
transm距ed wirelessly
to a computerto be
decoded.
Neurons
grow into
giass cone
T取A軸SしA丁且〇㍍
Software developed
by BU neuroscientist
Frank Guenther looks
for pattems in the
firings ofthe neurons
When Ramsey lmagmeS
SPeaking. Based on
Subtle di任erences
in these pattems, it
Plots the result on
a computer screen
and generates the
COrreSPOnding vowel
SOund.
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S aySPhilo s ophic al
questions about
melding humans
and computers don’t
Seem aS important
as giving Erik
Ramsey back
his voice.
酔酷艶麗鞘購鱒静
間"鶴醜態艶騰珪
龍糖酷の蹴購睡鞄
罷鞘薄謝鞘現駅齢競鑑
調措醜諷鞄蝿馴鞄
親臨離醍躍艶の鞄
翫鞘鑑弼締鞄醍艦贈
蛙粥の賠態鑑葡唾
鞄醜態睡①
(BCI) research, a neW field of science that
ffers hope for those with paralysis’amPutated
limbs, neurOdegenerative diseases, Or SenSOry
impalmentS and that will eventually raise some
very big questions about enhancmg the healthy
versus aiding the sick and about the distinction
between human and machine. But on that Febru
ary aftemoon, all that mattered to Guenther and
Brumberg was helping Ramsey utter his first bit
of speech in nearly a decade.
“Everybody was excited, but they were also
tense,,, recalls Guenther αErik kept trying to
orient his eyes toward Jonathan and me. He’d
heardわout us for a long time. We were the guys
up in Boston working on this problem, and he was
excited to get a look at us. But we didn,t know if
this thingwas gomg tO WOrk at all・’’
G獲V音NG VO音CE
The mission to give people like Ramseyback
their voice began in the early 1990s, When
Guenther created a computer-based model of
the neural circuitry that宜res every time we
speak・ The model’the first ofits kind’rangeS
across several parts of the brain’including the
areas responsible for the higher-level processes
invoIved in formulating syllables and the motor
cortex, Which controIs the tongue’lips, and
j aw (known as articulators)・ The model also
accounts for the feedback mechanism by which
our brains compare the sounds we produce to
what we meant to say and make any necessary
adjustments. It uses mPutS from a few thousand
networked “neurons,, to controI what Guenther
calls “a virtual vocal tract,” establishing the
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alignment of tongue, lips, and jaw that in tum
produces speech through a synthesizer
Ai鉦st, all Guenther could use to build and
re宜ne his model were extrapolations from
findings about nonspeech brain functions and
from studies ofpeople with brain lesions that
had somehow short-Circuited their ability to talk.
But by the late 199Os’he started using functional
magnetic resonance imaging GMRI) technoIogy
This allowed him to compare the model’s
predictions to actual brain scans of people
speaking words or syllables under particular
constraints, SuCh as restricted j aw movement or
distorted auditory feedback・ αⅥfe use the results
to either verify the model or in the cases where
the measured brain activities go against the
model,s predictions’We improve the model so
that it now accounts for the new data,’’Guenther
explains.
Based on the model, he and his fellow
researchers at BU’s Cognitive and Neural Systems
Speech Lab hypothesized that the premotor
cortex, Which most scientists believed controIs
only bodily movement, also contains neurons that
generate a en l preview of speech sounds’SuCh
as “uh,,, “ee;, and存ay.,, These so-Called fomant
frequencies in tum inform the motor neurons
as they orchestrate the positionmg Of tongue,
lips, andjaw This idea would prove critical for
decoding Ramsey’s neural signals, Guenther
says, because the implanted electrode was in this
par icular reglOn Of his brain・
THE MtND"BODY DISCONNEC丁
Around midni h  on November 5, 1999, Erik
Ramseywas in the passenger seat of a抽end’s
Camaro as they retumed home from a movie on
a dark, tWO-lane Georgia highway. They didn’t
see the mi ivan making a U-tum until it was too
late. The Camaro slammed into the minivan’s
right front fender’flipped, and landed on an
embankment. Firefighters needed the Jaws of
Life to cut Ramsey free ofthe wreck.
He was scr aming and writhing m Pam When
his father, Eddie, gOt tO the emergency room. It
took珊 en hours of surgery to repalr a COllapsed
lung, a lacerated spleen, a ruptured diaphragm,
rlpPed tendons in his hand, and a femur that was
broken in two plac . Erikwoke up m intensive
care, but he didn,t speak, aSk for pam medication’
or respond to the doctors’his father’Or his
mother, Sandra. Tests later revealed that a blood
dot had caused a brain-Stem StrOke that cut the
comection between his mind and his body.
After a fewweeks, the Ramseys took their son
home, and with the help ofa home health aide’
began the daily routine of feeding him through
a u e, bathing him, mOVmg his limbs through
range-Of-mOtion exercises, keepmg his eyes
moist with drops, and cleamg his lungs with
a nebulizer' Soon’he leamed to use his eyes to
Select from a letter board that his father designed,
SPelling out requests for movies (anything
With vampires or other bloodthirsty creatures)
and music (Ozzy Osboume is a favorite). He,d
OCCaSionally play sma11 pranks by spelling titles
that didn’t exist. And when these tricks were
discovered, Erik’s father reca11s, “he would just die
laughing;, an involuntary’SPaSm like response
that he still has when something amuses or
excites him・ But then two bouts ofpneumonia
robbed him ofthe stamina and reaction time
needed to spell out words with the letter board.
He was back to the limited and laborious yes or no
Ofhis eyes.
It was a nurse in the local school district who
Put the Ramseys in touch with Phil Kennedy a
PIOneer in brain-COmPuter interface research,
Who hadbeen implanting electrodes first in
rats’then in monkeys, and eventually in humans
Since 1986, and who had National Institutes
Of Health backing for a start-uP COmPany Called
Neural Signals’based in nearby Duluth, Georgla.
Kennedy’s first implants in humans had allowed
paralyzed individuals to
move a computer cursor
may someday be With their thoughts and
usedbypeoplewho tOWOrkwithbasictext
have ALS or who
have lost their voice
SPEE⊂H PROS丁HESES
and drawmg apPlications. Ramsey would be the
first person to have an electrode implanted in
a brain region known to be invoIved in speech.
In December 2004, SurgeOnS Put a hollow glass
electrode with three wires, meaSurlng about a
mill me er and a half, Six mi11imeters deep into
the left side ofRamsey,s brain.
In the months that followed, Kennedy ran
tests in which he asked Ramsey to imagme trying
to sayvarious words or to think about moving his
lips, tOngue, OrJaW Kennedy could see that the
neurons were firing during these exercises, but
he couldn,t interpret exactly what speech sound,
SuCh as αpa,, or労ooh,, or αdee;, corresponded to
Which tangle ofneural data・ In 2006, he sought
Out Guenther’Who alo g with Brumberg readily
agreed to review the data that Kemedy had made
available online.
The challenge, Guenther says, WaS that there
Were nO distinct neuron spikes when Ramseywas
trying to say one thing or another “It,s not like
th re re neurons that start firingwhen he says
`ah, but no other ound;, he says. `All the neurons
are firing a little bit all the time, but they change
their firing rates. It,s the details in the pattems of
those changes that are important.,, By zeromg m
On the part ofthe brain where the electrode was,
SayS Brumberg, αthe model gave us the guide to
decode that part ofthe signal. It said, `Here’s what
that part ofthe brain is trying to represent.,,,
Over the next year, they
used that guide to build the
neural decoder software at the
heart of the system they would
bring down to Georgia to read
Ramsey’s mind.
F音RST WORDS
The BU researchers spent
two days in Georgia before
meetingRamsey installing
the decoder software and
testing the receiver for the
Wireless data transmission
and the synthesizer that
WOuld give that data voice.
The goal for Ramseywas to
Create VOWel sounds, a first
Step in speech, requlrlng just
One COnStant COnfiguration of
the mouth.
Represented in anx and y
COOrdinate system, different
VOWels appear in different
locations. αUh,, is seen in the
middle ofthe screen, While
“ooh’’and αee,, and αah,, are
in the comers. Ramsey,s
曹監膿鞘の艶の珪蹴
鑑の醜態議
運の艶蝿醜綜
鞘鑑覗欝の鞘慧蝿憲蝿
蓮購蝿鑑官憲鵡鑑
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Watch a video
about Erik
Ramsey at
WWW。 bu ,edu/
bostonia,
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EDDIE RAMS害Y′
Erik Ramsey, and
lab technician
Challenge would be to mimic a computerized
VOice starting with “uh,’’and using only his
thoughts, mOVe the target dot from the center to
the corner vowel sounds.
“Listen,’’the computer would say,
“uhhhhhhhoooooooooh.’’And then, it would
ask Ramsey to “speak,’’and a synthesized voice
(adapted from a recording ofEddie Ramsey to
give it a familiar southem drawD would decode
Ramsey’s attempt to think that same sequence.
On his first five attempts, Ramsey failed
to hit even one target vowel. The tension and
frustration in the room were mounting, and
everybody took a five-minute break. Eddie
Ramseywent for a short walk, and the researchers
played one ofErik’s favorite CDs HeadbaJZge購
Ball tohelphimrelax.
In his next series oftries, Ramsey started
hitting targets. And by the third roundクhe nailed
more than half, and started laughing in his
excitement.
“We were cheering him on,’’says Guenther
“Everything we’d done in our sixteen years of
existence as a lab had been theoretical. It was
really heartwarmlng tO See SOmething from our
research so directly impact somebody’s life.”
Since then, the researchers and Erik have
WOrked through dozens ofsessions. Three days
aweek, Eddie Ramsey rlSeS We11 before dawn for
his early mommg Sh距at the post o綿.ce. Then
he heads home, Picks up his son, and takes him
to Neural Signals, Where the experiments run
throughout the aftemoon. While Brumberg
retums to Georgia about once a month, he and
Guenther conduct m st ofthe experiments缶om
Boston via a video-enabled Skype connection with
Kennedy’s lab.
Every session follows a similar pattem, With
Ramsey lmPrOVmg aS the aftemoon progresses,
lately achievmg aS muCh as 90 percent accuracy
With his vowels. “We have only about forty
neurons her , a d there are maybe a bi11ion
neurons invoIved in speech. So we have avery
tinywindow” says Guenther ``But we can get
him in the ballpark, and with practice he’s able to
improv  his accuracy’’
Gue ther and Brumberg are collaborating
With researchers at Georgia Tech to re宜ne the
decoder Each improvement makes it easier for
Ramsey to leam, but it also means that his brain
must continually adjust and master a new system.
“When we leam to speak as infants, it takes us
months. It’s not an aftemoon long process;’says
Guenther “For Erik, the situation is as ifa child
WOke up every day with a slightly different brain
an he had the daybefore and had to releam
What he’d already leamed.’’
As a re u t, One Short-term gOal is to develop
the decoder to a point where Ramsey can use the
Same One OVer an  over, and thereby increase
th  pac  fhis progress. The researchers are
Simultaneously working on an “articulatory
Synthesizer’’to get ready for Ramsey’s next
Chall nge consonants whicharefarmore
COmplicated than vowels.
αThere are more dimensions
to work with for consonants,’’says
Brumberg. “You need to know
Where the tongue touches the back
Ofthe teeth when you’re saymg a `t’
SOund, for example.’’And it gets even
trickier when consonants and vowels
are combined. “Saying something
like ‘ahh-dah’means your tongue
has to rapidlygo up to the dosure of
the vocal tract and then back down,
all in about atenth ofa second;’says
Guenther Despite the complexity
the researchers are confident they’ll
have Ramsey producing consonants
Within the year
HEしP FOR MANY
Roger Miller, PrOgram director for
neural prosthesis development
at the NIH’s National Institute on
Deafness and Other Communi
Cations Disorders, One Ofthe prq]
ect’s funders, SayS Guenther and
Brumberg’s work is at the cutting
閏
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See案ng〇日ye Mouse Takes Disabled Online
l超
■
Every day′ Our WOrld grows more digital
and a iittie bit more of ou川ves m-grateS
to an e!ectronic format“ But Ma「grit
Betke, a Co=ege of Arts & Sciences
associate professor of ⊂OmPuter SCience′
believes the networked world isn't nearly
as inciusive as it oughtto be, Conside「
that the many people with movement and
SPeeCh impai「ed by diseases like mu○○
tip漢e sc!erosis or ALS can′t type Goog!e
SearChes。丁hey can′t pIay video
games′ and they can’t click on a
friend′s e-ma乱
′丁he community of people
With severe disab輔ties is not
realiy welI served by computer
SCience,’’Betke says, So′ in coi“
SeCOnds ove「a linkand it cIicks。
Betk  and her fe=ow researchers
have dap ed a camera mouse to work
With several popuIar programs′ SuCh as
Mic「osoft Word, They′ve also ⊂reated
CuStOm Came「a mOuSe SOftwa「e that al-
1ows computer use「s with disab冊ies to
type e-mai漢s, edit photographs, Create
music′ and fight space描ens′ amOng
Other activities,
闇w患B話XTRA
Watch a video
about Margrit
B tke′s research
at www,bu.edu/
bostonia,
1abo「ation with James Gips, a Boston CoI一
看ege professor of compute「 scien⊂e, and
SeVeral of her students′ Betke has speれt
the last eight years develop-ng a ‘′camera
mouse’’that greatly expands the acces-
Sib冊y of the digital world,丁he came「a
mouse software uses a computer webcam
to看ock onto and track a chosen section
Ofthe user′sface - a nOSt「i! o「thetip of
an eyebrow,for example - and then
iinks that person′s head movement to
a cursoron the screen, Move rightand
the cu「sorgoes right, Move leftand it re-
VerSeS direction, Pause for several
看n sp「ing 2007′ after a failed
attempt to bui看d a company
around the new technoIogy,
Be ke and Gips decided togive
Camera mOuSe aWay OnIine
fo「 free,丁hese days, about
2,500 peopIe download it ev-
ery month“ The researchers get frequent
-ma lsfrom peop漢e asfarawayas Aus-
tralia and Uzbekistan′ thanking them for
Camera mOuSe and asking fo「 technical
ssis ance,
1.With software′ there′s aIways an
issue of maintenance′′′ says Betke。 Re-
queststofix a software bug or make
Camera mOuSe COmPatible with the Iat-
st ope「a ing system aiways get highest
P「iority, The l.equeSt fo「 a camera mouse
VerSion of耶ght SimuIator, On the other
hand, becomes a candidate fo「 a student′s
direct d study or class project, Betke′s
edge ofbrain-COmPuter interface research.
But the speech prosthesis IS just one ofseveral
BCI projects making headlines. In January 2OO8,
SCientists at Duke Universitywere able to make a
robot walk on a treadmill in Japan by transmitting
neural activity from monkeys in North Carolina.
A few months later’reSearChers at the University
Of Pittsburgh and Camegie Mellon University
trained monkeys to adopt brain-COntrO11ed
robotic arms as their own, uSmg them to feed
themselves grapes and marshmallows.
For now nearly all ofthe mainstream BCI
research is directed at helping the disabled.
Guenther and Brumberg, for their part, hope
the speech prosthesis will one day be used by
PeOPle who have the neurodegenerative disease
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) or who
have lost their voice followmg throat cancer
Surgery But they,ve also been approached by
those interested in creating BCI applications to
enhance the capabilities of healthy people, mainly
to boost memory. αTheir goal;クBrumberg says,
“would be to upIoad and download information
between a computer and your brain like it
Students also work as voIunteers in pIaces
likethe Boston Home′ a nu「SIngCare
Center for adults with neu「odegenerative
diseases, Whose residents have used
What’s next? Betke hopes to make
Came「a mOuSe mO「e adaptable to the
Wide range of mob岨y limitations, arrang-
ing navigat on buttons to match a pe「-
SOn’s most contro=ed range of motion′ for
exampIe′ O「 aCCOmmOdating the diminish-
ment ov r time ofthe user′s ab描ties,
’‘it’s a challenge that is facing a=
human-COmPuter inte「face reseal.Ch′′′
S S B ke∴,W  can adapt our own sys-
tem with use「 profilesand a○○ that′ but
to actua11y have the computer figure it
Outforusan  heipusalongisave「y
different story。′  cB
WaS a flash d ive ’’But, he notes, that would be
extremely complicated, because scientists still
don,t know exactly how memory is stored and
retrieved in the brain.
“People in our field do think about things
like what it wou d mean to be human with an
nhancement implan ;, says Brumberg. αBut
those are the sor  ofphilosophical questions
about the future that don’t seem as important as
trying to get our evice working its bes七for people
like Erik, Who need it right now?
Indeed, anOther one oftheir current pr(扉cts
s devising a system whereby Ramsey can tum the
Synthesizer on and o鮮on his own, Which wi11 be
Critical when he uses it in an actual conversation.
And that,s something the researchers hope he,11
be able to do in about five years.
Ramsey’s father shares their optimism. He
believes in afuture where his son is not only
talking again, but drawmg aS Well, a11 with the
POWer Ofhis mind・ αIt’s kind ofequlValent to
WatChing your baby leam to walk;, he says. αHe’s
got the宜rst steps out ofthe way, and as soon as
he’s got his footing underhim, he,11 be o肝,賀
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Ben血y and Jos血Ma脈e Mov
THEY SNEAK CAMERAS into the opera. They糾m strangers in the gal
leries ofthe Metropolitan Museum ofArt. They hide sound equlPment in
paper bags and smuggle it into the Central Park Zoo. They shoot private
moments at random times in strange places: an Old man playing aviolin in
a subway caI., a WOman WatChing as a beach umbrella tumbles offin a gust
ofwind, a bee struggling to take耶ght from the windshield of a movlng Car
鞘Later, in a dark comer of a宜fth-floor Soho studio, the stolen moments
are seⅥn into narratives bom oflittle more than a smgle haunting memory
a child lost on a crowded beach. And before the Safdie brothers, Josh
(COM,07) and Ben (COM,o8) are done thinking about that memory and
those moments, they will have created a触m that asks some unexpected
questions.鞘“what is imagination?’’asks Josh, Citing one puzzle present-
ed in their short創m旅aれGet oJZ砂ShOZ(lde購. “Why does imagination ex-
ist? Whydo lies exist?,, f闇Like most ofthe Sa蝕ie brothers’触ms,旅ah, Get
on砂捌oz/lde購doesn,t exactly answer the unexpected questions. Instead,
it sends the audience on a scavenger hunt to seemlngly random places,
where the clues lurk in the comers ofprofoundly ordinary lives.摘Charles
Merzbacher, a College of Communication associate professor and chair
ofthe department of触m and television, Who is cIose to the Sa組ies’SayS
their制ms αlull you into thinking that you are watching the classic mirror
held up to nature, and then something will appear in the background that
is a complete break with reality.’’鞘“It’s a distancing device,’’says Merz-
bacher αPeople look at their餌ms and see the French NewWe’butwhat
they don’t see is that they are bringmg SOmething completely new. there
is whimsythere.,,鞘Auso like most Sa蝕ie触ms, yGalz, Geton華yShoulde購
is a largely collaborative work, Written in this case with help from Brett
Jutkiewicz (COM’06) and produced with much support from other mem
bers ofthe tight-knit crew at Red Bucket Films, a BU-bred clutch of触m
makers that includes Sam Lisenco (COM’o6) Zachary Treitz (COM’07)
and the Safdies’high school抽end and first collaborator, AIex Kalman.
The particular chemistry ofwhat is known as the Red Bucket brigade has
been good for the Safdies, and according to many people, gOOd for the in
die創m scene. Josh’s耶e PleaszJre QfBei競g Itobbed, a SeVenty-One-minute
chronicle of the wanderings of a beautiful young kleptomaniac’WaS the
only American made feature shown in last year’s Cames Film Festival
Directors, Fortnight, Which helped launch the careers ofMartin Scorsese,
醍醐臓の惜艶輔弼撞軸醜態酷の惜蝿の惜艶輔弼
醜耀態鞘の揮割醜態醍醐醍醐踊購膿騰
酷の醜態の醍臆艶醜態睦曹鵜鞘鮭醍醐端麗
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Wemer Herzog, Spike Lee, and Sofia
Coppola.捌e Acq棚iJltaJICeS qfa Loneb′
JbhJl, a Short触m written by Benny
Safdie, WaS also shown at the Directors’
Fortnight.
In fact, the Cames coup capped
a streak offestival successes that
started three years ago at Bu when
Josh,s short制m l栃,re GoiJlg fo fhe
Zoo the storyofabrotherandsister
who pick up a hitchhiker on their way
tothezoo tooktophonorsatthe
2OO6 Redstone Film Festival. The
event, Which is sponsored by Viacom
CEO Sumner Redstone (HoN ’94)
showcases work by graduate and
undergraduate Boston University
students. Since then, Josh’s twenty-
one-minute ZⅥe Back QfHer Head,
which was made for an advanced珊m
production course at BU was one
of seventy-three short制ms chosen
from more than 2,000 submissions to
the Slamdance Film Festival in Park
City Utah, and The PleaszJre QfBeiJlg
R0bbed, Which was recently made
available on IFC,s Festival Direct cable-
TV platform, also screened at South by
Southwest in Austin, Texas.
BENDtNG THE RUしES Aし看丁TしE
Sam Lisenco swmgS Open the great
steel shutter that separates the street
noise of Soho from the forty-by-宜fty-
foot loft space where the Bucketeers
gather most days around noon. Lisenco
winces. The shutter is heavy, and his
rib, fractured two weeks ago during
an impromptu wrestling match with
fellow Bucketeer Alex Kalman, is
tender
“sam and Alex have been wrestling
every day,, says Josh’Climbing down
缶om the raised editing space Sam
helped the Safdies build in one cor-
ner oftheir workspace. “I’ve been
glVing aPrize to the winner He gets
a sandwich.’’
At first glance, the Red Bucket
lair offers little evidence of adult
habitation. There is a thirty-year-Old
television set, a bicycle, a dartboard, a
museum-WOrthy manual typewriter’
and, 1eanlng Out from a plywood shelf,
a stuffed polar bear that fans will
recognize from the fantasy scene in The
PleaszJre QfBeing R0bbed A diminutive
tat)le and chairs, intended for use in the
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lower grades of an elementary school,
squats before a well-WOm COuCh.
Josh pulls up a chair and apoIoglZeS
for his tardiness. With their latest
project, Go GetSome Jtosema砂in the
宜nal stages of editing’there is little
time for anything but work・ In fact,
the Safdiesクcustomary twelve-hour
workdays recently have expanded to
sixteen hours. The night before, he
says, they hadn,t皿ed their eyes from
their editing screens until four in the
moming.
The prQject, the brothers confess,
has had a di触cult birth. “It started
s a kind of amassment offour years
ofthoughts and scenes that we had
scribbled in notebooks;’says Josh. “Ⅵ7e
knew there was a project called Go Get
Some月osemary and we knew there was
this guy and these two kids, and maybe
there was this Iove that was on and off.’’
After trying and failing to write
a script in Soho, the brothers tried
plan B. “We went upstate and rented
a little room andjust copied down
every relevant note;, Josh says. “We
had wh w ld have been twelve or
thirteen hours ofmovies, and we edited
it right on the page. We never did write
a script wejusthad aforty-Page StOry
with dialogue.’’
“w℃ had to bend the rules a little;’
Benny says.
“I actually think things would
have gone better ifwe did have a
script;, admits Josh. ``But I still think
this m vie has been a great succesS
PerSOnally ’’
Ai least, he says, it will be, after a few
more late nights and some ideas al)Out
wh re to rim the触m,s ninety minutes.
But alrea y says Bemy, Go GetSome
Rosema7y h s broken new ground・ It’s
the first project the Bucketeers have
made with funding缶om outside inves-
tors one ofthe rewards oftheirrec-
ognition at Cames. Still, the brothers
sa男their daily existence depends on
o casional commercial触mjobs and
services for barter To complete Go Get
Some Rosem y for instance’theywill
trade ed ing services sharpenlng the
focus f a珊m made by a pharmaceuti
calcompany forsomehigh-teChde-
sign help with graphics.
“we do things cheaply’’says Bemy
``But even ifthere was money the
things we do would look the same・
Whatever we do, We do the waywe
want to do it.’’
丁HE BOSTON YEARS
As Josh tells it, the first time the Safdie
b others ame to Boston, theywere
lured on the long car ride with the
promise ofplaying m a tree house in
the Cambridge yard of their great-
uncle, the architect Moshe Safdie・
“I think about what he did at his age,
and it,s incredible;, says Josh, referring
to his uncle,s design ofHabitat 67 a
mul ifamily housmg prOject that was
built for the Montreal Expo. “I mean,
he w s twenty-three when he designed
Habitat. That,s how old I am now”
The comparison is intended to
posit the relatively modest success of
the Safdies’餌ms against the inspired
creation ofone ofthe world,s acclaimed
architects, but the implication is clear・
in the Safdie family the bar has been
Set high.
The two brothers, raised in Man
hattan, att nded Columbia Grammar
andPrep Sch ol thekindofplace’
says Josh, that did its best to eliminate
stud nts with any personality αThey
tried to get rid ofme too’,, he says. “But
they didn’t・’’
At Bos on University, the brothers
discovered a new kind ofleaming
experience, Josh says, One that gave
them the tooIs and the freedom to
reach, in their own way, for the lofty
Safdie bar The brothers studied what
they wanted to study’Which’aCCOrding
to th ir professors, happened to be
pract cally every course that was
o任ered by the餌m department.
Ray Camey, a COM professor of
餌m and televi ion, Who is famous
for his eccentric taste in触m, SayS
the brothers hared an uncommon
certainty about what they wanted
to leam. Bemy, SayS Camey, tOOk
every course camey taught, either for
credit for not. Josh, On the other hand,
showed up m Only one of Camey’s
courses and dropped it after the third
class.
“He told me he couldn’t stand what
I was doing to the創ms;, says Camey’
who has high regard for the Safdies’
work, eSpeCially and unsurprlSmgly’for
the clarity of its point ofview α工fthey

were writers;’he says, “yOu WOuld call
it a voice.’’
“To the extent that I was a teacher;’
recalls Merzbacher, ``it was reallyjust
myjob to let them run with their ideas.
They were all working on multiple
PrOjects all the time. And theywere
always talking to everyone about their
餌ms. Theywere very open to listening
to otherpeople afaculty member,
a student, a CuStOdian in the hall. It
didn,t matter They’d be up for it.’’
Merzbacher attributes much of the
Safdies, enthusiasm to their conviction,
unusual among students, that they
could make a制m about anything.
“They had been making movies of
one sort or another long before they
got to Bu’’he says. “Their father was
a compulsive video guy and when
they were kids they took the camera
from him and started making movies.
闇wEB話XTRA
Watch an
excerpt from
Buftons at
www,bu,edu/
bostonia,
They understood that
鯖Ims didn,t have to
be these lofty eplC
undertakings. Films
COuld be part oftheir
live s.’’
In fact, the Safdies
made some very good触ms about
SOme Very Ordinary parts of their lives.
Slamdance Festival contender Hze
Bac瓦qfHセr Head, for instance, WaS
inspired by the late-night rantings of
someone in the street below Josh’s
Boylston Street apartment when he
was a student at Bu Leanmg Out his
window to see what all the commotion
was about, he noticed a neighbor in an
apartment below doing the same thing.
“I couldn’t see his face:’recalls
Joshク“but it was an amazlng mOment.
We were both quietly observmg this
person for, like, a minute and a half. It
made me see this weird relationship
that doesn’t normally exist between
PeOple.’’
And then the questions started
COmlng: What ifthe neighbor had been
a woman? And what ifhe fell in love
withher orrather,Withtheback
Ofher head, because that’s all he ever
sawwhen there was a commotion in
the alley?
弥I became more obsessed with what
WaS gOmg On OutSide my apartment
than what was gomg On inside;’he says.
`And I started imagmlng a lot ofthings
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that co happen with four people
living above one another ”
`All ofou 宜Ims tend to come from
things we witness rather than from
conventions of制m;’he says. `At the
very least, they are a hybrid ofthings
you wi n ss and things you wish you,d
wit ssed. For me, it’s the idea that
certain things resonate. I’ll come back
with som thing I’ve shot and I’ll say
to Benny, `Check this out・ This is what
Ijustsaw Anditwillbe aguyonthe
Subway who’s smgmg tO a WOman neXt
to h m. Alex and Bemy and I collected
all ese ver  short pieces and put
them in a project called BzlttOJZS・ It’s
170 movies in forty-宜ve minutes
all obse va ions. The longest one is
PrOb bly a minute and the shortest
ones are t ree or four seconds.’’
B沈tons, SayS Josh, WaS reCently
chose  as a c nterpleCe for the
Disposable Film Festival, a traveling
show of short創ms made on nonpro-
fessional devices such as one-time-uSe
video cameras, Cell phones, POint-and
shoot cameras, and webcams.
At BU, the Sa蝕ies say, they
found more than course work and
camar derie: they found models that
inspired them. There was the work of
Ronnie Bronstein, CreatOr Ofthe 2OO7
film FroMllaJ2d. There were the films
ofAzazel Jac bs, Who made Momma七
胸JZ, and there was Andrew Bujalski,
creator ofFt伍競y Ha Ha and MzJtαal
AppreciatioJl, Who taught at BU for a
SemeSter
“When I saw晩tαa1 4ppreciation;’
says Josh, αI realized there was actually
a film movement alive in America. And
when I met Bujalski, it was like, hmm,
thi  guy is doing something interesting.
He’s doing something that I’ve seen
in some lder創ms. We kept in touch,
Sending創ms back and forth. Then we
made WZ万e Going to rhe Zbo, Which for
me really put us out there and showed
the w ld the kind ofmovies we want
to make. Itwas me宜ndingthe wayI
anted to express myself.’’
CUH“ S易A丁US, S丁RANGE V音SION
The way the Sa蝕ies want to express
themselves is not, despite their success
with festivals, universa11y admired.
Reviews have run hot and not so hot.
Salon宜Im critic Andrew O’Hehir
awarded H章e Pleas11re QfBeing Robbed
honorable mention in his list ofthe
ten best indie宜Ims of 20O8. Nセw Iわr永
Times宜Im critic Laura Kem called the
me触m “a echnically deficient bore
With little on it  agenda.’’
That less-than-enthusiastic
opmion, however, did not dissuade
the fashion editors at the New IわJ*
耽mes Magazine from expIoiting
another asset that the Safdies eIIJOy.
th large-Calib r cult status of hot indie
創mmakers. I  August, the magazine
dolled up several of the Bucketeers
n cIothes by the likes ofWes Saint
Laurent and Yohji Yamamoto, and
played hem across an elaborate six-
page spread・ Josh and Benny dressed
in ou槻ts from Ralph Lauren, Adam
Kimmel, Brooks Brothers, and Paul
Smith, Were Photographed on the fire
escape ofthe loft whose rent is paid
partially by freelance glgS.
There, in the pages ofthe Hmes
Magazi7Ze, W  Se  Josh, looking
Slightly bewildered in a black bow
tie and brown Paul Smith suit. And
ther  is Benny, m White suspenders
and t o-Shiny shoes, arm tOSSed over
Josh,s shoulder, a Wide smile stretched
beneat  ove size eyeglasses. There,
in the T m s Magaz誼e, are tWO Ofthe
hott s 鮒mmakers in New York City
in out宜ts that retail for more than the
cost of some oftheir best work.
Really the vision was strange
enough to appe r, fleetingly in one
of the Safdie brothers’films, Where
Charles Merzbacher would appreciate
its whim y and understand it to be a
distanclng device.
Inside the loft, the Safdies know
ey should get back to work’but they
c n’t stop talking, at the moment about
influe ces on their films Nikolai
G gol, Emest HemmgWay and so
many still photographers they can
hardly begin to name them. They
have never had much trouble宜gurmg
out what they like, and they will have
no trouble at all, SayS Josh,宜gurlng
Out SuCCeSS.
“Success,’’he says, “is not having a
day j ob.’’
Bemy looks out the window past
the empty fire escape where he last
wore white suspenders and nods in
agreement・看
)
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ground, from cultural interpretations to
bioIogy to horror触ms inspired by our
most disturbing dreams.
Bosto証a editors, nervOuS tyPeS
themselves, had a few questions for
the author, Who is also director ofthe
Evolutionary Neurobehavior Laboratory
at MED and the Veterans A鮮alrs New
England Healthcare System.
震osめ静粛: Wh粛軍m嶺k豊s a調雷g轟を珊a門eお
れigh書棚a夢さ?
The o縦cial criteria define a nightmare as
a frightening dream that occurs in REM
SleepクCauSeS the dreamer to awaken,
and creates emotional distress. Many
SCientists who study nightmares (me
among them) argue that that o触cial
Criteria need revision. Many nightmares
do not cause you to awaken.
Another distinguishing mark of the
nightmare besides the level ofterror
invoIved is its content. Nightmares very
Often invoIve supematural characters
that attack or target the dreamer in
SOme Way I mean monsters, CreatureS,
demons, SPirits, unuSual animals, and the
like. From a cognitive point ofview one
interesting aspect ofthe presence ofthe
SuPematural being ln a nightmare is that
the dreamer cannot read the mind ofthe
SuPematural being. A11 we can do
is understand that the monster’s
intentions are malevolent.
Nightmares also often involve
the dreamer, Or Self. Interestingly,
the selfresponds to the monster
With a wide range offeeling, from
terror to awe and fascination. The
across he world occur ovemight. The person
Wakes up possessed. Traditional cultures have
developed ways to identify the demon possessed
people・ They are usually self-destructive, they
have chronic physical palnS and physical distress,
they are irrev rent toward the culture,s religious
rituals, they are restless, and they have recurrent
ightma es.
W  in modem university settings do not realize
how widespread spirit possession phenomena are
throughout the world and throughout history It
is a universal human experience. For people who
encounter a possessed person, it is an uncanny
experience. It is a terrifying experience ifthe
POSSeSSlng SPirit is demonic.
押h琉竜童蘭豊o珊沌裁録e押e moSt案i彊さ案y章oね郡肥
れig心を珊軸eS?
Nightmare缶equency is high in childhood and in
dolescence and young adulthood. Young girls
tend to experience nightmares more frequently
than boys.
着る柵e劃e目轟葦内観証や甲馨Of p童騰o紳Who is蘭o聡葵看胸y
量れ湘〇年h亀踏めhav豊満g耽珊訓e努
In adults, Current nightmares occur in people
With so-Ca11ed thin boundaries. These are
PeOPle who are especially sensitive to sensory
impres ions. Creative people, like artists,
Wr ters, muSicians, and so forth, also report
more nightmares than others. A di餓∋rent form
甲W憾患叢書m
Through Ap刑′
MED′s Patrick
McNama「a wi=
Selfescapes unscathed only ifit refuses
to Iook at or speakto or in anywayengage the
answer questions
about y ur
nightma「es at
WWW, bu,ed u/
bostonia,
monster When the selfengages the monsteI〕 all
kinds ofi11 e節ects ensue, including, ln anCeStral
Cultures, demonic or spirit possession.
¥b軸糊rite abo雨the possessioれ抽em遁of
調香gh竃ma基巳S" Wねy is軸a坤尋描馳器日嗣y dis如拙的野
There is a danger invoIved in the encounter with
SPirit beings; yOu may nOt PSyChically survive the
encounter Instead, the malevolent spirit will take
up residence in your consciousness and control
your actions. You become possessed.
It is an interesting clinical fact that, eVen
today; mOSt CaSeS Of involuntary spirit possession
Of nightmare, heavily influenced
by memory, OCCurS frequently
in people who have experienced
trauma ofone kind or another.
脚雷掘竃ab即せ腿棚着聡れ量れ雷ght棚碧紳箆S?
見物e抽容y聡遍種葵y記聞着推蘭もorめw馨
如S竃抽轟虹打合y論舶亀亨
In about 2 percent ofthe adult
When the
Se f engages
the monster
a klnds f
effects ensue
ncud ng,
n ancestra
CU tUreS
demon c
POSSeSS On
POPulation, nightmares occur缶equently. They
do not recur in the sense that the same scene
is replayed night after night, but they do recur
insofar as the individual experiences frequent
nightmares. Post-traumatic nightmares, On
th  other hand, do recur with the same scene,
With minor variations, being replayed over and
OVer agal .
晴a p馨rsOれ洗顔s p寒ag劃ed by蘭壇醜聞a推S, i5 1he職
SO鵬馳hi鴫あおo如茸的h喜b靴h扇r職制r劃閥をe?
Yes. Scientists have found that various forms of
COgni ive restructuring of the imagery associated
With a n gh mare can reduce the distress
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associated with nightmares. In cognitive
restructuring, yOu take a central image
from the nightmare and literally redraw
it, On PaPer Or in imagination, SO that it is
less threatening or frightening. You can
also do this with the use of stories. Take
the nightmare story and retell it, With less
缶ightening themes and a less frightening
OutCOme.
Wh嶺雪ぐa鵬We曹鉾田輪abo融o冊§eさves軒o珊軸e
dさt雷電容s ○ ○閥門i畠醜聞甜eS?
The traditional answer to your question is
SOmething along the followlng lines: Our
dreams and nightmares reflect unconscious
con鮎cts and fears. So, eXaminmg lmageS and
themes ofdreams and nightmares can tell us
something lmPOrtant about our unconscious
fears and con組icts. I
doubt that this is true.
Instead,
nightmares appear
to be about the
Strength of the ego,
Or the “I;’the self. It
is always the self that
is under attack in a
nightmare. On the
Surface it appears that
PeOPle who su鮮er
frequent nightmares
have more fragile
egos than the rest
Ofus, but when you
look deepeI., these
PeOPle very likely
have the strongest
egos, Or SenSe Of
Self, On the planet.
Nightmare images
Stay With us for hours
or days, haunting our awareness for days.
But frequent nightmare su節erers cope with
this stu節on a regular basis. They handle the
frightening lmageS On a daily basis. They are
Very StrOng individuals.
髄o脚have調igh抽a胞§舶き鵬鵬e龍軸的慨
Vis晒日郡をs,醜e輪軸re,蘭oV盲es?
The horror story/novel/movie. The most
reliably best-Selling novels tend to be horror
stories, like those of Stephen King. The
visual artists, 1ike painters, tend to display
a pro寅〕und understanding of nightmares,
perhaps because they experience nightmares
themselves. You might say that awhole
industry has been built on the nightmare.
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S血ould Univers貼es
nd Newspapers Get
Mar血ed? 〃丁hr。。 。XP。rtS taIk
ab ut a world where co=eges offer
topckupthetab ByArt」ahnke
「二
The idea emerged at a conference of w「iters and publishers spon-
sored last fall by the CoIIege of Communication to discuss the un-
certain future ofjoumalism, Unive「sities′ With their conside「abie,
if shrinking′ endowments′ and their dedication to sharing info「ma-
tio  a d know!edge′ might make wo「thy spouses for newspapers′
enterprises whose business model has recently been run over by a
t「u k, Universities′ afte「 a=○ have been supporting pub!ic radio for
decades, and the pairing seems to wo「k for both parties" And some-
thing has to be done" Writing recentiy in the New ybrk Times′ YaIe
chief investment o田cer David Swensen and financiat analyst Mi-
chael Schmidt reported that in the past five years′ the T緬es′ profit
margins had dropped 5O percent from where they had lived happily
during the previous f皿een" At the Wdshingfon Pos書′ the decIine was
25 percent“ And in cities all over the United States′ neWSPaPerS that
were once money machines are fo「 sale′ Or WOrSe" The Ph;ladelphja
lnq〃′rer reCently filed for bankruptcy p「otectionI and so has the Tri-
bune Company, Which operates the Ch;`agO TJibune′ the [os Ange/es
Times, and six other daiiy papers,
Bos書on;a putthe question what′sgood and what′s bad about
the idea of newspapers tumingto unive「sities fo川fe support?
to three authol.ities: tWO former newspaper edito「s and one of the
most respected analysts of the newspaper business“
しoU UR剛ECK is chair of the BU Co=ege of Communication jour-
nalism department" He is a fo「me「 editor of Maine′s Por書/andPress
Herald′ Page One editor at the Phi/ade佃hja Inqu;rer and editor-in-
「esidence at Harvard′s Nieman Foundation for 」ournalism,
JAMES E。 O′sHEA′ Cur「ently a fe○○ow at Harvard’s 」oan Shorenstein
Center on the Press′ Politics and Public Policy, WaS famously fi「ed
from hisjob as editor of the [osAnge/es Tjmes in 」anuary 20O8 after
refusing to make the newsroom cuts demanded by the pubiisher
Befo「e moving to the LA, Tjmes, O“Shea spent twenty-SeVen yearS
at the Chicago Tt;b〃ne, Where he was manag-ng editor from 2001 to
2006。
しAUR剛R ⊂H FIN岩is a practitioner in residence at Kent State Uni-
ver ity′s College of Communication and看nfomation and di「ector of
research at ContentNext′ Which reports on the business of digitaI
media, She isa former managingdirecto「at Merril!しynch and a
nationa○○y known autho「ity on the changing business of daily news-
papers" Fine was once described by the Tbron書o Sfaras lhe most
powerfuI media figure you don’t know"’’
What fo11ows is an edited ve「sion of their conversation,
?????????????
?????」?????????????
船田酸輔弼聞醐配As somebodywho would really like to see
newspapers survive, I want anybody to own them. The
attraction of having a university with a serious JOumalism
program own one is that they have people there who are
equlPPed, PreSumably, tO PrOduce a newspaper It,s not
Obvious that they have the right capability to run it as a
business.
捕輔緯臨㊨矯闇臨鮎I agree with Lauren. After having run a
COuPle of newspapers, I’ve found they,re very, Very di触cult
and complex organizations, and I don’t know that there are
醒w話重電叢書RA
Read a fuli
transc「ipt of
three expe「ts
debating
the merits
Of university
OWne「Ship
Of media at
WWW, bu,ed u/
bostonia葛
enough rich people out there to sustain a
long-term endowment solution.
惣⑱賦粥醍醐醍臨Universities at some levels see
themselves as stewards of culture. They
OPerate muSeumS, they run orchestras,
they embrace libraries. So ifwe think the
newspaper is making a cultural contribution
that,s important to society then perhaps
universities have some stake in this. And there
is the model ofthe radio station. For example,
here in Boston we have an outstanding
National Public Radio station, WBUR, Which is a part of
Boston University.
踊配Ifyou could get some type ofsupport like NPR does,
Or Other types ofsupportive people who care about what
JOumalism stands宣br’it,s a begimlng, but still isn’t rea11y
the solution. I think most newspapers sti11 have too much
in the way ofcosts in terms ofhowthey produce the paper
each day. And Jim, I say this very respectfully, but there are
PrObably too many editors and too much concem about
quality control.
㊥唱聞臨Everybody dislikes editors and everybody needs
them. That,s been proven agam and agam OVer the years.
朋関配One,just one.
肥LUSTRATION BY TERRY ALLEN
弼蹴蹴醍臨I want to go back to the economics
Of newspapers. Presumably, if universities
Were SteWards of newspapers, they’d be
nonpro宜t institutions and we wouldn,t want
to see them lose money, but ifthey couldjust
break even, that would be good enough.
酬醐陛A Iot ofprivate newspaper companies
Out there are owned by wealthy families
Who have made it clear, I think, that they,re
less concemed with making a pro的than
they are with sustaining the enterprlSe.
Here’s the cha11enge: neWSPaperS became
almost exclusively supported by classified
advertising, Which migrates to the cheapest
medium inthis casethe Intemet.
㊥晦馳藍鮎I disagree entirely. Newspapers are
not pro飢able because they’ve chosen to
Charge too little for their paper・ They also
got into a lot oftrouble borrowmg mOney
to buyback stock, and they took on so
much debt.
醜聞醍臨Lauren, do you see anyfuture
for a subscription component as a serious
revenue stream on the Internet?
鞘醐監Absolutely not, and I don,t think newspapers made
a mistake. I ink onc  you created this incredible thing
Ca11ed the Intemet th t allowed everybody to have a voice,
the valu ofth edited paper was devalued because people
felt thatth ewere o herways to get information in some
CaSeS the wrongway. I’m not saymg that,s good, but I think
it,s irreversible.
But to your point about a university-OWned product,
ir abilityto get feet on the street and do the marketing
differently’ O engage the community in some way that I
think has been lost through the years, I think that,s where
the u iversity model becomes more interesting. You start to
get this passionate group ofpeople to get out and reenerglZe
the community and change the way that you deliver the
PaPer in some manner.
賦醍醐醍臨You k ow those ofus who are cIose to this business
See a Calamity ahead. the public getting less news and less
trustworthy news and information in the future. What,s your
SenSe Ofthe public,s awareness ofthis potential problem?
㊨晦閥臨I think there’s a growlng aWareneSS that there,s
trouble o  the horizon・ I don’t see anybody saymg, `Oh my
God’yet・ I think righ now most people seem to say, `Oh,
they’ll probal)ly宜gure their way out of it.
蹴配I don’t think consumers are that stupid, I think they
宜gure this stuff out.
I want to say one other thing to your earlier point.
Universities do have all the right resources. I’ve onlybeen
On a university campus for a year now and I know it’s not
an unusual one・ It is really di縦cult to get things done in an
academi  environment where everyone has their own daily
routine, and trying to pull this o鮮in a university setting
WOuld be incredibly challengmg unless you had a separate
management to do it. We all agree it’s a tough thing to do, but
academia is not known for movmg things quickly.菓
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一心患町聞晴量重○○はS
C血aracters Come First
Roiand MeruliotaIksabouth slatest
novei BY NA丁ALIE 」ACOBSON MCCRACKEN
YOU CAN’T TELL the double agents缶om the triple agents (nor can they)
in Roland Merullo’s latest novel, Hde搭LastD(ryS, a thriller about a pIot to
assassinate Fidel Castro.
Former CIA agent Carolina Perez is on a mission to take the leader out.
Meanwhile, Carlos Gutierrez, the minister of health, muSt decide whether
to violate his Ioyaltyto a reglme he has been part ofand his Hippocratic
Oath.庫dets LastDの′S (Shaye Areheart Books) is an intricate web of
intrigue, lies, and disgulSeS, With, near the cIose, an engaglng Picture of the
aglng, ailing dictator
Merullo (COM’75) who often visits Miami and talks with Cubans who
have fled their homeland, has Iong been fascinated by the island nation.
“Thewhole Cuban story in its ugly andhealthyaspects just captured
my lmagination,’’he says. “Meeting and talking with these people lit a
SPark.’’
Meru11o’s nine previous books include the Revere Beach trilogy, A Little
Lol,e Story Go折Jlg W融God A Novel QfH台aven andEar拐, and Brea碕st
with B【1ddha.
He spoke with BostoJ2ia about his work.
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脚轟y輔覇y蜘W摘e a鵬OVe容抽o膿C軸b思?
I have gone to Miami every February
Since 2004, and I have met people
whose families had租ed Cuba or
who were chased out after the 1959
revolution and Castro’s rise to power
These people told me their stories
and a bit about the Cuban-American
culture.
Having lived in the former US.S.R.
for three years, I had some firsthand
experience with the way communism
Changes a society, the way people live
under communism, the way the media
are used, the way dissidence is stifled,
the dark art of propaganda.
朝出yo軸を⑱珊胱師es鎚が曲亭
I interviewed some Cuban-Americans.
I read as much as I could about Castro
and about Cuban history and culture,
Studied guidebooks to get a sense of
Havana, looked at photos, WatChed an
interviewwith Castro to get some ofhis
gestures and expressions. A generous
Cuban woman read the manuscript for
me, Checked for errors, and gave me
certain details about Cuban life.
自s軸患拍蝦抽y凄$抑鵬航o酉朋肥翻d e抽針
的鵬離;′聞e観蘭抽gさ堅s§卸融a靴y誼創ba
粥y⑱閥胴eVe菖害調印e§?
I didn’t宜nd evidence ofexactly the
type oftorture described in the novel,
but if you read the Amnest  Inter-
national repo ts on torture and on
the treatment of political prlSOnerS,
you will see that torture has been
used in Cuba, and that prison condi
tions, for the politicals especially, are
not good.
珊e副⑱純e聡観がe講師o§朗甜ely鋤もa鵬
o時轟v鵬ge置鮎e抽屯営e調糊y酌紬箆
的舶㊦舶朗営勘融o甜e W曲調g電o s排すi胱e
軸e髄粥さv銃細両軸e亀の蘭画夢y?
I have no way ofknowmg. But people
Of privilege have been invoIved in every
r olution I can think of, including our
OWn, and in countless coup attempts.
I think a novelist asks himself, COuld it
be true? not, is it true?
PHOTOGRAPH BY AMANDA MERULLO
? ? ? 。 ? ? ? 。 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
I woれdered′ aS抽e c軸arac竜er Caγo軸a
does, Why wou看d anyone bothe再o k帥a
Sick o賞d man?
He is such an iconic宜gure that the
Organizers ofthe coup believe he has
to be done awaywith in order for the
COuntry tO Change. I think they are
PrObably correct in thinking that
his death however andwhenever
itoccurs willbe amomentofreal
Change for the country
C群書os says, l′PeopIe a種e曲調a調being§
fi富st and spies second細′事Are yo舶鵬Ore
interested in chal.靴te再han in輔rigue?
「fes, muCh more. Like most novelists,
I have a peculiar fascination with
the way people behave and the
PSyChoIogical roots of, Or reaSOnS for,
their behavior.
Yb可ve w細軸en memoirs se量in keve輪,
Massachu5ettS, Satiγes seをi調heav珊,
and th「調ers se竜in communist coun璃e§裏
What are yo軸wo塙ing on調OW?
A novel about a very poor girl living ln
the woods of rural New England with
exceedingly strange parents.
And then another
have a
PeCu iar
fasc nat on
With the way
PeOP e behave
and the
PSyCho og ca
roots of or
reasons for
the r behavor
Offbeat “spiritual’’
novel, SOmething in the
mold ofwhat I think
Of as “the God trilogy’’
I have a travelogue
COmmg Out in April,
T7ze ltalian Szlmmer
about a wonderful
Summer Spent near
Lake Como, Playing
a lot ofgolf and eat-
mg WelL
I have had editors
COunSel me to write
the same book over and oveI., and some
readers who complained that I haven,t
kept writing books set in greater
Boston.
But it would be like trying to keep
a mlgratOry bird in your backyard. I
just want to go places, tO See things,
to observe the human predicament in
different forms.
PHOTOGRAPH BY 」OHN YUNKER
Comfortably Isolated
!n M dge Raymond’s short stores′
WOmen Seek geographIC and
emotonal ISOiaton
鮎庸噺籍鈍躍鞘蛙輔弼鵬関配鵡鵡軸掴揃
軸薪能粥鵡睡踊輔弼輔弼鴫野舗鵡緋鵡憩
酷評醐舗壷醒純蹴醜輔弼織部且粥軸配賦廟弼
緋轟韓遇誼鞄暗鵡鞄睡縄避醐観輔弼純忠聴
親臨錨輔弼新聞輔弼艶輔弼粥の輔弼新地の
鰭軸舗揃軸鎚黛弼艶麗配龍の醇純の壷粥地織鸞
抽鰯の輔軸鸞読経軸亘の酷の縄暁鞘醜貌醐軸剋騰
親臨競輔狸蝿艶畳縄甜轄醜醐野馳酷輔弼龍の配
賦轟鰯鞘醜噂串輔掴端軸鵬鴨且馳輔
の賦蹄の職の蝿馳舗輔弼騰弛弼董遇脚醐鵬輯
馳軸鎚騰靴縄避配賦輔弼辞軸弼鱈弼
醜聞輔弼競鰐の購鰯那丑鴫鵡謹聴鮎誹珊
睡壷轄輔魂胆鴨鍋輔弼輔彊軸の①
鞘贈粥醒漸近輔弼糟観酷端緒麒麟翻非難踊
軸の舗粥鞄の軸髄鞘誼の酷購甘踊輔弼融壷睡
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and was published recently by
Eastem Washington University
Press.
Raymond worked at Boston
University from 1998 to 2004
as a College of Communication
lecturer in writing and a writer
and editor for University publi
Cations, including Bostonia. She
SpOke with the magazine about
her宜rst book.
So軸袖y o書yo鵬夢電e軸t脆竃抽a軸a蹟削s
are iso看ated emotiona副y。宣s iso闘ion
basi葺tO the h軸聞an cond網on?
I hadn’t really thought about that,
but part ofme feels that it’s why
I’ve gravitated toward that in my
Writing.
One challenge for a lot ofpeople
is to get to know themselves very
deeply in aworld in which you work
very hard and you’ve got a million
things golng On. Aul these characters
ended up being far away from their
everyday lives.
Ⅵね「さをhes台stori豊s w夢軸e調青e『
th竃s b○○k?
No, itjust so happened that I
Started getting a few stories that
Were thematically very slmilar
Many characters have gone o鮮some
Place because they like it that way,
COmfortably isolated.
しik馨thさch駐輪さをさr who害s割凌沌
She洲鞠hさr iov蜜『 ba轟閤軸yめ舶
細れdさrs章aれd豊別品o量れ亀㌔s観油堅調鵡e細
She feels a sort of safety in that,
a comfort in being unable to
communicate.
1豊富s緬e着きs軸容量h筑豊鍬h削e O焼珊
has no輔れg量o do w軸がo蘭aれ葺合, 〇着
W輔I鵬t, b閥串ust w鮒somebody to
ho看d oれtO。
In a lot ofways it’s a blind reaching
Out, definitely not out oflove or
great passion in most cases, but
need and loneliness.
賞雪をh脚的鵬霜d糊門地艶め冒oYe nO竜
bei鴫p尋r七〇干害を?
These characters struggle so
emotionally, POOr things, tO aVOid
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finding themselves while they’re
being forced to do it. Sometimes, it’s
easier to make those connections
withou  love or romance.
丁睦珊e門, fo旺he職oS担訓電,靴即登竜
Ve『yれ葺ぐe裏
I,m not sure how that happened for
me, emOtionally, because I certainly
have a w nderful collection of men
in my life. But I think it tumed
Out that waybecause I wanted to
focus more on the women and their
Struggles.
So鵬e 〇千をhさse wo聞削観ずe pさ闘s測
量轟址をぬe記す れo肥即Io龍畠重ね§舶鴫輔e
地軸遅聞合前納eyr記されvo昌ve崩w軸。
Exactly. Ifyou don’t ever get deeply
inv Ived, yOu Can keep whatever
illusions about yourself and your
life that you ant. I think it’s only
When you become truly intimate
with someone l e that you have
to letthem in and let them seewho
you are. These characters for the
most part aren’t ready or willing for
that to happen.
W網軸ey竃抽書聡開脚潮記聞拙さy急げ舗
That wa my idea with these stories.
They’re t king that step toward
that, and even though we don’t get
to see it, We get tO hope thatthey do
end up in that place.
魚肥y醐蹴れ敗抽畠強め融珊eVe陀
I actually have written a novel. It’s
with my agent. However, last fall,
When lots ofpeople were getting
宜red, itwas ahardtime to sell. I
have an idea for another one, SO
I’mjust going to have to get started
on it.
I,ve had a harder time getting
into novels than I’ve ever had
getting into a story, and I think it’s
because when I sit down to write a
story, I knowwhere it’s golng and I
knowwhere the ending is. It’sjust
a question ofgetting there, and I
Can get there within a few months,
if not weeks.
But with a novel, yOu just think,
when will this end, When will I ever
宜 i h it? NJM
Fiction
晋麗兜罵醒配
」an Brogan (COM’79)
St, Martin's Minotau「
THERE S A LOT tOlearnabouthuman
nature, amuSing and horrifying, from
browsmg Online chat rooms. In Rhode
Island, neWSPaPer rePOrter Alie Ahem
finds, Whatever the purported topic,
two-thirds ofthe chat is
about sex. Looking for
StOry mat rial to wam
ParentS Ofthe dangers of
the Intemet, She comes
across two teenaged girls
in a short soft-pOm SCene.
Are they slmply unaware of
the dang rs of such public
display, Or is something
sinister behind it? In
her third mystery, Auie soon leams that
the girls are being lured into much
more than fifteen-year-Old suggestive
high-jinks and that the most respect-
al)le of her colleagues will abandon
mora  prlnCiple should it threaten
self-interest. NJM
醐聞鬼宵闇醐臨酸臨Wの軸醍$
A, 」, Hartley (GRS“96)
Be「kley Books
STARRING IN HIS SeCOndthriller,
Thom s Knight is, like his creator,
a Shakespearean scholar who宜nds
a lot ofhorr龍ed amusement in the
pretentious work ofhis peers (“I want
t leamabouttheplay whatmakes
it profound as literature, nOt al)Out
how it’s a matrix for
SOCial energleS
and discourses
’’). AIong with
many scholars,
both Hartley, the
Distinguished
Professor of
Shakespeare in
the department of
theatre and dance at the University of
North Carolina, Charlotte, and Knight
b lieve Shakespeare wrote a play he
called Lol/e七Labour七Fbzmd and that
the script maybe extant wherein lies
th s mystery
Auso just out, Hartley’s fourth
novel, Act qfl砺Il (Thomas Doherty
Associates) features a young actor-
Playwright in a宜ctitious European
kingdom, PrObably Elizabethan, Who
hasjust tumed eighteen and is thus
freed from women,s roles. Still in the
long skirt ofhis most recent part, he
makes a comic, airbome escape from
the king’s men into the arms ofan
Ominous ifhigh minded band ofrebels.
二N_刺4
Non範ction
兜醍醐亀珊瑚醍醐鬼隅田⑱配艶轡開明飴甲監制即題腫闘罵β
駐⑱野馳岨瓜蒔田醍鰹糧か筑糊の軍閥藍問帽涯⑱語
鬼鯛監醐暗鬼駆除⑱脚澄鞄
Joel R, Davidson (CAS′81)
Naval Institute P「ess
MOST AMERICANS KNOW Warfare
Onlyvia the press, but that doesn,t
keep them from theorlZlng about how
it should be waged or avoided. With
just enough commentary to provide
COnteXt, Davidson presents a few
newspaper excerpts and hundreds
Ofverbatim letters to presidents,
generals, SeCretaries ofwar and
defense, and the like from ordinary
Citizens o楢ering advice variously
SenSible, Charmlngly naive, J lngOistic,
impassionedクWell-Written, and barely
literate, all motivated by American
Classless self-COn宜dence and common
SenSe. Case in point:
in 1916, When Mexico
WaS Outraged by the
PreSenCe OfAmerican
“peacekeepmg’’troops,
W B. ofCleveland wrote
to the secretary ofwaI.,
“　Toovercomethe
irritation across the
Rio Grande we want
the缶iendly feeling of every Mexican
Who is not simply a bloodletting idler
The big appeal to the Mexican must be
through sentiment. Find someone who
Will write a song, PralSlng the Mexican
man and woman, their country Put it
into the atmosphere ofthe Country
触to a tune suggestive ofa popular
Mexican air Have a squad ofsoldiers
leam the song, teaCh it to the troops
in Mexico and have the troops slng it
WhenevernearMexicanpersons　”
NJM
丁he Greatest ofthe No上So Great
軍閥薩国出離悪鞘輔弼醍醐鹿部㊨粥塊韻霊⑱副題軍曹⑱野郎醸醐鎧配肝蝿霊の醐軍閥謹譲の潮田朝鵬蝿援軍
醗銃離艦卸瞳鑑醐蘭慌噌醍醐弼箇駒観漸層醐鎌範蝕粥闇鯛弼醗鮎馴鰯醐垣蝦W憧
David Sterritt (CAS′67) and 」ohn Anderson′ editors
Da C o P ess
RENOWNED FILM CRITICS, SuChas
Roger Eb rt, Kenneth Turan, and Peter
Travers, O節er short, PunChy reviews of the
greatest B movies ofall time, from cIassics
like The Itocめ′ Horror Pictz/re f涜ow to
recent blockbusters like Gr誼dhoL/Se, and
everything in between (H1VaSion Qfthe
Body ShatChers, anyOne?). The book is
the ultimate guide to everyone,s favorite
Hollywood rejects and an indispensable
part of any制m nerd’s co11ection. Jessica
Lel,ing (COM7Q)
軍閥薩田㊨配瞳忠臣⑱$購配監⑱国見醐琶副も鮎軍閥監
醐朝駐匿忠常の醍Ⅴ ⑱貯軍閥監剛霊接触朋砂離胆犠
⑱臣垣の明断醍醐肥脂聞⑱醐謹塑㊨瓜粥$詳軸監
鯛の寵骨㊥瓜輯緩産別郡部鬼髄駐甲輔監診醒鬼閉脚
⑱野市調麗鬼醐瞳醐鑑偽醐砂寵謹児醐
Adam MichaeIson (COM′88)
Berkley
COUNTRYWIDE WON THE VⅣorst
Company in America Award from
the well respected blog Consumerist
(since bought by CbJZSαmer I‡aports)
for “destruction ofa giant chunk
Ofthe American economy by greed
and fraud.’’But former senior vice
PreSident of marketing Michaelson
PreSentS a COnVincmg POrtrait of
executives at all levels motivated first
by the beliefthat theywere helping
thousands achieve the American
dream, SeCOnd by their obligation to
StOCkholders,
and only seldom
by greed or
inappropriate
PerSOnal ambition.
PaI.t memOir (from
his optimistic
job application
through his Ioss
of enthusiasm
and then ofhis
job), Part uSeful, readable information
(mortgages, Public relations, direct
mail, Online savmgS aCCOuntS, and
related topics for dummies) this timely
tale with its widely diverse cast is lively
PrOOf that nothing that invoIves people
is simple. N棚
鉛駐⑱吐国語配監$開削監亀鑑㊨臣開田蹴兜醐軍営
BiII O’ReⅢy (COM’75)
Bro dway Books
BY HIS OWN admission, O’Reillyis a
ChamplOn bloviator In his latest book,
the political commentator and host of
闇w話B EXTRA
Read an
excerpt of B=1
O’Rei=y’s book
at www
bu,edu/
bostonia.
Hz  O:Reilめ′ Fdctor
explains where that
brash style comes
fromタOffering a look at
he people and places
that influenced him,
including Boston
University (Among
Other insights, O’Rei11y
Writes about life on Commonwealth
Avenue in the 1970s and
makes an impassioned
defense of sobriety.) The
title is based on the words
Ofhis third grade teacher
at St. Brigid’s, a nun Who
Said in exasperation,
``William, yOu are a bold,
缶esh piece of humanity.,,
She mayhave mea t it as a
reprlman , bu  O’Rei11y seems to have
taken it as gospel. JL獲
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粥茜撃畢醍鵡鵡弼輔弼酷軸鵡舗鵡翫輔弼輔弼睡鵡輔鵡酷遇鞄
と
弼轟鵠醜態馳鞄講軸叢鵜鞘醜態講配翫蹴配蹄購軸馳馳鵡緋醜請訓軸購捕縄胱鰯
鍋馴鏑鵡醒醸蹴珪韮鞘鵡鵡配醐博輔醍鞋舐醜態牒弼鞘醜軸艶輔弼弼購起
蹴酷の醜態鵡韮輔拒鞘瀧軸韮蝿の鮭輔弼
u"S。 Amy Captain Claudia Pe吊a Crossland (CAS′97)
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1941
AVISしUNDBERG GOODWIN (SMG’41) ofYork
Harbor, Maine, has had a long and success-
ful caI‘eer in health and human services. She
was director of social services at Wentworth
Douglas Hospital in Dover, N.H.’until her
retirement in 1985. She founded the first
prenatal clinic in the Dover area, in 1969. In
recognition of her long-Standing commit-
ment to the clinic, it was renamed the Avis
Goodwin Community Health Center. Today
the clinic provides prlmary health care, den-
tal care, mental health services, Chronic dis-
ease management, and nutrition and health
education.
1947
AしAN E, GOしDSMITH (SMG’47) ofMontgom
ery, Ala・, has published the novel CaJ2dle玩a
Glass (Ⅹlibris, 2OO8).
1948
GEORGE MICHAEしS (LAW’48) ofNaples, Fla.,
was awarded the Legion d’Honneur by
French president Nicolas Sarkozy for his
contribution as a combat infantryman in
France during World War II. George is a
past recIPient of the SchooI of Law’s Silver
Shingle Award and a member ofLAW’s Owen
D. Young Society, Which recognlZeS donors
who have contributed more than $5O,00O in
their lifetime, He and his wife, Madeleine,
established the Michaels Faculty Research
Foundation at LAW several years ago. E -mail
George at gemichaels@gmail・COm・
一P患雷魚§E c〇㍍冒Ac富田籍
Ourspace is mited,SO CIass notesare
editedto ncludeas manyas possibie,
Notes shouid be sent to
Class Notes
βos書on io
「Oしenox St。
Brookline, MA O2446
0rsubmitthemontheWebat
www。 bu 。edu/a血m ni<tassnotes
We can a so forward letters,
send them to
Alumni Records
Boston Unive「sity
595 Commonwealth Ave。
Suite 700
Wlest Entrance
Boston, MA O2215
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」AN ET MOREAU STONE (SAR’51) ofBarrington,
R.I., tr Veled to Be串ng in August as the in
terf ith chaplain to the uS. Olympic team.
Janet was Rhode Island’s宜rst OlympIC gOld
medalwimer, taking宜rst place as part ofthe
women’s 4xIOO relay team in the 1952 Hel
Sinki games.
1954
DONAしD HOWARD (CGS’52, COM’54) ofNew
Bedford Mass., WaS honored last fall by the
University of Massachusetts Dartmouth’
where he worked for more than 4O years.
During the event, the university dedicated
the Donald C. Howard Student Leadership
Wall, Which displays photos of Howard
with a variety of politica=eaders. Howard,
retired dean of students, WaS hailed for his
mentorship of thousands of students. He
also received an honorary degree from the
university in May 2OO8.
宣958
ROBERT M, BLAIS (DGE’56, COM’58) ofLake
George, NY, h s completed his eighth tem
s mayor f Lake George. His 40 years in
o触ce make him one of the longest-SerVlng
mayo s in the state・ Robert writes that dur-
ing his tenure, the resort has received five
New York State Local Govemment Awards
for creative pr〔小ects. The village’s lakefront
walkway is named Blais Park in his honor.
pATRICIA I(1しROY DONAHOE (SAR’58) ofBos-
ton, Mass., a Pediatric surgeon’the Marshall
K. Bartlett Professor of Surgery at Harvard
Medical School, and a longtime member of
the BU Board of Trustees, WaS honored in
the American College of Surgeons’Owen H.
Wangensteen Surgical Forum Program
at the group,s annual clinical conference.
The 2OO8 issue of the ACS joumal Sz/Jgical
Fbrzlm WaS dedicated to Patricia, the first
woman to receive that distinction. She was
recognized for her outstanding surglCal and
scientific career, her research productivity,
her mentoring of surgical research trainees,
and her commitment to teaching.
1960
DONAしD F, MEGNIN (STH’60) ofNew Smyma
Beach, Fla., Published the宜nal book of his
historical fiction trilogy, The Strz/ggle fo軌r-
vive (Ⅹlibris, 2OO8). He is working on a two-
Part autObiography.
1961
即ししHENNESSEY (SMG’61) of Morgantown,
WVa., has been executive director of the
Foundation of Monongalia General Hospital
since 199O. He recently raised $13.3 mi11ion
for the hospital,s capital campaign to fund a
$92 million expansion and renovation pro子
ect. Friends can e-mail Bi11 at HennesseyB@
monhealthsys. org.
1962
KATHしEEN (BREADY) PEししEGRINO (ENG’62) of
Springfield, Mass., is prmCIPal of the firm
LivingStone, L.L.C. This past November,
she and her husband, Joseph, Starred in a
production ofA. R・ Gumey’s Lol,e Letters for
Panache Productions, a nOnPrOfit theater
company. contac  Kathleen at kpellegrino@
livingstonellc.com.
196雷
cuR丁IS L, CAR丁ER (STH’63, GRS’71) ofRiver
Hills, Wis., a P Ofessor of aesthetics at Mar-
quette univ rsity and its Les Aspin Center
for Govemment, WaS featured in the Sep-
tember ll, 2OO8, issue of Be擁ng Revtew
magazine. Curtis has in recent years focused
his attention on China, glVlng lectures on
aesthetics and contemporary art at China’s
universities and publishing essays in aca
demlC JOumals.
NORMAN H FINKEしSTEIN (SED’63,64,83)
of F aming am, Mass., Published Three
Across: The Gr at 77.aJISatlaJltic Air Race Qf
」927 (Calkins Creek, 2OO8) a young-adult
history of Cha les Lindbergh’s race against
two r vals to c mplete the宜rst transatlantic
flight・ Noman is the author of 16 non鱒ction
books foryoung readers, 2 ofwhich have won
the National Jewish Book Award.
HARVEY MORSE (SMG’63) of South Daytonaク
Fla., WaS featur in a story in the W棚ISかeet
JourJ]afon February 21, 20O7 The story was
picked p by the South American and Mexi
ca  editi s as w ll. His firm, Harvey E.
Morse, PA., locates misslng, unknown, and
unident fied heirs to estates. Visit his Web
Si e, ~PrObate.com.
1964
RiCHARD DEA丁S (GRS,64, STH’64) of Nyack,
NY., Published胸rkedfbr L昨: 7Ⅵe Story
QfHildegard Goss-Mnyr (New City Press,
2OO9), about Austrian theologian and activ-
ist Goss-Mayr, Who has taught the philoso-
p y and practice of nonviolence for more
than a half century.
DAN皿TOKAR (ENG’64, GSM’64) ofPrescott,
Ariz., is keeping busy m retirement. He is a
trainer for Northem Arizona SCORE (Ser-
vice Corps of Retired Executives) and serves
n the boards ofthe city,s Industrial Develop-
ment Authority and its Community Center・
E-mail him at pettittokar@netscape.net・
1965
BARBARA LAPIDUS BIRENBAUM (SED’65) of
ClearwateI‘, Fla., reCeived a Best Children’s
Nonfiction Award from the FIorida Pub-
1ishers Association for her book Groz/J諸zog
l砺l椛* Shadow (Peartree, 2OO6) Her 14th
and newest bookクAmbert Daschz/JldAntics
(Peartree, 2OO8) was nominated for the
ASPCA Henry Bergh Children’s BookAward.
Visit www.peartreebooks.com.
AしAN J" CUSHNER (LAW65) ofBoyntonBeach,
Fla., Published肋zder Nt/Clear Attac* (Cre-
ateSpace, 2OO8), a thriller featuring a Boston
University professor and retired CIA analyst
Who is called back into service to thwart a
nuclear attack.
1966
SHIRしEY LASKA (COM’66) ofNewOrleans, La.,
received the American SocioIoglCal Associa-
tion,s Award for the Public Understanding of
SocioIogy at the association,s amual meeting
in Boston lastAugust. Shirley, a PrOfessor of
SOCioIogyand director ofthe Center for Haz-
ards Assessment’Response, and TechnoIogy
at the University of New Orleans, WaS hon-
Ored for her role as a disaster, COmmunity,
and environmental socioIogist during the
POSt-Hurricane Katrina period.
S丁EVE NEWMAN (DGE’63, CAS’66) of Char-
lotte, N.C., reCeived the Bettie Dibrell Life-
time Achievement Award for Substance
Abuse Advocacy, Education, and Preven
tion at the 50th anniversary lunch of the
Anuvia Prevention and Recovery Center in
Charlotte.
1968
DAVID　しEE KIRKしAND (CAS’68) of Saint
Charles, Mo., Published The yおteryear
物les (High Hill Press, 2OO8), a COllection of
Short stories praised by writers Fred Chap-
Pell and Dusty Richards and reviewed in the
SzL Loz肩S PostDiやatch. E-mail him at kirk@
davidleekirkland, COm.
1969
」OHN B" BRANSON (SED’69) ofPortAIsworth,
Alaska, a National Park Service historian at
Lake Clark National Park and Reserve, Pub-
1ished The Camerie$ Cabing crJld Caches Qf
BristoI BaJ? Alas融(United States Depart-
ment ofthe Interior, 2OO7).
DAVID HOししOWEしL (ENG’69,’72, GSM,74) of
Wolfeboro, N.H., retired from the Univer-
Sity of Delaware, Where he was executive
Vice president and treasurer。 He received
the university’s Medal of Distinction in rec-
Ognition of 20 years of service. David, Who
is president-elect of the Boston University
Alumni Association, is doing consulting.
Contact him at daveh@udel.edu.
ROBERT E○ ○AしETTE (ENG’69) ofOrange, Com.,
a etired member ofthe uS. Army Corps of
Engineers, is a construction manager with
Southem Comecticut Gas Company and
Chair ofthe N theast Gas Association,s Gas
Operations School  Friends can e-mail him
at j alettefamily@hotmail. com.
ANDY PしOTKIN (DGE’67 CAS’69, COM,7l,
GRS’77) of Palm Beach Gardens, Fla., and
PHIしIP FISHMAN (CGS’68) ofBocaRaton, Fla.,
COfounded Advanced Biographies, Which of-
fers writing semin rs and memoir-Writing
Services. They are writing the memoirs of a
PrOminent Palm Beach County physician.
Contact Andy at apIotkin@bellsouth.net.
PHlしIP SIMON (CFA?69) ofWilkes-Barre, Pa.,
WaS PrOmOted to assistant professor of mu
Sic at Wilkes University, Where he is director
Ofi stru ental ensembles. In 2007 he was
awarded a P nnsylvania Music Educators
Association District 9 Citation ofExcellence.
H  e med a d ctorate in wind conducting
from the University of North Texas in 2OO8.
E-mail Philip at philip.simon@wilkes.edu.
1970
HOWARD AしTARESCU (SMG’70, LAW’74) of
Chappaqua, NY・, retumed to the practice of
law after 25 years as an investment banker
 Goldman Sachs. Howard is a partner in
the New York o縦ce of Orrick, Herrington
and Sutcli鮮e. H  also is chair of the board
Of Renaissance E.M.S. (Education, Music,
and Sports), a nOnPrOfit organization in the
South Bronx that provides performance-
based music classes, SPOrtS PrOgrammmg, aC-
ademic enrichment, and social development
PrOgramS tO at-risk youths. Visit wwworrick
.com/1awyers r ww.renaissance-emS.Org.
E葛ma l Howard at haltarescu@orrick.com.
CAROしYN (GARRETT) CしiNE (COM’7O) ofArca-
dia, Calif.’retired on disability as an associ
ate professor at the University of Southem
Califomia’s Amenberg School for Commu-
nication SchooI of Joumalism. Carolyn was
the p lmary author and researcher of Hze
Tfell,et Ghe to: 27~e J7xpact Qf拐e h章CreaSing
Percentage Qf l柵meJ吊れP【1blic Relations
aJld Bz‘SiJleSS CommzmtCatioJ2S (ABC Re-
S arCh Foundation, 1985). She was a leader
in establishing the multimillion-do11ar NSF
Integrated Media Studies Center at USC.
She is married to Michael Cline and has
One daught r, Victoria. Her daughter Dana
PaSSed away.
LORRIE FINK (COM’7O, SED’73) of Oakland,
Calif., Showed her paintings in the soIo ex-
ibitionAbol,e aJZdBelow拐e St(7舟ce: AJ2 At-
las, at the EBMUD Gallery in Oakland. Visit
WWWIorrie鱒nk.com, Or e-mail her at lorrie@
1orriefink. com.
1971
DEBORAH (BROWN)し看Sl (SON’71) of East
Greenwich, R.I・, i  performance improve-
ment coordinator for the Comprehensive
Community Action Program of Family
Health Services, Where she has worked since
2OO4. She is also the CCAP coordinator for
the Rhode Island Chronic Care Collabora-
tive and the National Health Disparities
Collaborative and is an adjunct instructor
at the New England Institute of Technology.
Her daughteI〕 SHERYししISi (COM’99), Will be
married in Apri1 2009. E-mail Deborah at
deborah」isi@ho mail.com.
宣972
」OE COFFEY 」R" (ENG’72) of Summerville,
S.C.’is director of GEL Engineermg, an engl
neermg and environmental consulting firm.
He also is president ofthe Charleston chap-
ter of the South Carolina Society of Profes-
Sional Engineers. Contact Joe at jco鯖eyl@
SC.rr.COm.
宣97雷
KATHしEEN AGUERO (GRS’73) of Cambridge,
Mass", Published h~1,eStigatioJIS: The華ys-
teIy Qfthe Girl Sl z崩(Cervena Barva Press,
2OO8). Celebrating fictional sleuth Nancy
Drew, the book “investigates, Critiques, and
updates the character,, through a collection
Of poems.
」ANET CHAPMAN (COM’73) ofTijeras, N.M.,
COauthored the biography Kc扇eth MtltoJZ
ChcrpmaJl. A L昨Dedicated fo hZ轟an Arts
aJldArtis s (University of New Mexico Press,
2008).
PERI SCHWARTZ (CFA?73) of New Rochelle,
NY, Showed he  rtwork in a soIo exhibition
t the Hi11wood Art Museum in Brookville,
NY, last June・ Her work, rePreSented by
Reeves C ntemporary in New York, is in
useu  collections in the United States and
abroad. Visit www.perischwartz.com.
974
JOHN 」 CARROしし′ 」R, (LAW74) ofLincoln,
Mass., WaS aPPOinted to the Massachusetts
Commission on Judicial Conduct as an alter-
n te member John, trial lawyer since 1974,
is a partner in the firm of Meehan, Boyle,
Black & Bogdanow
ONNA ROSSETT○○BAiしEY (CFA’74) of Marsh-
field, Mass., reCeived the Pastel Painters So-
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Ce看ebrating Milestones
RIChard Steckel,s photographs of chlldren
around the world capture small moments
and common experlenCeS
TEN YEARS AGO Richard and Michele Steckel, married
thirty-Six years, tOOk out a second mortgage’maXed out
their credit cards, bought cameras, and set out to change the
world.
Their plan was simple: tO diminish the enmity that
divides races, religions, and nations by taking and showing
photographs of children from around the world doing what
children everywhere do Iosing a tooth, Celebrating a
birthday, Starting school・ Five years’many COuntries, and
thousands of photographs later, their Milestones PrQject
went public, with an exhibition, a book
醒w話B EXTRA
See a siide
show of Richa「d
Steckei′s
Photog「aphs at
www,bu,edu/
bostonia,
contract, and a GIobal Tolerance Award
from the Friends of the United Nations.
With a bachelor’s degree in history
from Adelphi College and a master’s
in social work from City University of
New York, Richard Steckel (SED’75) was
previously, amOng many things, director
ofthe Children’s Museum ofDenver and a consultant on
fundraising to nonpro飾organizations. But存I realized my
field was adult education;, he says. αThat was what my SED
dissertation was about. The idea ofthe Milestones Pr。ject is
that images of deeply held values can stimulate dialogue.’’
The Steckels, Who live in Littleton, CoIorado’have
produced eleven books’traVeling exhibitions, Curricula,
workbooks in Spanish and English’COnferences, Public
art, a Web site twwwmilestonesproject・COm) and other
educational materials. Last July, the two were honored with
the Author-Illustrator Human and Civil Rights Award from
the National Education Association.
For their new prQject, the Steckels are asking children
Richard Steckel
has taken photos of
children from South
Africa to Sri Lanka
in an e徹)rt tO break
down racial and ethnic
barriers.
around the world (and some adults) for advice and words
ofwisdom, from which they anticipate developing a book,
a web site, SPeCial events’and posters’DVDs, and other
resources for teachers and parents.
`・It,s thrilling to see our pnnCiples and values take new
forms;, Richard Steckel says. As ever’he is struckby “the
important things young people have to tell us, ifwe just ask・’’
Among the gems so far.存Don,t trust a dog to watch your
food.,, “Never try to hide your broccoli in a glass ofmilk.’’
“stop drawmg lines around countries; there are people in
them.,,蟻蛋纏彊掴鬼続載醗恐縮轍鮮籠巌患琵憲縛
ciety ofCape Cod Award in the New Hamp-
shire National Pastel Show for her painting
T坑e丁万ew.
1976
ANNE BARRY JOししES (SAR’76) of Hanover,
Mass., Published her newest self-help book,
Rise crnd Shine AJZyttme: St77珂e Qz‘eStioJZS
to w融e 〔乃%ur L昨(Jolles Publishing,
2008). Anne is a life coach, author, and pub-
1ic speaker. Check out -.annejolles.com
or wwwriseandshineanytime.com’Or e-mail
Anne at abj coach@comcast.net.
宣977
乱しEN DAVIS SU」LIVAN (LAW’77) ofAndover,
Mass., WOn third place for her short story
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“Yiddish Land,, in a contest sponsored by the
Karma Foundation and MomeJZt, the world’s
largest independent Jewish magazine. The
piece was published in the November/De-
cember issue ofMomeJZt and honored at a
reception in New York in December.
1978
」UDY CARLOUGH (COM’78) of Londonderry,
N.H., Published her first book and audio
recording, B諦描J2g fhe ChaJ71〆on MiJtdset
(2OO8), wilich uses techniques from woI‘ld-
class athletes and coaches to help people
overcome the mental blocks that hold them
back. After 20 years in the TV and radio indus-
tries, Judy runs her own company Winnmg at
Business. Visit wwjudycarlough・COm, Or e-
mail her at judy@wimingbusinessusa.com.
AしAN COHEN (SMG’78) and 」iSA○○OY (CしAUSEN)
coHEN (SED’77) of Voorhees, N.J・, reCently
celebrated th ir 30th wedding anniversary.
They write that they are proud of their two
children, Lindsay, director of Gordon,s Culi-
nary Institute in Waltham, Mass., and Justin,
director of the o飾ce of portfolio manage-
ment for the D.C. public schooIs. Contact
them at alan_COhen78@yahoo.com.
RONAしD PE丁ERSON (COM’78) of Westland,
Mich., reCently completed a novel’A Time
Tb which chronicles four spiritual mile-
stones in a man,s life. He writes that the Sep-
tember ll, 2OOl, t rrOrist attacks were the
catalyst for his reflections. He has the novel
online at www.novelmaker.com/index/my-
place.php? yp=3577 E-mail Ronald at ron-
PeterSOn@comcast・net.
??????????
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C○ ○　しORi (BRENNER) ELし1OT丁(COM’79) of
Brookline, Mass.’Showed her new paintings
in the exhibition Ozlt QfPlace at the Art Gal-
lery at the Cambridge Center foI. Adult Edu-
Cation in November.
1980
KEi丁H ARMSTRONG (CAS’80) of Fairfax,
Ca冊, COauthored Coz/rqge 4乃er柵re (Ulys-
SeS Press, 2008), a Self-help book for troops
retuming from Iraq and Afghanistan, their
loved ones, doctors, and employers and
Other professionals helping them make the
transition. Friends can e-mail him at keith
.armstrong@courageafterfire.com.
1981
しEE GARTENBERG (LAW81) of Framingham,
Mass., director of Inmate Legal Services in
the Middlesex County sher距,s o飾ce for
more than 25 years, WaS PreSented with the
Massachusetts Bar Association Gold Medal
Award at the MBA’s 2OO8 gala dinner last
November. The award is presented to indi-
viduals who have provided outstanding legal
Services that have bene飾ed the legal profes-
Sion in Massachusetts.
ALAN S, MUしTZ (CAS’81, MED’85) ofWood-
bury, NY, is associate chair of the depart-
ment of medicine and program director of
the intemal medicine residency program
at Long Island Jewish Medical Center in
New York. “He1lo to a1l of my classmates,,,
he writes. “See you at the 25th reunion in
2010!’’
宣982
MARK FEFFER (COM’82) ofWycombe, Pa., is
the managmg editor ofDice, Publisher ofca-
reer Web sites for the technoIogy and finan-
Cial industries. He joined Dice in 2005, after
ruming his own editorial services company
for more than lO years. He has also published
his first novel, S印tember (Xlibris, 2006)
Contact Mark at mfeffer@dice.com.
ROBERTA BEACH 」ACOBSEN (SED’82;86) of
Karpathos, Greece, COauthored the book
Almost PeJ#ct: Disabled Pets aJld fhe Peaple
丁砺oLove耶em (WordForge Books, Septem-
ber 2OO8). Visit wwwrobertabeachj acobsen
.com, Or e-mail Roberta at laugh@otenet.gI..
しOIS (Aし丁ER) MARI( (COM’82) of San Diego,
Calif., launched www.stylesubstancesoul
.com, designed to “help women live a life of
PaSSion and compassion.’’She writes, “Its
tagline is `Look good. Feel good. Do good,,,,
Friends can e-mail Lois at lois@stylesub-
StanCeSOul.com.
田ZAB打H FINDLEY SHORES (CAS’82) ofLit-
tle Rock, Ark・, Published the biography OJI
Ha′pe否s 77.ail: R0land R魚Mllan HtzJPer
PtoJ?eering Bo anist qfthe So【克hern Coastal
誼(University of Georgia Press, 20O8).
宣98雷
GREGORY AIEしし0 (COM’83) ofNewYork, NY.,
Showed his photographs in the soIo exhibi-
tion Cあ′Dreams: S封ected丁柵J*$ j994-2008
at the SOHO Photo Gallery this past January.
Visit www.grego yaiello.com, Or COntaCt him
at aiello@mac.com.
AMY DEPAUし(COM’83) of Irvine, Calif., WOn
an award for her writing and reporting from
the Council on Contemporary Families. In
addition to writing, She teaches at the Uni-
VerSity of Califomia, II.vine, and Califomia
State University, Fu11erton. E-mail her at
depaula@uci.edu.
WINiFRED EしLENCHiしD PINCH (SED’83) of
Omaha, Neb・, COedit d N五rs JZg aJZd Hea碗
CaJ’e E掘cs: A Leya録′ aJ2d c江癌oJZ (Creigh
ton University Medical CenteI., 2007), the
result ofa three-year prQject and conference
SPOnSOred by th  Center for Health Policy
and Ethics at Cr ighton University.
1しENE (HEししER) STERN (CAS’83) of Su鮮em,
NY・, is a supervisor and special education
te cher at a nonprofit school for students
With autism and mental retardation. She
is dual-Certified in special education and
regular education. Ilene is in a postgraduate
PrOgram tO become a board-Certified behav-
ior analyst. “I absolutely love the work that
I do!’’she writes.
丁HOMAS STEVENS (CFA’83) ofWate血ury, Vt.,
is executive director ofthe Vermont Alliance
for Arts Education. In NovembeI., Tom was
elected to the Vermont legislature. He is
also the voice ofJoe Gunther in the new au葛
iobook version of QpeJZ SeasoJZ, One Of the
books in Archer Mayor’s series about Ver-
mont cop Gunther. Contact Tom at thomas
.stevens5@gmail.com.
1984
S丁EPHANIE BROWN (CAS’84) ofSan Clem
ente, Calif., Published her second collection
Of poems, Dom stic h!terior (University of
Pit s urg  Press, 2OO8). She has been pub-
1ished many times in the American Poetry
Review and has been included in four edi
tions of the annual Best AmericaJ? Poet′y
anthology. I  2OOl, She received a National
Endowment for the Arts Fe1lowship m
Po etry.
Eし1SABETH ECKERT (SED’84) of San Antonio,
Tex., Writes that she would love to hear fI.Om
Other BU alums from Germany. She also
Sends “warmest regards and heartfelt thanks
to Professor Tom Clauson, Joe Shapiro, and
Dr. Dye.’’Friends can contact Elisabeth at
210-823-355l.
KATHY GARR打T (COM’84) andcHRIS SANDERS
(COM’83), OfKatonah, NY, Celebrated their
17th edding amiversary this past October.
Theyhave tw children, ageS 14 and 12. Chris
is a New York-based photographer (www
.chr -S nders.com), and Kathy is a market-
mg COnSultant.
DAVID M馴DEし(COM’84) of Sugar Land,
Tex., is public relations manager for the
26,OOO-member H uston Association of
Realtors, the largest association in Hous-
ton and second largest local Realtor asso-
Ciation in the United States. In 2007 David
launched a syndicated day-in-history radio
feature called rで朋e Rew流d on more than 5O
Stations around the country. Comect with
David on Faceb ok or LinkedIn, Or e-mail
him at dj_mendel@yahoo.com.
」AN (MOIDEし) SCHWAR丁Z (MET’84) ofW硯Ies-
ley, Mass., is the communications and devel
OPment COOrdinator for Gateways: Access to
Jewish Education, an Organization that en-
ables children with special needs to have a
Jewish education. “Happily married for 23
years, I just sent my only child to college!,,
Jan writes. αBest wi hes to my classmates.?
ERICA Zl田NSKl (SMG’84) andLARRY BLuMEN"
FEしD (COM’84) of Brooklyn, NY, amOunCe
the bi h of their son, Samuel Julian, On Au-
gust 22, 2OO8. Erica lS general manager and
PrOducer ofthe Lincoln Center Festival, and
Larry lS aJOumalist and recent Katrina Me-
dia Fe11ow with the Open Society Institute.
His Salon.com essay “Band on the Run in
New Orl ans’’was published in Best Mhsic
W轟ng 2008 (Da Capo Press, 2008). Con
act Erica at ezielinski@lincolncenter.org
and Larry at lblu@aol.com.
1985
PETER ENSEし(COM’85) of Plattsburgh, NY,
WaS aWarded the State University of New
York ChancelloI.,s Award for Excellence in
Teaching. Peter is director of the Center for
Communication and Journalism and chair-
man ofthe department of communication at
SUNY Pl ttsburgh.
PA L MARBER (LAW’85) ofJericho, NY, WaS
Selected  NewYork “Super Lawyer,, for per-
SOnal injury plaintif鰹for the second year in
a row He also received an `AV’’I.ating from
Martindale-Hubbell Peer Review Ratings.
“This means that my legal abilities are rated
at旬ery high  preeminent’’and that my gen-
eral ethical standards are “very high.,,
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SCHOO患AND COLlEG話
ABBR話V量AT賞oNS
Older co陶e5tearlier誓meS in pare鵬
Closed colleges shoM=J墨狩野
CAS College ofArts & Sciences
(CしA-COLしEGE OFしけERAしARTS)
CFA CollegeofFineArts
(SFA-SCHOOしFOR THE ARTS)
(SFAA鵜SCHOOしOF FINE AND APPし看ED
AR丁S)
CGS Co11ege ofGeneral Studies
(CBS賀COししEGE OF BASIC STuDIES)
COM College ofCommunication
(SPC-SCHOOしOF PuBしiC
COMMUNICATION)
(SPRC鵜SCHOOしOF PUBしIC REしATIONS
AND COMMUNiCATIONS)
駐競　う腕前轟鎚航諸鎧舗鮒都馬連胱離龍駈
(CGE-COししEGE OF GENERAし
EDUCAT看ON)
(GC鵜GENERAしCOししEGE)
ENG Co11ege ofEngineenng
(CIT-COし」EGE OF INDUSTRIAL
TECHNOしOGY)
GRS Graduate SchooIofArts & Sciences
GSM Graduate School ofManagement
LAW SchooIofLaw
MED SchooIofMedicine
M打　Metropolitan College
醜已　馳腱欝蛮酢批轟壷焼弛継起彊醒聡
SAR SargentCollege ofHealth &
Rehabilitation Sciences
sDM Goldman SchooI ofDental Medicine
(SGD-SCHOOしOF GRADUATE
DENTiSTRY)
SED SchooIofEducation
SHA SchooI of HospitalityAdministration
SMG SchooIofManagement
(CBA-COししEGE OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRA丁ION)
鱒弼　観音細説轟鄭甜醐鴫
SPH SchooI ofPublicHealth
鋪麗　謹繭舶描正勝噛繭由醒蹴轟踊
SSW SchooI ofSocialW)rk
STH SchoolofTheology
UNI University Professors Program
宣986
STEVE RYAN (ENG’86) of Malvem, Pa., is a
service manager with Johnson ControIs’e縦-
ciency group, COVering the Delmarva reglOn.
MICHAEしSCHMiTZ (CAS’86, MED’9O) of
Roswell, Ga., WaS aPPOinted chief of ortho-
pedics at Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta・
Michael completed his residency in BU’s
combined orthopedic surgery program. He
joined Children’s in 1995 as a fellow in pedi-
atric orthopedic surgery. He has presented
research on orthopedics at more than 50
conferences nationwide and has lectured on
pediatric orthopedic topics.
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1987
漢NGRtD CAPOZZOしI FしINN (CFA?87) of New
York, NY., eXhibited her paintings in three
shows EsseJ7tialElemeJltS in Harlem, Evo-
lαtioJl.珊e C九anging Ftzce QfHarlem, and the
2OO8 Harlem OpenArtistStudio Tour pro-
duced by the community arts organization
artHARLEM. Check out Ingrid’s Web site,
www.mgridcapozzoli批nn.com.
DENISE (AししEN) 」OHNSON (CAS’87) ofMead
ville, Pa., is chief medical o鮒cer of the
Meadville Medical Center (MMC) in Penn
sylvania・ Denise’a board-Certi宜ed obstetri-
cian/gynecologist, j oined the medical staff at
MMC in 1996.
wAしTER WHITしEY (COM’87) of Washington,
D.C., is edit coordinator for the Washington
bureau of Fox News. He was named AIpha
Man on the move by his fratemity, AIpha
Phi AIpha Fratemity, Inc.’and received the
Aupha Leadership Award for his work with
young men in the Leadership Development
Institute Program・ He serves on the board of
directors of Damien Ministries, Which helps
people livingwith HIⅤ AIDS, and is a mem-
ber of lOO Black Men ofWbshington, D.C.
1988
pAU〇 〇〇しYONS (CAS’88) ofYokosuka, Japan,
received the US. Navy,s 2OO8 Vice Admiral
James Bond Stockdale Award for Insplra-
tional Leadership for his performance as
commanding o純cer of the U.S.S. Stethem・
The award was presented on November 4,
2OO8, by Admiral Gary Roughhead, Chief of
naval operations.
pAUしMONIZ (COM’88) ofNew York, NY., is
director of communications and market-
1ng at Albert Einstein College of Medicine
of Yeshiva University. Previously, Paul I.an
Connect Strategic Communications, a New
York-based consultancy.
D BRENTON SiMONS CGS’86, COM’88,
SED,94) of Boston, Mass., Published Boston
Beheld: Antiqz‘e 7bwn aJld Cozmtry T万ews
(Uni rsity Pre s of New England, 20O8), a
collection f more than 60 works of art from
 18th and 19th centuries that captures a
vibrant, grOWlng City. Brenton is president
and C O ofthe New England Historic Ge-
ealoglCal Society.
1989
RACHEL CARNEしし(GRS’89,’95) of Shaker
Heights, Ohio, Published A Political Biog-
rqphy Qf Delarivier ManZ匂) (Pickering &
Chatto, 2OO8), about the Tory pamphleteer,
playwright, and satirical historian.
cHANDRA DiVIACCHl (COM’89, SED’91) of
Washington, D.C., is an activities assistant at
a nursing home. She and her husband write
and perform for a local cable comedy show’
and Chand a is working on a documentary,
Comed)/MzJSicAJlimalsColoz‘r “I’ve always
been so happy I went to BU” she writes, “nOt
only because of the抽ends I made, but also
because of everything. I’ve putboth ofmy
degrees to good use.’’
CURT看S PENN (GSM’89) ofDix Hills, NY., runS
the Penn Design Group, a firm specializing
in new product development’PaCkage de-
slgn, display design, illustration, and Web
esign・ He and his wife’Sharon, have four
children, ageS One through 13. Visit www
.penndesigngroup・COm, Or e-mail Curtis at
Curtis@pe ndesigngroup.com.
1990
RAFAEしAPEし看AN (SMG’90) of Leverkusen,
Germany, lS a reSidual value manager for
Mazda Motor Europe. “Followmg my three-
year asslgnment aS Mazda,s marketing di
rector in SwitzerlandタI have retumed to the
European headquarters to help build the
company’s European fleet and remarketing
Capchility,’’he writes.
DOROTHY (GREGG) JENSEN (ENG’90) ofAlame-
da, Calif., Welcomed a second son, William
James, On August 27 2OO7 E-mail her at
dorothy@alum.bu・edu.
CHRISしASHUA (COM’90) and AIDA (DOM獲N-
GuEZ) LASHUA (COM’9O) ofLas Vegas, Nev.,
c -OWn the production company Wheelwork
Arts. Chris’s new theatrical circus show
Cirqz‘e MechaJlic?, BirdhoαSe則ctoJ男de-
buted on Broadway in fal1 2OO8. E-mail Chris
and Aid  at wheelworks @cox.net.
DAVE REISS (COM’9O) of Cockeysville, Md.,
wrapped up production on his latest珊m’
J7]C11bator a science一組ction comedy-drama
with an environmental theme scheduled to
be released this year He shot the触m over
the summer with a crew of recent graduates
of Towson University’s electronic media
and珊m department Where he is an assis-
tant professo ・ Leam more about the触m at
www.davidreiss.com.
DAVID J, STRACHMAN (LAW’90) of Provi
dence, R.I.クCOauthored Cil,i1耽rrorism Law
(Lawyers & Judges Publishing, 2OO8), a ref-
erence for lawyers, law professors’POlitical
scientists, and students. The book focuses
on the law and practice of litigating claims
of victims of intemational terrorism. It dis-
cusses the landmark cases that invoIve the
attempts ofAm rican victims to obtain JuS-
tice through the uS. legal system・
1991
AしAN DAMON (SED’91) ofParis, France, has
been teaching science and computers at an
international school in Paris since 1993. In
COllaboration with three other teachers, he
has published a set of two bioIogy textbooks
aimed at llth and 12th graders preparlng
for the intemational baccalaureate dipIoma
PrOgI.am. Bioloの′ StandardLel,el and Bioloの′
HめherLel,el (Heinemann Intemational, De-
Cember 2OO7). Visit柵mr-damon.com.
STEPHAN看E (B軸RAKIS)しIAKOS (GRS’91) of
Nashua, N.H., WaS reCently named an over-
Seer atWGBH in Brighton, Mass. She and her
husband, Thanasi, have two children, Margo
and Dean.
MARIE T OATES (COM’91) ofBoston, Mass.,
COedited the book V材omeJI QfOpz(S Dei: 」71
77書eir OwJ=材ords (Crossroad, 2OO9), a COl
lection of personal stories缶om American
WOmen invoIved in the organization Opus
Dei.
DAMIAN SIEKONIC (CGS’89, COM’91) ofCen-
ter Va11ey, Pa., is president ofPrivateer Me-
dia, a PrOduction company that provides
historical, maritime, and armory services
for the触m industry. Damian recently pub-
1ished his first book, Bz/ildiJlg J8th Centz/ry
Nal,alArtillery (Privateer Media, 20O8), and
his company is about to begin construction
Ofthe tall ship Basilisk, a rePrOduction of a
Revolutionary War-eI.a naVal vessel. Con
tact him at damian@privateermedia.com.
1992
SEAN EししIO丁(COM’92) ofNorwich, Conn., is
Vice president ofthe National Press Photog-
raphers Association, following two terms as
the association,s national secretary and four
years on the board of directors as associate
director and director of NPPA Region One.
E-mail Sean at sean@melandsean.net.
DAN FUMA獲(SMG’92) of New York, NY, is
Chief financial o能cer ofANC Sports in Pur-
Chase, NY Previously, he was vice pI.eSident
and contro11er of the San Diego Padres. He
Writes that he would love to get in touchwith
alumni in the New York area. E-mail Dan at
danfumai@hotmail.com.
SCO丁T MON丁Y (CAS’92, MED’96, GSM,96)
Of Maynard, Mass., WaS reCruited by Ford
Motor Company to head global social media
e紺〕I.tS. Previously, he wrote for the Social
Media Marketing BIog and worked with the
Strategic advisory consultancy Crayon.
MICHAEしREISS (CGS’89, COM’92) ofBrook-
1yn, NY, has been writing screenplays, Short
StOries, “and other assaults on the entertain-
ment industry” for 15 years. He has worked
for film companies and related organiza-
tions, SuCh as Miramax Films, the IFP and
Film/Video A ts, a11 in New York City. “It’d
be nice to collaborate with a fellow alum, eS-
PeCially JIMBO ESHOM (CGS’89, COM’91), an
early influ nceクmy餌st college roommate
at BU; and someone who helped me宜nd my-
Self in the early, aWkward years;’he writes.
“Bless his sweet soul.,,
GRETCHEN SOTER-MOODY (COM’92) ofMi11
bury, Mass., and her husband, Patrick, an
nounce the birth of their first child, Kyra
Elizabeth, On August 7 2OO8.
皿しくSIしVERS丁E看N) SWEARiNGEN (SMG’92) of
Parker, CoIo., and her husband, Marcus, Cel-
ebrated the birth oftheir daughter, Tori Ne-
Vah, On June 12, 2008. Sister Erin is three.
ESTER VENOUZlOU (CAS’92, COM’92) ofGulf-
POrt, Fla., C eated a Web site to promote
l ca11y owned, independent stores and res-
taurants in the Tampa Bay area. “If anyone
lives in this part of Florida or is thinking of
Visiting, Visit www.localshopsl.com, SO yOu
Can宜nd cooI places to shop and won’t end
up at e usual chains;’she writes.
宣99曇
RENEE (門LDMAN) BA園丁UCH (CGS’9l, COM’93)
Of Montreal, Quebec, and her husband, Ted,
announce the birth of their second son,
Maximilian Leopold, On October lO, 2OO8.
His broth I., Philip, is 18 months old. Contact
Renee at renee@baltuch.com.
○○ KEVIN COOK (COM’93) ofGIoucester, Mass.,
formed L gical Marketing, LLC, Which con
Sults with hig - eCh industries on electron-
ic marketing, le d皿ow improvementクand
lead man gement processes. Visit the Web
Site www.loglCal-marketing,COm, Or e-mail
Kevin@1ogical-maI.keting.com.
MICHAEしMAGUIRE (CAS’93) and」1しし(COしET丁A)
MAGUIRE (COM’93) ofWest Roxbury, Mass.,
announce the birth of their second child,
Meghan Elizab th, On July 16, 2OO8. Michael
Writes, “Two-year-01d Alexander couldn’t be
happier.’’Write to them at mickthetailor@
rcn.com oI` aStrea@rcn.com.
WENDY MOORE (GRS’93) ofCambridge, Mass.,
Whose pen name is Sorcha Blaine, Writes that
her play Politica1 Hzeate手won the national
TNT/Pops award n March 2OO8 and de-
bu d in T xas in November 2OO8. The play
is about John Wilkes Booth, Mary Baker
Eddy, God, nd the Civil War. “It’s a comedy.
(Mostly.) ,’’she writes.
DENA SCHULMAN-GREEN (CAS’93) ofHamden,
Conn., a r Sea Ch scholar at Yale University
School of Nursing, WaS aWarded $728,000
by the Ame ican Cancer Society to help
WOmen With advanced breast cancer man
age their own care. Dena will design and test
a self-guided educational program to help
WOmen With cancer develop the skills to ask
questions about he disease and its prognosis
and care options and to communicate with
medical providers and family careglVerS
about their preferences for care.
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CRAIG BERNERO (ENG’94) of San Francisco,
Calif., reCently relocated紅om Upton, Mass.,
to take on an expanded role as a global se-
nior direct r and general manager for one
Of six business units at EMC Corporation.
“My wife and three children are loving the
transit on and Iljoying everything that the
State has to o飾er not to mention unbe-
1ievable weather;’he writes. E-mail him at
Cbemero@resourceful.com.
BETH (FUししER) 」ENSEN (COM’94) of Sioux
Falls, S.D., WaS PrOmOted to news director
t KELO TV the CBS a飾1iate in Sioux Falls.
She h s woI.ked at the station as a reporter,
PrOduceI., and executive producer since 1996.
Contact Beth at bjensen@keloland.com.
DAWN NOしAN LOMBARDl (CFA?94) ofFarm
ington Com., eXhibited her impressionist
Oil paintings in Hydrangeas at the Bamey
Libra y’s H ppin Gallery in Farmington this
PaSt fall.
MI KE MAしONl (COM’94) ofEast Longmeadow,
Mass., Writes;AIot has happened since I left
the best univer ity in the land! ’’He is working
On his third young adult novel and is start-
mg a Ph tography business online at www
.A e icanViewPhoto. com.
」ONATHAN NEWMAN (CFA’94) ofNew York,
N甘, WrOte in October that he was composlng
his SymphonyNo. 1, based on themes ofmid-
CenturyAmerican Beat culture. Last March,
he traveled to Japan for the premiere ofhis
COmPOSiti  ClimbiJlg軸朋asszIS, Which was
COmmissioned for the 2OO8 Japan Wind En-
Semble Con uctors Conference. Jonathan
is also working on an operabased on a 1962
cult horror宜Im.
ARNOしD ROBINSON (GRS’94) ofBristol, R.I., is
a prmCIPal a  Newport Collaborative Archi-
cts, Inc., Where he has worked as director
Of plannmg.
1995
NIKKI B乱し(CAS’95) of Merrimack, N.H.,
married Josh Glennon on October ll, 2OO8ク
in Merrimack. I  attendance were BRIDGET
BOYしE (CAS’95), DARしENE MASSERY (SMG’95),
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A漢umni Accept Awards
RecIPlentS are a State treaSureI., a
慧寵轟器碧a businessman, and
●
Boston Unive「sity honored four
a冒umni for their achievements in
Pu描c service, joumalism, busiH
ness, and women’s hea看th advocacy
at the sixty“second annuai A看umni
Awards ceremony in Feb「uary,
President Robert A, Brown
describedtheaiums TimothyP,
Cahi音l (CAS′81), the Massachusetts
treasurer, A冊son 」, Davis (CGS′72,
COM’75), a forme「 journa獲ist aれd
now vice p「esident and di「ector
Of pu輔c reiations for the 」ackie
Robinson Foundation, Arnold M,
Katz (COM’62), the founding presi-
dent of Brokerage CoれCePtS, inc,,
aれd Bridget E, Mooney (CAS’05),
Who is battling caれCer and who is
a board member ofthe noれPrO輔
Thrive asaneiitegroup,Whose
accomplishments are an asset to
the University,
“The caree「s and accomplish農
ments ofouralumni arethe core of
the reputation of the university,′'
Brown said∴’The workyou do, yOur
accompIishments, yOur COntribu-
tions to our communities and to so-
Ciety aii re亨lect back on your schooさ,
We take great pride in your accom-
1描shmeれtS, and we thank you for
What you do and for remain!ng loyal
members of the Boston University
COmmuniをy着”
The honors, the highest that
BU bestows on aiums, Were Pre-
Sented by Steve Karbank (CAS′79),
PreSident of the Boston University
A看umni Association" Cah町Davis,
and Katz received A!umれi Awards;
Mooney received a Young Aiumni
Award,
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SERV漢NG THE PUBし寒C
Timothy Cahill is currently servmg
his econd term as Massachusetts
treasurer and receiver general.
Before entering politics, he was a
high schooI wrestling coach and the
founder of Handshakes Cafe in
Quincy, Massachusetts. He was elected
a Quincy city councilor in 1987 and
Norfolk County treasurer in 1996. He
 the author ofPrQ瑠es誼#zeAmerican
Dr am. H書e Zieal-L窮Stories Qfthe
Strz/ggles QfA朋ericaJ2 En tr印reJZeZ掘.
Cahill told the crowd that his four
years at Boston University were among
he best in his life, despite the fact
that BU had not been his宜rst choice;
he appliedonlyto Harvard and
WaS Wait-1isted. `And I waited, and
I waited;’he said. He applied to BU
at the urgmg Ofhis father, Who had
Spent ayear here inthe 1950s. “I was
Veryblessed to have been exposed to
Howard Zinn, MurrayLevin some
Of the great political
to minorityyouths, She was senior
Vice pre ident, Creative, Of Dunbar
Productions, Which was founded by
Bryant Gumbel and CBS. She has
received several Emmy nominations as
Well as Distinguished Alumni Awards
from the Co11ege of General Studies
and the College of Communication.
When she received the letter asking
h to accept the BU Alumni Award,
Davis saidク“You begin to thinkwhat did
I do to deserve the honor other than
love an institution that, thankfully,
loved me back. And you loved me,
de pite my less-than-Stellar academic
Performance. You loved me through
my short-term radicalism, know-it-a11
ttitudes, and, yeS, my huge afro.’’
“What I learned here was so
im ortan ;’she said, “because it was
rough the eyes and ears you opened,
Bu through the mind you expanded,
that I was able to tell stories to millions
Ofpeople, from some ofthe most
thinkers ofour time;, he　罷擬醗醗艶麗鞘驚醜態灘躍灘題態灘醍鰯鞘顕躍灘艶聞艶麗顕
said. “I leamedagreat　顎襲轡鑑塾醸攫醍饗顎璽饗轡醍饗轡麗躍
艶麗選躍讃轡醒認闘罷蘭轡醸塾轢罷塾蘭鰹鰭馨醗轡の懸醸承de l, about questionlng
authority  analyzing situations, and not
just going along. And I’ve tried to carry
that th ough my career ”
Cahill added, tO the delight ofthe
CrOWd in the SchooI ofManagement
auditorium, that he has made it a point
during his political career to defeat
any Ha vard graduates. “I’m proud to
Saythat as ofnow the score is BU 2,
Harvard O.,,
T軋L音NG TRUTHS, HEしP音NG OTHERS
Allison Davis has worked as an
investigative reporter and producer
at WBZ-TV Boston, and at KDKA-TV
Pittsburgh, aS a Writer and producer
at NBC News, and as an executive
PrOducer at MSNBC. BeforeJOmmg the
Jackie Robinson Foundation, Which
PrOVides four-year COllege scholarships
remo e and beautiful and dangerous
Places in the world. Hopefully, those
StOries helped to educate and, in some
CaSeS, tO PrOmOte needed change.”
丁HE WORしD OF BUS営NESS
Amold Katz joined the Massachusetts
General Life Insurance Company ln
1964 and was appointed vice president
Ofmarketing in 1972. In 1976, he
founded and became president of
Brokerage Concepts, Inc., Which he
SOld to HealthNow Contractor Services
in 2006. He remained Brokerage
Concepts’senior vice president and
Chief operating o純cer until October
2008.
Katz began his ducation in a one-
room schoolhouse in upstate New
York. At Bu he said, he received “the
PHOTOGRAPHS BY VERNON DOUCETTE
THE AWARDEES
押mot旬, P
Ca癌ll (CAS’81)
(right) with
Kevin Coughlin
(CAS’76) and his
wife, Domenica
Coughlin.
A雄son J Davis
(CGS’72, COM,75)
With (from left)
Madeline Rubin
(CGS’08, COM,1O),
Samalie Adanta
Ahanonu (CGS’08,
SMG’10), and
Justin Breton
(CGS’08, COM,10).
A手織old M Kなtz
(COM’62)
(righD with
family members
(from left) Josh
Goldstein, Erica
Goldstein, and Ali
L班on, and Bunnie
Katz, Amold,s
Wife.
Young Alumni
Award recipient
Bridyet E. Mooney
(CAS’o5) and her
mother, Dorothy
M○○ney
best leammg and growmg eXPerience.,,
He recounted one ofthose experiences:
Sharing the stage with Faye Dunaway
(CFA’62) in a BU production ofS毎eet
SteJ?e. “She was the star,,, he said. “I was
a walk-On.,,
Katz said his time at BU allowed
him to grow `亀om a small-tOWn boy
to, hopefully, a SOPhisticated, educated
man. I’ve lived in seventeen countries
and twenty-eight cities. I,ve seen the
WOrldクbuilt a business, Sat On boards,
and leamed to give back.,,
HOPE FOR YOUNG CANCER PAT書ENTS
Bridget Mooney was diagnosed with
advanced breast cancer in 2005, a
Week after graduating from BU with a
bachelor’s in intemational relations.
Her doctors told her that she could not
be cured and that she had a 16 percent
Chance of celebrating her thirtieth
b irthday.
But Mooneywas not a passive
Patient. Her research led her to the
Organization Susan G Komen for the
Cure and to information on the latest
advances in the宜ght against breast
CanCer・ “I no Ionger simply came to
doctors’appointments, Prayed for the
best, and listened to my diagnosis;, she
Said. “I came prepared.,,
She said she came to believe that
She could help save lives “so that no
Other twenty-One-year-Old girl will be
diagnosed with breast cancer ”
Mooney, Who is undergomg
Chemotherapy; lS a board member
OfThrive, a Boston-area nOnPrO飾
that serves young women with breast
CanCeI〕 and is cochair ofSusan G
Komen for the Cure’s National lねung
Women’s Advisory Council. “Boston
University made me the woman I am
today’?he said∴`BU prepares us so
fully for the unknown・ It is a place
Where we are glVen the tooIs we need
to trust our inte11ect and our instincts.,,
護華醜、郡部無能牒諜篤馴騨
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音翻し題は音容起電朝田
An配ua醒
Cele噸羽atl閏n
fe ature s
Classes,
COOki皿g ,
and Ttrner
SPOrtS
二二」
TERRIER ALUMNI
AND their families
beat the winter blues
at BU,s fourth annual
Winterfest weekend,
February 28 to
March l.
The weekend
featured ice skating
and ice sculpting, a
tailgate party, Classes
in Greek mythoIogy
and French cooking,
yoga and hip-hop
lessons, and plenty
Of (winning) Terrier
SPOrtS aCtion.
Alumnl gOt
some tips on howto
prepare a批)rdable,
healthy foods and to
Shop wisely during
the recession from
Joan Salge Blake
(SAR84) a nutrition
expert and a Sargent
College clinical
associate professor
of nutrition. Chil
dren had plenty to
keep them busy
with activities and
games at the Fitness
and Recreation
Center
And Terrier
athletics fans had a
lot to cheer about.
The men’s ice hockey
team beat UMass
7-2 at Agganis
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Arena, eXtending
their nation-best
unbeat n streak
o fourteen games.
The women’s
basketball Terriers
trounced Maine
7l-57 eammg atOP
seed in the America
East conference
tournament for the
宜rst time in twenty-
One yearS. Finally,
the men,s basketball
team ended its
season with a 67-57
overtime win over
Hartford.
醒w話BEXTRA See a slide show of
Winte「fest activities at www,bu,edu/
bostonia,
1,2,3, 7 BY FRANKCURRAN,4,5,6,8 BY KALMAN ZABARSKY
田Rhettjoins the Catrambone
family (from left) Richard
(MED’92), Sophia, Chris-
topher, and Karina, at the
Terrier Tailgate party.
日Kim Tolander (COM,96)
and Mats Tolander and their
SOn, Max.
田Nancy Spitulnik (SED,72)
and Jay Spitulnik (CAS’72,
SED’75) at the Terrier Tailgate
p arty
田Yvette Cozier (SPH,94;o4),
a SchooI of Public Health
assistant professor of
epidemiology, and Alexandra
Damico at the Cooking Up
Culture class.
回Joan Salge Blake (SAR’84),
a Sargent College clinical
associate professor of
nutrition, O徹井S alumni advice
On Smart eating and food
Shopping during the recession.
田Alumni and their families
get an introduction to
COOking French cuisine by
Raymond OstクChef and co-
OWner Of Sandrine,s Bistro in
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
〇 Cheering on the men,s ice
hockey team, Which downed
the UMass Minutemen 7-2.
田Julia Abrams (CAS,o8)
(le紐) and Aya Pothwell
(COM’07) create an ice
SCulpture.
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STEVE SUDOVAR (COM’96) HEATHER BARTH
SUDOVAR (SMG’95) NATAしIE MISIPH GORN-
sTEIN (CAS,96), andERIC GORNSTEIN (CAS’95)・
Bridget, Natalie, Heather’and Darlene were
in the wedding party.
BETTiNA BERGO (GRS,95) of Baltimore, Md・ク
coedited the essay collection Nietzsche cmd
Lev誼as: 4君er fhe Death Qfa CertaiJt God"
(Columbia University Press, 2008)・
TARAしEDER BlししER (CGS’93, COM’95) of
Nashville, Tenn., 1S a media and analyst re-
lations strategist for Carabiner Communi
cations, an Atlanta-based public relations
agency servicing technoIogy companies.
N即しGOしDBERG (COM’95) ofNewYork, NY,
and his wife, Dawn, amOunCe the birth of
their first child, Ethan Miles, On October
9, 2OO8. Neil is the sports producer at New
York l News, Where, he writes, “We uSed to
cover baseball in October.’’Daib′ Free Press
alums can contact Neil at neilharrlSgOld
berg@hotmail.com.
REBECCA GOしDEN (CAS’95) of Toledo, Ohio,
published BzJtterbabe (Random House,
2OO8) a memoir of her childhood and
young adulthood, including her time at Bu
and later, her decision to undergo gastric
bypass. Her past work has appeared in Sa-
loJI Eve magazine, Coo癌e, and Marie Claire
Soz崩4舟ica. E-mail her at gebeccarolden@
gmail.com.
KATHY CしOHERTY HENRY (COM’95) ofRoslin-
dale, Mass., WaS One Of40 women to receive
a wbmen of Justice Award缶om Mdssac庇l-
setts Lal砂′e購Ⅵ佃e型扉he Women’s Bar Asso-
ciation, and the Massachusetts Association
of Women Lawyers. Kathy is a partner at
Cho te, Hall & Stewart, Where she oversees
the宜rm,s pro bono program. She was hon
ored for her commitment to public service
and socialjustice work・
DAVID旧RAH看M (CGS’93, COM’95) of New
York, NY, married Laurie Rothenberg on
September 2O, 2008, in Pearl River’NY In
attendance were MICHA亡しDIPiERRO (CAS’95),
」OSEPH FRATARCANGEし1 (COM’95) R看CHARD
し看NER (LAW,98), ERIC MCしAUGHし1N (CAS’95),
and cINDY TANENBAUM (COM’97). David is a
director at the American Express Company,
and Laurie is an attomey at Pfizer, Inc. Con-
tact David at dibrahim@yahoo.com.
MARIANNA (しYMBERiS) MAしAXOS (CGS’93,
CAS’95) ofStaten Island, NY,, married Troy-
Nicholas Malaxos on October 26, 20O8, in
Manhattan. sA馴NE (PUS丁) PEREIRA (CAS’97)
and MARISOしくViGlし) SESJAI( (CAS’97) attend
ed. Marianna can be reached at marriana-
1ymb @aol.com.
coR看NNE MARRINAN (CFA’95) of Pasadena,
Ca皿, is a sta任writer on the CBS series CX汁
Crtme SceJle加l/eStigatio7Z. When Corinne
wrote in October, She was plannmg tO marry
Be可 minTripp withwhomshehasaBos-
tonterrier, Ike onNovember 26, 2008. E-
mail h r t corinne.marrinan@gmail.com.
JOHN MICHiO MIYAHARA (STH’95) of Falls
hurch, Va.言  o  a leave of absence from
his p sition as director of religious life and
community ervices at Dickinson Co11ege
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in Carlisle, Pa. The leave was granted for
John,s three-year reCa11 to active duty in the
U.S. Navy. He was transferred to Naval Dis-
trict Washington in October 20O8 and is the
senior navy chaplain at Arlington National
Cemetery.
HERNANDO SANCHEZ (ENG’95) of Boston,
Mass., WaS featured in the October 27 2008,
issue ofFbrbes for his work with the missile
manufacturer Raytheon using conditioned
honeybees to detect explosives.
1996
MICHAEしPUMA (SMG’96) of Philadelphia,
Pa.クis a partner in the labor and employ-
ment practice of Morgan Lewis. He focuses
on litigating federal and state wage and
hour claims and has handled more than 2O
national and reglOnal co11ective and class ac-
tion suits around the country. Contact him at
mpuma@morganlewis.com.
HANNAH (GOしDENBERG) VENIT (CAS’96) of
Cheltenham, Pa., and Kyle Venit amounce
the birth oftheir son, Daniel Matthew Venit,
on N vember 28, 2OO7 Contact Hannah at
Shark362 @aol.com.
宣997
KAREN (CARLSON) D AN (COM’97) ofHitchin,
Engl d, and her husband, Paul, had a
daughter, Isobel・ Big brother Alex is three
years old. Contact Karen at kdean2OO2@
hotmail.com.
scoT丁KAM獲NS (CAS’97) of Annandale, Va・,
wrote in November that he was appointed
deputy assistant secretary of state for legis-
lative affairs by then uS. Secretary of State
Condoleeza Rice.
」EFF MANDEしし(COM’97) and ERIN BIX
(COM’97) of Mimeapolis, Minn., Write that
they have ∽left the Big Apple for the Mini-
Apple;, along with their one-year-Old son’
Sam (COM’29) `A鮮ordable homes, eaSy
commutes, and fresh air is this heaven?
No, it’s Minnesota!,, they write・ E-mail Jeff
and Erin at wheetbixl@mac.com.
し, EDWARD RIOS (LAW’97) ofEI Paso, Tex・,
was selectedbythe Greater EI Paso Chamber
of Commerce as a member of its Leadership
EI Paso class. Leadership EI Paso is an educa葛
tion and mentorship program for future EI
Paso leaders. Edward is a paI.tner in Brown
McCaroll,s immlgration and intemational
trade group.
suK看　DAY WEししEN (CAS’97) and 」EREMY
wEししEN (ENG’96) of Phoenixville, Pa., an
nounce the birth oftheir son, Quim Joseph,
OnAugust 6, 2OO8.
一触配闇讃縄醗醗⑬撰避珪臨
書tli漢Orders
In a she11 on the Charles RIVeI., 5′3′′
Claudla Pefia Crossland宜rst leamed to
COmmand a team ofvery large men
IN 2OO5 wHEN US. ArmyLieutenant ClaudiaPe丘a
Crossland first met with tribal elders in a dusty comer of
Afghanistan to discuss the road her thirty-three-member
Platoon of the 864th Engineer Combat Battalion was
building, a Curious thing happened. Whenever she asked a
question, the response would be aimed at her tallest male
soldier
“I have my helmet on and myweapon with me, and the
elders Iook at me like: `She looks and sounds female. Is that
a woman?’’’Crossland recalls with a smile. αEventually they
realized it was faster to go to me. It was always fun to see
how that worked.,,
At宜ve-foot-three, Crossland (CAS,97) is no middle
linebacker’but she doesn’t fluster easily, and she is at home
COmmanding strapplng yOung men, a Skill she honed in the
middle of the Charles River.
“Being a coxswain for varsity crew I sat in front ofeight
men who were a foot ta11er than me and twice myweight;,
Crossland says. αSo when I arrived at places like Basic
Training or Airbome School, the chaotic yelling, brutal
honesty’and physical cha11enges weren’t as stressful. Coxing
WaS big in leammg tO take command no matter your size
OrSeX.ブタ
Crossland left BU with a bachelor,s degree in intema-
tional relations and a passion for military inte11igence,
but the Amy珊ed her under combat englneer, a Challenge
She rose to meet・ She became only the seventh woman
to complete the Sapper Leader Course since it opened to
WOmen in 1998. The rigorous, mOnthlong trainmg PrOgram
Subjects engmeerS tO battle dri11s, SeVenty-tWO-hour宜eld
exercises, demolitions work, and jumplng into lakes from
helicopters. It’s not unusual for halfthe class male and
female todropout.
Before long, Crossland was in Afghanistan, building
bases’Clearmg mines’laying roads across recently held
Taliban territory; and eammg the宜rst of two Bronze Stars
for her work αoutside ofthe wire,?eanmg aWay缶om the
Safety of her military base.
When Crossland wrote with admiration about her
Platoon,s work for A手News, the Army News Service, and
US. Army Captain Claudia Pe缶a Crossland, with (from lefD Army General
David Petraeus and Sadi Othman, Senior advisor to Petraeus, is a combat
engmeer Who eamed two Bronze Stars, in A嶋hanistan and Iraq.
for the American Forces Press Service, her articles drew
notice. After retuming to the United States, She was tapped
to wri七e speeches for Lieutenant General James Dubik, the
COmmander at Fort Lewis in Wなshington state. αI was only a
lieutenan , y t I was trusted to write the words spoken by a
three-Star general;, she says・ αIt was a very intimidating and
humbling j ob.’’
In May 2OO7 when Dubik depIoyed to Iraq as the
COmmanding general of the Multi National Security
Transition Command-Iraq, he brought Crossland, nOW a
Captain, aS his protocol o縦cer The command is charged
with rainlng the Iraql SeCurity forces and mentoring
heir most seniorpo itical leaders in short, 1aylngthe
groundwork for the exit plan. Crossland became Dubik,s
Public face at Iraql ministries and chaperoned visiting US.
C greSSmen On tOurS fIraqi bases.
Crossla d is once again stateside, Waiting for her next
depIoyment and enjoymg the time and space that allows her
to re lect on her career. αWomen do have to work harder
to demonstrate knowledge, Verify technical abilities, and
eam the tI.uSt Oftheir subordinates and leaders;, she says,
twisting th  memorial bracelet on her wrist inscribed with
the names ofthree fa11en comrades. “But I’ve never felt like
b ing a woman has prevented me from getting ajob I want in
the Amy. I,m paid as much as a male captain. I can,t say the
Same WOuld be true if I were in the corporate world.,,
鎧蝕議題鵡裁網虹鱒評葦
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Aし看A AしMOAYED (COM’98) ofManama, Bah-
ram, published f Ⅵな7Zt Healt旬′ KiくねA Hrcrc-
tical Gz‘ide to B諦Iding HealtkyN沈亮tioJl and
L折s匂′leHabits in Child.en (Mediagenic Cus-
tom Publishing, 2OO7). The book, in which
She shares her experience as a nutritional
therapist and mother’PrOVides shoppmg
1ists, healthy diet suggestions, and recipes to
help parents raise healthy children.
CHRIS CHANYASUしKIT (CAS’98, SPH’ol) of
Brookline, Mass., married James Bardin on
July 20, 2007 at the Veromque Ballroom
in BI.OOkl e. Former Govemor Michael
Dukakis o鮮icia ed. JAIME (丁AしIAFERRO) MY暮
ERS (SAR’98,’00) DEVON (MCPEAK) RUANE
(SAR’98;oo), MA丁丁HEW RUANE (SAR’98;oo),
YONG-TAEしEE (CAS’98), WIRiNYA (しEAMMUK-
DA) RElししY (SMG’98), MARY (GRANGER) FAR-
NuM (SAR99), and THOMAS GRACE (SAR98)
attended. J mes is a systems analyst at Bu
and Chris is the program manager of the
Harvard China AIDS Project and a doctoral
Candidate in public and intemational a鮮airs
at Northeastem University.
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しAUREN SCHACK CLARK (CFA’98) ofJonesboro,
Ark., Published Kdyboard Hzeory aJld Piano
膝?C加iqz/e (Longbow Publishing, 2008)・ She
also released an album,Piano晩sic by上Zosey
Mei-Kt[eiLee (Centaur Records, 20O8), COm-
posed by ROSEY MEI-KUEtしEE (CFA?99) and
with sound engmeering by wIしLIAM BECK
(CAS,94, CFA’96;99) Lauren teaches at
Arkansas State University, Where she is the
keyboard program coordinator. Contact her
at lsclark@astate.edu.
cHRISTINE L, (SOO) DAHLQUiST (CAS’98) and
丁OR一㍍6RN DAHしQUIST (CGS’96, MET’99) of
New YorkクNY., Were married on October ll,
2OO8. Tor-Bj6m is an insurance analyst for
ISO in New Jersey, and Christine is a direc-
tor of finance for Nickelodeon in New York.
coLしEEN WOODS HEIKKA (CGS’96, COM’98)
attended the wedding.
DANA (GRIECO) Guし1NO (CAS’98) of Sparta,
N.J., and her husband, Greg, amOunCe the
birth of their first child, Leah Patricia, On
March 26, 2OO8. “I can’twait to pack Leah up
and ship her to BU in 18 yeaI.S!,, Danawrites・
E-mail her at danaannlO23@yahoo.com.
c。川音iA HUANG (GRS’98,’ol) ofWashington,
D.C., Published Charisma and CoJxpaSSion・
Che71g旅航[Jld fhe BzJd伽ist撮ri C茄Mbl/e-
ment (Harvard University Press, 2OO9).
1999
MEしANIE R, BENSON (GRS’99;05) ofWorcester,
Mass., Published DistzJrbtng CalculaZ.ions:
Tねe EcoJlOmics QfldeJl拒y fJI PostcoloJlial
So z崩ern Literatこくre, J912-2002 (University
ofGeorgia Press, 2OO8). Melanie is an assis-
tant professor of English and director ofthe
American studies program at Hillyer College
at the University of Hartford・
JENNiFER SCHUL丁Z (CAS’99) of Philadelphia,
Pa., WaS PrOmOted to supervISmg attOmey
at community Legal Services, Inc. She rep-
resents low-income individuals fighting to
save their homes fI.Om forecIosure and deal-
1ng With other consumer rights issues"
sARA (KUSTRON) S看SKAViCH (CAS’99, GRS’01)
of Amherst, N.H., married Brad Siskavich
on September 26, 2OO8’in her hometown
of Milford, N.H. BRENDA BERASi (CAS’99,
GRS,03) was the maid ofhonor, and KRIS丁獲N
FOORD (GRS’ol) was a bridesmaid. Sara and
Brad would love to hear from old Boston
缶iends at sarakustron@gmail.com.
2000
RENATO FREITAS (MET’oo) of Brasilia, Bra-
zil, is CEO of GIobal Agricultural Biodiesel,
a us.-based investment group. “I am based
in Brasilia, the capital,,, Renato writes, αbut I
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travel quit  often to attend meetings around
the country and al)rOad・’’
N看COしE PEEしER (CAS’oo) of Shreveport, La.,
has worked out abook deal with Orbit Books
for three books. The宜rst volume ofthe urban
fantasy series,螺?J7apeSt j轟iJtg Will be pub-
1ished later this year Nicole is an assistant
professor of English literature at Louisiana
St e University.
ETHAN WICKMAN (CFA’oo) of Eau Claire,
Wis., is an assistant professor of music com-
position and theory at the University of
Wisc sin喜Eau C aire. His 20O4 woI.k Soli-
tary Deserts Qfh折J肩te卸ace: AJI AirborJle
Ol,ertZ(reゆr Orchestra had its East Coast
premiere this past November by the New-
ton symphony Orchestra・ He has a master’s
in music composition缶om Bu
2001
BRANT BERGしUND (C M’ol) andしiZ (FEIL)
BERGしUND (SMG’01) of Wilmington, Mass.,
amounce the birth of their daughter, EIsa,
OnJul  27 2OO8.
HEA丁HER (」OHNSON) FORDYCE CGS’99,
SMG,ol) of Centemial, CoIo., married Joe
Fordyce on July 20’2OO8’On Cape Cod,
Mass. ASHしEY GINTER (CGS,99, COM’ol) and
MEREDYTH THOMAS (CGS’99, COM’ol) were
bridesmaids. AIso in attendance were KEししI
(し1TTMAN) KATCH (ENG’ol),しAUREN GR-MしEY
(SED,o2), 」E門SODERMAN (CAS’oo), JER恥Y
ROACH (CAS,99) BEN HOHMANN (CGS’99,
COM’ol) JACOB SCHMITZ (ENG’ol) 」ASON
wEINER ENG,02), MAT丁SOLOPERTO (CAS’01)ク
SHYE TZADOK (CAS’01) ASHしEY (Eしし1S) PA-
pADOPOUしOS (CGS’99, SED’01) NORM ENG
(ENG’o ) and KEViN SULしIVAN (CAS’02)
F iends can e-mail Heather at heather-
fordyce @gmail.com.
JESSIE (しEMOViTZ)し旺(CAS’ol) of Shrews-
bury Mass , and her husband, Erik, Wel
comed their fiI.St Child, Justin Connor, On
July 26ク2008.
AししiSON MACCUししOUGH (SMG’ol) of New
York, NY., reCently opened Bundle, a bou
tique for children’s clothing and g距s in
New York City’s Soho neighborhood. Many
fellow alums attended the openlng, includ
ing AMANDA P看OしA (CAS’ol)クROCHELしE R看GG獲
(SMG’ol), AしEXIS BRADY (CAS’01) and 」ES-
sICA BRAD」EY (COM’ol) E-mail Allison at
Stylebabe@bundleny.com・
sTEFANIE R, MCNAMARA (LAW’ol) ofWhite-
house Station, N.J., SPOke at the conference
When to Call Your Lawyer・ A Seminar for
Business Owners and Executives, hosted by
the Women,s Forum ofNorris McLaughlin &
Marcus, th  law firm where she works.
DANIEしLE (BINDER) MiTCHELし(SMG’01) and
JONATHAN MITCHELL (SMG’ol) ofJerseyCity,
N.J., annOunCe the birth oftheir sonクDerek
Jonathan, On October 22ク2OO8. Contact
them at dan ela879 @yahoo.com.
NICOしE (」AしBERT) PiRANl (SED’ol;o2) ofBel-
mont, Mass., runS BIooms ofHope’a組oral
design business for parties, Weddings’and
events. Half of the pro飾s go to charity in ei-
ther floral or monetary donations. “My cur-
rent nonpro飾focus is Room to Grow, Whose
mission is to enrich the lives ofbabies bom
into poverty throughout the critical first
three years of development;, she writes.
αMy goal is to emphasize giving back in an
in us ry that m y seem frivoIously luxuri
ous at times.,, E-mail Nicole at pirani@com-
CaSt.net.
JUし1E (SANDしER) ROUSCUしP CFA’01) of
GIoucester, Mass., married Mark Rousculp
on September 14, 20O8, in Salem. THEADORA
FiSHER (CFA?00 , THOMAS BRUNO (CAS’o3)
and JACQUELINE KIRTLEY (GSM’09) attended
the wedding. Julie is a designer at Ab Initio
Software Corporation in Lexington・
MERED漢TH WARREN (COM’ol) of Boston,
Mass., founded Lyric Consulting, a Public
relations and political consulting餌m. She
and her business partner, Fred Van Mag-
ness, formerly worked on Beacon Hi11 for
the Massachusetts House minority leader.
Contact Meredith at meredith@lyriccon-
Sulting.com.
2002
TERI MARINO C RPER (CAS’02) of Orlando,
Fla., married Aaron Carper on November 8,
20O8, in Orlando. JAN打NEWHAしL (COM’02)
was the maid ofhonor, andしAURA PEYTON
(CAS,o2) was a bridesmaid. AIum sTEPHAN獲E
(EL看AS) STOKES also attended. Teri is a doc-
toral candidate in clinical psychology and is
applying for her clinical intemship. Aaron
is an accou t executive for an aerospace
and defense recruiting firm. Friends can
e-mail Teri at teri.marino@gmail.com.
DOLCiNEIA GONCAしVES (CGS’oo, SAR’o2) of
Roxbury, Mas ., WaS named a member of
the Boston Bar Association,s Public Interest
Leadership Program・ The program fosters
professional relationships essential to the
success ofyoung lawyers.
」ASON H帥MAN (SMG,o2) ofKatonah, NY, is
vice president and director of account man-
agement at Brand New World, a Creative
agency specializing m advertising, brand
mg, and design. He recently hired THOMAS
PADUしA (SMG’08) tojoin his team as an as-
sistant account manager Contact Jason at
jh hman@brandnewworldus.com.
一風患部醐:野球⑱駐東亜亜
His O漢d House
Kevm O’Connor went from bank exec
to home lmprOVement host
IT BEGAN WITH Stubbom oldwallpaper That’s what set
Kevin O’Connor on a short road from fan to host ofWGBH,s
T耀Old House, the long-rummg home-improvement
television series that is one ofBoston,s most beloved cultural
exports.
In 2OO2, O’ConnoI., then a bank executive with some
COnStruCtion experience, and his wife, Kathleen, bought
their first house・ αIt was a total fixer-uPPer,,, he says ofthe
1894 Queen Anne Victorian. “We wanted something we
COuld work on;’but before long, “We had a list ofstuffwe
COuldn’t宜gure out on our own.,,
閏樵謂冒RA wa謹呈蒜謹露語豊
video of Kevin a SPm-Off show featuring the flagship
O“Connor program’s team of experts. “Remarkably
touring the BU glVen the amount ofe-mails I now know
Student V冊ge theyreceive, theyanswered ours,,, says
諾誌O’霊豊器霊T。mSilvaarriv。d
bostonia,　　　at the O’Connor home north ofBoston a
few weeks later, With painting contractor
Jim Clark and WGBH cameras in tow The enthusiastic
O’Comor quickly developed a rapport with the crew as he
and his wife stripped the wa11s under Clark,s direction. Full
Ofgood questions and quick to leam, he proved an ideal
Su切ect for the do-it-yOurSelf segment.
``What I didn,t know then;, he says,労was that the former
hostクSteve Thomas’WaS Plammg tO retire, SO they had an
eye out for his replacement. They called me a month later,
COmPletely out ofthe blueクand asked・ `Do you want to host
T7zis OldHoz/Se?, I didn,t believe it.,ク
In Apri1 2003, at age thirty-four, O’Comor became the
host of Hzis OldHoαSe, the third in the show,s history It,s
“the coolestjob;’he says. “The guys are great I gettowork
With the best people in the building trades戸t is a sort of
round-the-CIock tutorial hopefully for the viewers as well
as the homeowners in the process.,,
O’Connor has been a fan ofthe television show all his life.
In his native Maplewood, New Jersey, he grew up watching
T柘s OldHozJSe On Weekends with his dad and brothers. “I
loved working with my hands and building stu節　typical
Stufflike r e forts, gO-CartS anything that put a power tooI
Or SaWdust in y hands.’’
Not so typical, the O,Comor kids　宜ve boys and two
girls had afa・therwho was a civil engmeer, known forthe
1970s expansion of Newark Intemational Airport・?o our
tree fort was the only one in the neighborhood with full
Sheets of plywood and real two-by-fours and stuff my dad
Snagged offthejob site,” he says. “We had a real serious
tree fort.,,
When he got older, O’Connor worked construction on
his father’ prQjectsクincl ding two thirty-StOry tOWerS.
That continu dur ng the summers after he enrolled at the
Co11ege ofthe Holy Cross.
LateI.’O’Comor eamed an M.B.A・ at Boston University.
He was a senior vice president at Bank ofAmerica when he
got the call from Hzis OldHozISe.
Now in his six h season, the Emmy-nOminated host is still
asking questions ofthe experts. And he continues to restore
his Victorian, rOOm by room. “It’s satisfying to take that
hous , Which was pretty run-down and dilapidated, and tum
it into a place mywife and son and Ijust love.,,
I  lso means that O’Connor can both存relate to the
frustrations of homeowners,,, he says, αand appreciate the
Satisfaction’’when a prqject is finished.
野塩草離鮪臨終粥綱艦潤智恵罵鱒餓隷基軸
丁輝s article ordyinalb′ appeared oJ高he BostoJI J7.ish 7burおm
Association V析eb site at w明証rishmassachzJSettS.COm.
MIC軸AEしRUBY (COM’o2) ofNewYork, NY.,
is associate creative director at the adver-
tising agency Stein Rogan and Partners in
New York City Michael’s creative contri-
butions include integrated campalgn de-
Velopment for Citrix Online GoToMyPC
and GoToMeeting, Discovery Networks,
TransitCenter, SchooINet, and VMS, and
his ork has helped eam the agency numer-
OuS aWards.
EL,SSA VONしETKEMANN (CFA;O2) of Dur葛
h m, N.H., WOn first place in the outstand-
ing product packaging design category
from the Connecticut Specialty Food As-
SOCiation for her work for Sweet Mavens
Biscotti. She has designedpackagingandprint
materials for Stonewall Kitchen, Health
WOrks Fitness Club, and Ina Garten’s Bare-
foot Contessa line ofgourmet foods. Avisual
rtist, Elissa lectures on the history ofgraphic
design and teaches packaging design at local
COlleges. Contact Elissa at elissa@elissavon-
letkemann.com.
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Stacey(Hughes) M批on (COM′05) and 」ohn Milton (CGS’02,
CAS′04) (back row, third f「om left) of Boston, Mass,, Were
married on October lO, 2008′ in North Wa!es′ Pa。 Attend-
ingthe weddingwere (from left) Anthony O「Iando (CAS’O4′
SED'09)′ 」ulia Galligan (CAS′O4)′ Amber Batool (CAS’06)′
Alex BoeseI (CAS′05), and Chris Nelson (CAS′04), Stacey is
a senior assistant directo「 in the BU admissions office, and
John is a technical support analyst at Sonos′ 1nc“, in Cam-
b「idge, Mass,
RHIANNON VARME丁TE
(COM’o3) is a Fulbright
scholar teaching English in
Madrid, Spain. Her research
will be on immlgration in the
education system. Rhiannon
eamed a master’s degree in
education from Brooklyn
Co11ege and had been teach-
1ng in Brooklyn, NY, before
being awarded the Fulbright.
AMY BRIGHAM WIDDING
(CAS’o3) of Boston, Mass.,
married Erik Birger Wid
ding on October ll, 2OO8, in
St. Michaels, Md. AMANDA
O NE漢L (SMG’02) JANINE
SAしMON (SMG’02), and ME-
GAN (RODENBACH) GAFFNEY
(CAS’0 2) attended.
2004
SIMONE APON丁E (COM’o4) of
San Diego, Calif., WOn a re-
glOnal Emmy Award for the
Pacific Southwest in the cat-
egory of spot breaking news
COVerage. As a news producer
at the CBS a鮮iliate KFMB-
RAEMI WOODS (CAS’O2) of Brighton, Mass,
was named cochair of the Arts, Entertain
ment, and Sports Law Committee ofthe Bos-
ton Bar Association’s intellectual property
law section. Raemi works in the intellectual
property, rights, and permissions depart-
ment at Pearson Education, Inc.
200曇
BRIAN C, ALSTON (STH’o3) of Honolulu,
Hawaii, reCently visited Haiti as part of a
humanitarian team bearlng medicine and
medical supplies from the St. Boniface Haiti
Foundation of RandoIph, Mass. “Even with
7O percent unempIoyment and 20 percent
of children dying before age宜ve, the Haitian
people remain resilient’Self-determined,
and committed to dignity,’’he writes. “My
Visit was life-altering.’’
MiしAD CHAMO (CAS’o3) of West Roxbury,
Mass., launched Direct N Easy, a retailer and
importer of a variety of imovative products.
He writes that he is still a full-time software
developer for a financial company, but he
plans to grow Direct N Easy into more than
just a part-time business. Visit www.direct-
neaSy.COm.
」USTINし1N (SAR’o3,’06) of Arlington, Va.,
created WellnessRevolutionlOl.com, a Web
site that o鮮ers practical exercise regimens
for busy people.
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TV she was part ofthe team
that covered the 20O7 San Diego wild宜res.
GAlしCAYETANO (CGS’02, COM’o4) and
STEPHANIE HANSEN (COM’05) ofVenice, Ca-
1 f., are managlng PartnerS Of Starfish Cre-
ative Events, an eVentS management firm
catering to corporate and entertainment
clients looking to promote their brands with
events. In November, they received a Stevie
Award in the category of Best Young Entre-
preneur Contact them at info@starfish-
events.com.
STEPHANiE EUしER (COM’04) ofBoston,
Mass., is an account supervisor at the
Cambri ge o飾ce of Stem and Associ-
ates, a Public relations and marketing
agency, Where she works on the firm’s
health-Car , arChitecture and design,
and thought leadership teams.
SHAUN Flし1AULT (CAS’o4, SED’o5) ofAd-
el ide, Aus ralia, lS a lecturer in health
education at Flinders University of
South Australia. Wh n he wrote, he was
a do toral student at the University of
South Australia and expected to fin
ish in early 2009. His research focuses
on health promotion and body image.
Shaun can be contacted at filiault@
alum.bu.edu.
ROB HUDSON (CFA’o4) of Ellicott City,
Md., WaS apPOinted princlpal timpanist
of the Chattanooga Symphony and Opera
after a na ional audition in September. He
eamed a master,s degree from the Cleveland
Institute of Music in June 2OO6. E-mail Rob
at robkhudson@hotmail.com.
CHしOE QUAlし(COM’o4) of San Francisco,
Calif., eamed a J.D. from Golden Gate Uni-
versity School of Law in May 2OO8. She
works for an employment law firm in San
Francisco.
KR漢STEN REINHARD丁(CFA’04) of San Fran
cisco, Calif., ran a PSyChology research
study and yoga program at the Boston Uni-
VerSity Tanglewood Institute last summer.
Her study was pro創ed by NPR and Boston’s
WGBH in October.
A丁UしT TKE (MET’o4) of Holliston, Mass.,
started the software company Hummmg-
bytes, Inc. He writes that his company has
developed a communication gateway that
enables applications with voice, SMS’IM’e-
mail, and fax capabilities. Visit the Web site,
Whumm ngbytes.com.
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しAuREN ADAMS (CAS’05) of New Haven,
Conn., is pursuing a joint graduate degree
in environmental science and intemational
relations at Yale University.
HOししAND DIERINGER (CFAO5) of Brighton,
Mass., has b en the gallery coordinator for
the Rubin Frankel Gallery at BU’s Hillel
House since 2005.
ERICA (CAM看しO) DiNIT丁O (COM’o5) ofNashua,
NH., married Christopher DiNitto onAugust
16, 20O8, i  Lo g Beach Island, N.J. cAROしE
(TRACHIMOVSKY) HuTCH看NSON (COM’o5) was
the maid ofhonor, and sHAWN HUTCHINSON
(COM’05) FARYN MAYA (COM’o5) 」AMiE
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NEW YORK, NEW YORK
4/1 1 Comectwith fe=owaiums
in the NewYo「karea atthe
Young AIumni Networking Night,
lnformation: Aiumni Relations at
80O-800-3466 oraIumciub@
bu,edu,
YARMOUTH PORT,
MASSACHUSETTS
4/4 1 Join the Boston University
AiumniClubofCapeCodandthe
lslands for its Apr帖uncheon, fea-
turing speaker」ung-Ho Pak, artistic
directo「and conductorofthe Cape
Cod Symphony Orchestra, 11:30
a.m。, Oid Yarmouth lnn Restaurant′
223 Route 6A, $25 per person.
informa士ion: 」erry Sutelman at
508-778-6565 org,Sutelman@
COmCaSt.net,
PしYMOUTH AND BOSTON,
MASSACHUSETTS
4/16口oin the Boston University
AiumniClubofCapeCodandthe
lslandsforitsannua冊ipto Bos-
ton for BU Nightatthe Pops. Bus
transportation f「om Cape Cod and
HAWしEY (COM’05) NEEしA SAMIA (COM,05),
and MORA THOMPSON (COM’o5) attended.
Erica is manager of account services for
BluePoint Venture Marketing in Lexington,
Mass., and Christopher is a mechanical engl-
neer for a large defense contractor
SUSAN 」OHNSTON (COM’o5) of Cambridge,
Mass., Writes that her essay about visit-
1ng CO11ege campuses wi11 be published in a
forthcoming C柾che71 So【やめrげze SozJl book.
Since making the leap to full-time缶eelance
Writing this past year, She has been keeplng
busy with copywriting pr(函cts and covermg
Career and lifestyle topics for magazines and
Web sites. Visit www.susan-johnston.com.
KIRA MIししAGE (COM’o5) of Be11ingham,
Ⅵねsh., is the education reporter for the Bell〇
品gha朋Herald. She has worked various beats
at the Hemld, her hometown paper, Since she
graduated from BU. She became engaged to
Matthew Cox in May 2OO8, and they plan
to marry on June 27 2009. Contact Kira at
kmnorthwest@hotmail.com.
KEししY EDMONDS YOuNG (COM’o5) ofEast
HartfoI.d, Conn., married Corey Young on
August 15ク20O8. TARA SHAFFER (COM’oo)
WaS in the wedding party. Other BU alumni
in attendance weI.e EしLEN SEIGENTHA
しER (CAS’ol) JENNiFER (FRANCiS) GRAGEN
(SAR’oo) DANIEししE TERRANOVA BROWNING
(CAS’oo), and RENEE (RAPOSO) DESROSiERS
(CAS’99). Kelly is a validation engineer at
Pratt and Whitney and is expecting her first
Child in June.
2006
NASHIRA BARiL (SPH’o6) of Dorchester,
Mass., is director of the Boston Public
Health Commission,s REACH, a federally
funded program that seeks to eliminate ra-
Cial and ethnic health disparities. Last year,
She led the city’s e批)rt tO SeCure $4 million
in funding by becoming federally designated
a Center of Exce11ence in the Elimination of
Health Disparities.
dinner t l aa ’s on the Waterfront
in Plymouth are included inthe
Price ofthe package. $「00 per per-
SOn. lnfo「ma ion二」erry Sutelman
at 508-778-6565 or g,Suteiman@
COmCaSt,net-
NEW YORK, NEW YORK
4/21 1丁he Boston University Aium細
ni Ciub ofGreate「 NewYork hosts
itsthird annuai Career Night. 6to 8
P,m,, Princeton Ciub of NewYork′
「5 West 43rd Street (between 5th
and 6th Avenues). lnformation:
Aiumni Relations at 800-80O-
3466o「aiumclub@bu。edu,
EしiZ BETH (BERARD) DIIOR鵜O (MET’06) of
Norwalk, Com., married Joe DiIorio on Sep-
tember 27 2OO8. E-mailher atbethdiiorio@
OptOnl e.net.
RAY NUGEN丁(CGS’04, SMG,o6) of Drexel
Hill, Pa., is an accountant for the medical in-
dustry in Collegeville, Pa. He is enro11ed in
the M.B.A. program at St. Joseph’s Univer-
Sity and takes courses at Ursinus Co11ege.
Contact Ray at m206O91@軒u.edu.
SASENARINE PERSAUD (GRS’o6) of Tampa,
Fla.’Published a collection of poetry, h章cr
Bo ton N互yht (TSAR Publications, 2OO8).
CAROL看NE RAST-DANIEL (CGS’o4, CAS’o6) of
Atlanta, Ga., and her husband, Brian, Wel-
COm d their s cond child, Maya, in August
2OO8. Maya has  big sister, Avery, 2. “The
girls bring us new happmeSS eVery day with
their smiles, COOS, and laughter;’Caroline
Writes. E-mail her at subrosa12@aol.com.
2007
KA丁E BYRNE (CAS’07) of Hanover, N.H., mar-
ried Jos ph Battersby on August 3O, 2OO8,
in Hanover. GARY CAP軸EART (SED,71) is the
bride’s stepfather. ANDREA MiSLAK (CAS,o7),
川LIE BARl(MA  (CAS’07) MiRANDA H∪GHES
(CAS’o7) andしAuREN HANSON (SED’07)
Were in the weddingparty. MAT丁HEN MATHEW
(CAS’o7), ANU」 MiNOCHA (CAS,07), MAR看SA
RYAN (CAS’o7 MED,1O) MEGAN CAMANN
(CAS’08), and MATTHEW TOBIN (CFA,o7) at-
tended. v看RGINiA FRYER (STH’95) counseled
the couple in preparation for mamage. Kate
is a graduate student in molecular and ce11
biology at Dartmouth College, and Joe is the
kitchen manager of the Ninety Nine restau-
rant in Lebanon, NH.
HYAN KIM (CAS’o7) of San Francisco, Calif.,
is an account ex cutive at the San Francis-
CO headquarters of the interactive agency
AKQA, Wher  she has worked since Febru
ary 20O7 Her clients include Nike and Xbox.
Contact Hyan at hyan.kim@akqa.com.
ATしANTA. GEORGIA
MAY 2009 1 The Boston University
Offices of TechnoIogy Develop-
mentand Alumni Refations hosta
networking reception for BU alumni
in the biotechnoiogy, iife sciences,
Pharmaceuticai′ and hea冊-Care
fields duringthe B10 lntemationai
Convention 2009. Reconnect with
f「iends, make new professionaI
COntaCtS, and learn about research
at Boston University, aS Weil as
COmmerCiaiization opportunities,
lnformation: Aiumni Reiations at
800-80 -3466 oralumclub@
bu,edu.
JER恥Y PARKER (COM’o7) ofEnglewood, N.J,
launched Tees and Tats, a line of high-end,
1imited- dition men’s T-Shirts designed by
renowned Portuguese tattoo artist Marco
Serio. Leam mOre byvisiting the Web site at
WWW.teeSandtats.com. In addition, Jeremy
has been bu lding www.JOinmycrew.com,
a networking an job-SearCh site for珊m
maker , muSicians, artists, and others in the
Creative industry. Contact him at joinmy-
CreWO8 @gmail.com.
ACHEししE REICHERT (CFA?O7) of New York,
NY, Show d her paintings in EwhibitioJZ 21
at he 14th Street Painters Gallery in New
York in November. Contact her at rachelle
.reichert@gmail.com.
DAV看D RO丁H (CFA?O7) of Brighton, Mass.,
Started a brass chamber music ensemble
Withし1Z AXT虹L (CFA’06) called Down to
This Earth. The ensemble has worked with
the community players at Brookline Senior
CenteI., the North End Rehabilitation Cen-
ter, and the Clarke School for the Deaf.
STEPHANIE SHIMADA (COM’07 CAS’o7) of
Cambridge, Mass., is an account coordinator
in the architecture and design practice area
at Stem and Associates, a Public relations
and marketing agency.
2008
EしENI BEしISONZl (CAS’o8) ofReading, Pa., is a
Victim witness advocate at the Philadelphia
District Attom y’s O能ce.
NElしST CしAIR (CAS’08, COM’08) ofSyracuse,
NY., reCeived a 2OO8 Te11yAward for On押zat
Poi巧 he BUTVlO showhe created andhost-
ed. Neil is a general assignment reporter for
NewsJONow in Syracuse. He can be contact葛
ed t neil.stclair@news10now.com.
SHANNON TURNEY VOSSしER (CAS’o8, COM’08)
Of Watertown, Mass., married Edward
Vossler on October ll, 2OO8, in Newton,
Mass.
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`Å Musical
Contrarlan”
Lukas Fbss, a CFA
professor of musIC,
Challenged hlS Students
and hlS audlenCe
耳y Natalie Jdcobson McCrac友en
LUKAS FOSS A retiredCollege of
Fine Arts professor ofmusic and an
acclaimed composeI., COnductor, and
Planist, died on February l. He was
e ighty- S ix.
Foss began studying music at age
seven in Germany and continued with
prominent teachers after his family
且ed to Paris from Nazi Germany ln
1932 and then moved to the United
States. At鯖fteen, reCOmmended by
Gian Carlo Menotti, he entered the
Curtis Institute ofMusic and his
lifelong friendship with fellow student
Leonard Bemstein began. Both went
on to Tanglewood, Where their faculty
included Serge Koussevitzky (“Koussy
was like my adopted father,’’Foss said)
and Paul Hindemith.
At twenty-tWO, Foss was the
youngest composer to have awork
premiered by the Boston Symphony
Orchestra. He was the youngest to win
a Guggenheim Fellowship. At thirty-
one, he became a full professor at
UCLA, SuCCeeding Amold Schoenberg.
Foss (HoN ’03) was a determinedly
American composer “more Catholic
than the Pope;’he told BostoJZia in
1994. But when a critic like British
musicoIogist Wilfred Mellers called
his work αa pocket history ofAmerican
music during the twentieth century,’’
it was not necessarily a compliment・
Foss was both extolled and reviled for
his knowledgeable mlXmg Of styles and
periods and for improvisations on the
works ofpast masters that could seem
at once homage and deconstruction.
High-SPirited ranging through the
literature and beyond characterized
his music, SayS Richard Comellクa CFA
associate professor of composition・
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`As a planist he could de宜ne a new
piece, like Bemstein’s Age QfAmCie劫
or howus a new side ofan old Bach
concerto or a Mozart minuet. As a
composer he went everywhere’and
his art is everything: Serious and full
of humorクde ivative and original, Old
and new Wh  it is not is predictable,
comfortable; he spoke as a musical
contrarian.’’
Foss’s slgnature COmPOSitions
include the orchestral works Piano
Conc rto No. 2 (1950) Baroqzle
下々riattoJIS (1967) and月enaissaJICe
CbJICertO (1986) and the operas耽e
J m函Jlg Fhog QfCalal/eraS c短m bI
(1950) and Gr折を班in (1955).
His composition fyJxphoJlic
RzJZtaey WaS COmmissioned by BU for
the occasion of his eightieth birthday
and was premiered by the Boston
University Symphony Orchestra in
20O2 at Symp ony Hall・ Foss told
the B.U Brtくわe, the University’s
weekly newspapeI., that the piece was
a cessible for listeners, but challengmg
for players.弥Mywork is written for
people who can play’,, he said・存They
have to be damn good.’’
Asaconductor Fossledthe
Jerusalem Symphony, the Milwaukee
ymphony, the Bu鮮alo Philharmonic’
andthe Brooklyn Philharmonic he
o飾ered “provocatively innovative
progra s;, Come11 says. αHe chal
lenged his students’and they loved him
for it. All this was accomplished with a
wry spirit and a hint of mischief.’’
Fossjoined the CFA faculty in 199l,
div ding his time between Boston and
New York.
αLukas Foss was a consummate
gentleman and a passionate teacher;’
reca11s CFA Dean ad interim Walt
Meissner (CFA?81) ``His colleagues
and fellow artists will tell you about
his remarkable talent and legendary
career, but I will remember Lukas most
fondly for his gentle nature and his
devotion to his students.’’
“we are deeply privileged to have
known him,’’Comell says.
A PioIleer ln Space Science, an
Acclalmed Street Photographer
Jules Aaro血s, a CAS
research professor
emerltuS, lS remembered
for hlS reSearCh and hlS
Clty SCeneS
fかJVIztalie Jdcobson McCrac瓦eJZ
JULES AARONS WAS renOWned for
both his pioneermg radio-beacon
Studies ofthe ionosphere and his
frequently exhibited photographs of
Street SCeneS.
Aarons, a College ofArts & Sciences
research professor emeritus of
astronomy and space physics, died on
November 21, 20O8. He was eighty-
SeVen.
`Aarons’s dual career is even more
incredible when you consider that
Within space science he made a dual
COntribution important discoveries
in ionosphere physics, Which had
applications for national defense,
and in fundamental research,’’says
Michael Mendillo (GRS’68,’71) a CAS
PrOfessor ofastronomy and a long一
聞w話R国璽冒RA
See a s看ide
Show of 」ules
Aarons′s
Photographs at
WWW,bu,edu/
bostonia,
time colleague and
friend.
Aarons (GRS’49)
earned a bachelor,s
degree in physics at
City Co11ege ofNew
York in 1942, SerVed in
the US. ArmyAir Force during World
VAr Iエ, then was a civilian empIoyee
at the Air Force Cambridge Research
Laboratories (AFCRL) unti1 198l.
He eamed a master’s degree at the
Graduate SchooI ofArts & Sciences in
1949 and a Ph.D. at the University of
Paris in 1954 as a Fulbright scholar
He became the Air Force’s leading
expert on how radio transmissions
from satellites were disrupted when
they passed through the atmosphere
On their way to Earth. As a branch chief
and senior scientist at AFCRL, Aarons
led the creation ofa global network of
Observatories monitoring the sun and
the ionosphere, the upper reglOnS Of
the Earth’s atmosphere.
He retired缶om the Air Force
lab at Hanscom Field in Bedford,
Massachusetts, in 1982, retumed to BU
as a research professoI〕 and became
PrOfessor emeritus in 2005. AV BU,
he tumed his attention to more basic
r search, uSmg data about radio wave
disruptions to understand the nature
Of the ionosphere.
`Uules had many wonderful men
toring relationships with students,’’
Mendillo says. “His research produc-
tivity and gentle advice to students,
Staff, an  faculty had an impact that
ndures.,,
But science did not satisfy his
Creative impulse, Aarons told the
B.U Briくねe, the University’s weekly
n wspapeI工n 2OOl. In the 1940s, he
began sho ting scenes of everyday life
On the streets ofBoston,s North End
and VIねst End and later in other cities
around the world.
His photographs ofgroups and
individuals, Which he developed and
pri ted himself, Were made with a
twin-1ens Rolleiflex with a waist-level
View宜nder, a11owing him to capture
SCeneS Without his subjects’being
aWare.
“I always was interested in
u guarded moments,’’Aarons told
the B i(砂e. “I think that spirit is in my
photos.’’
`Aarons worked with great patience
and humanity to capture visually life
in the street;’Michael B. Shavelson
(CAS’83, COM’83) observed in the
SPrlng 2003 Bosto証a cover story about
Aarons’s photographs.
His work is in the permanent
COllections ofthe Museum ofModern
Ar  in New York, Bibliotheque
n tionale and Bibliotheque histo-
rlque, both in Paris, the Boston
Public Library the Museum of
Fine Arts, Boston, and elsewhere.
The most recent ofAarons,s six
books ofphotographs and essays IS
P乙/blic &) CeγPz[blic Mbments: H後e
Pho togr(や s QfJtJles Aaro7ZS (Ga11ery
Kayafas, 2OO6)
“To be sucessful at an art you
have to be devoted,’’Aarons told the
Briくわ , “and I always took photos
With a purpose. If I was traveling and
I could ge  a few hours for myself,
I wasn’t going to do shoppmg Or
go to a museum. Ijustwent out to
Photograph.”
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
醍醐脂RA胱㊨脚80, Co=ege
Of Communication associate
PrOfessor eme「itus of film
and television′ On October 29,
2008,
BARLOW EARNED A
bachelor’s degree from
New York University and a
master’s from the University
Of Pennsylvania. In 1964,
he had been assistant
PrOducer for the NBC News
COVerage Of the Democratic
Convention in Atlantic
City. Soon after that, he
WOn a national Emmy for
a series of
閲w話R話Ⅹ冒RA
」ames VV. Brann is
a COM p「ofessor
emeritus of
JOumalism and
WaS Chairman of
the joumalism
depa「tment from
1973 to 1980,
Read his fu=
appreciation of
Lewis Barlow at
WWW,bu ,ed u/
bostonia,
programs he
did in South
Carolina
on a Ford
Foundation
grant on
preparlng
minorities for
an integrated
job market.
He was
PrOduction
Supervisor for the PBS show
Sesame S毎eet when it began.
For much of the seventies,
he was executive producer
at Channe1 5, Boston’s
ABC a綿工iate, Where he
SuPervised all nonnews
programmmg. In fact, When
ABC decided to launch Good
Morning America, it sent a
CreW tO Channe1 5 to study
its mommg Show GoodDcD′!
Barlow began his teach
lng Career at the Annenberg
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School for Communication
at the University of Pennsyl
Vania. He joined the BU
fa ulty in 1983, and he
taught at COM until his
retirement in fal1 2002.
克mes W Brann
認鬼酷薄V醐踊富市の醍鎧兜端麗配の髄,
68′ College of Arts & Sciences
P「Ofesso「 of geo!ogy and
depa「tment chair on August
16′ 2008,
CAMERON JOINED THE BU
faculty after brief teaching
engagements at Boston
State Co11ege and Colgate
University. He also worked
as a consulting petroleum
geoIogist for Shell Oil
Company.
Over more than a decade
at BU, he was known for
engagmg Students in his
research prQjects. In 198l,
Cameron became a profes-
SOr OfgeoIogy at Acadia
University, Where he also
WaS head ofthe geoIogy
department and developed
COurSeS i  oceanography.
Cameron earned a
bachelor’s degree from
Rutgers University and a
mast r’s and a Ph.D. from
C lumbia University, a11 in
geoIogy. He was a member
of the American Association
Of Petroleum GeoIogists, the
Atlantic Geoscience Society;
and the GeoIogical Society
of America.
Jessica Lel,iJlg GOM7 Q)
麓胎撹鯛の脱輪塊W, 72, reti「ed
Co○○ege of Communication
associate p「ofesso「 of
advertising′ On January 5′
2009,
LAST CHRISTMAS AFTER
designmg a reg距ing V栃b
Site for United Parcel
SerⅤice, Chris VIfooster
e-mailed avirtual tea cozy
to his old friend and mentor
AIan Ho11iday Holliday
responded with just one
word. “Ha!,’
“He’d often laugh aloud
i  class;’says Wooster
(COM’91). “He had this
incrediblelaugh this
Sharp, infectious `ha!’’’The
e-mail exchange was the last
COntaCt VIfooster had with
his former professor
John Verret, a COM as-
SOCiate professor of adver-
tising, Who met Holliday
nearly forty years ago, SayS,
`Alan was a throwback to
anothertime anabso-
lute gentleman. I was imme葛
iately struck by his wit
and charm. He was one
ofthe smartest men I,ve
ever known.’’
Bom and raised in Ohio,
Holliday attended Kenyon
College and served in
the Army Reserve before
beginnlng an advertising
C reer in New lねrk City
He later transferred to the
Boston branch of Batten,
Bart n, Durstine & Osbom.
Th r  he met the three men
With whom he founded
Hill, Holliday, Connors
and Cosmopulos, a Boston
advertising firm.
Holliday left his宜rm in
1968 nd worked for several
Boston ad agencies. In 198O,
While worki g full-time, he
attended Harvard Divinity
S hool, Where he eamed a
master’s degree in theoIogy.
At Boston University,
he taught advertising and
WaS the faculty advisor for
AdLab, the University’s
Student-OPerated adver-
tising agency
`Alan helped mold my
teenage curiosity about
advertising into a successful
Career,’’says Wooster, nOW a
Creative director at a digital
marketing agency in Austin,
Texas. “More than any other
mentoI., he instilled the idea
Of fun into the pursuit.’’
Ⅵc砂1柵lあ
隙の駐線駿野蒜卿醐肥軸醍醐′ 77′
SchooI of Education professor
emeritus of education′ On 」une
22, 2008,
A MEMBER OF theMas-
sachusetts Hall of Fame
for sc ence educators and
coauthor of several science
textb oks, Kilbum taught in
the SchooI ofEducation for
ten years.
He earned a Bachelor
OfScience in chemistry
from Grove City Co11ege in
Pennsylva ia, a Master of
Science in biophysics缶om
the Un versity of Pittsburgh
in 1955, and a doctorate
in science education from
Syracuse University in 197l.
Before coming to Boston
University, Kilbum was a
biophysics researcher at a
General Electric research
laboratory He also spent
time as a science teacher
in up tate New York and
as a science curriculum
administrator for the pub-
1ic schooIs in Newton,
Mas sachusetts.
“He was apIOneer in
hands-On SCience;’his
daughter, Kristina Naylor,
also a cience teacheI., tOld
the Boston Globe. αHe
believed in getting out and
doing it, nOtjust reading
about it.’’JL
-寒鮒晴重油o教案種油
1920s
MARY P. THOMPSON (CAS’26)
Po!Ig放e坤sie, NY
宣9書0s
RUTH H. TUCKER (PAL’30)
Frederic応bzll勘丁砲
RALPH E. DODGE (GRS’33, STH’34)
Ltve Oa互, Ha.
FRANK S. MCCONNELL (SMG’33)
上池ItsbI17男M瓦
ROSEMARY L. VALSH (PAL’34,
SED’41)耽qZ/eStq Ha.
SAMUEL E. STAVISKY (COM’36,
SMG’36) 1柵shingtoJI DC
CONSTANCE H. WILLIS (PAL’36,
SED’60) DeylestowJ巨竜.
REV. LLOYD F. SHEPHARD (STH’37)
Kおstmmee,別a.
MARY T. DONELAN (PAL’38, SED’49)
切なsめoroと1g互Mass.
GILMAN C. ELLIS (SED’39)
M五競assa$下伝.
LEON KARELITZ (CAS’39, LAW’41)
腐aわ均NM
宣940s
JOHN LEO GEARY (SED’40)
Bango7; M宏i競e
EMMA BJORNSOry.COOK (SAR’41)
HoJ20lz克4 Hawazz
MARGARET E. WOOD (PAL 41)
W前納rq玖Mass.
DORIS S. BUNSHAFT (SED’42,
GRS’43) NewtoIちMss.
THOMAS JOSEPH FOX (SED’42)
Carlisle, Dr.
BROOKS H. HURD (MED’42)
W柘t(折el匂NH
REV RALPH W MOHNEY (STH’45)
ChattaJZOOg匂鱗?JIJl.
LILLIAN R. AMES (SED’46)
Laco扉のNH
RALPH L. BANGS, JR. (SMG’46,
GSM’50) Sc轟Iate, Mass.
RAYMOND V BEECHER (GSM’46)
Cbxsac癌らNY
CAROLINE D. GENTILE (SAR’46)
Presqzle 」Sle, Mdine
SEYMOUR S. LAPPEN (SMG’46)
AvolちCねnn.
ALICE MERIAN (CAS’46)
NewtoJ2 H雨hla融$ Mass.
ERNEST M. ROSENTHAL (COM’46,
SMG’46, GRS’49) S(章lenちMass.
JOHN CIACCHELLA (CAS’47)
Jb加stow7ちPa.
HERBERT COLCORD (SED’47)
Bristo! NH
BERNARD KRAMER (SMG’47)
Norfh AttleborのMass.
IRVING GALIS (GRS’48)
MaJ.blehead Mass.
MARGARET MICHELS MEEHAN
(SAR’48) Grosse Po誼te Itzrm$,
施ch.
ESTHER G. MULLEN (CAS’48)
MeI7やhあT崩れ.
JOSEPH J. NEVULIS (SMG’48)
Scituate,晩ss.
HENRY A. RYCE (CAS’48)
H誼ghaI乃Mass.
ROBERT M. SPECTOR (CAS’48,
GRS’49, SED’50)
F予am読ghanち施ss.
DONALD W. WESTWATER (SMG’48,
LAW’5O) DorchesteJ; Mass.
DANIEL XENOS (DGE’48)
ArlingtoIちM寄ss.
LEO J. BURKE (SMG’49, GSM,54)
DorchesteJ; unSS.
JAMES L. CLIFFORD (LAW49)
Wbrces teI;施ss.
LAURA E. GOVONI (CAS’49,
GRS’50;70) Ormond Beac丸印a.
JAMES K. SANBORN (SMG’49)
Needhanち晩ss.
宣950s
EDWIN H. FEINBERG (CAS’5O,
GRS’51) Saratoga ft)J.誼のNY
MARY ELEANOR KOVACH (SED’5O)
Anacortes, Wなsh.
ROBERT R. KUCHERAVY (SMG’50)
Oaれille, Co競れ.
WILLIAM P. MACLEAN (SED’50)
九vingto7ち下旬.
SALVATORE L. ROMAGNO (SED’5O)
Scarborozlg九MiJZe
CLAUDE D. TILSON, JR. (COM’5O)
晩nchesteJ; NH
JOAN BISHOP (DGE’49, CAS’51,
COM’53)丁枕stwoo(なM寄ss.
DONALD T. BRILL (DGE’49, COM’51)
Carlsba(ちCa碓
GLORIA WELCH COOK (PAL’51)
Da郡e7ち晩ss.
ELMER G. GUILMARTIN (SMG’51,
GSM’56) LeJfingtoJl unSS.
FRANCIS T. MCCUE (SMG’51)
D【1Xb【1男晩ss.
RALPH L. MINKER, JR. (STH’51)
Ashbこ1r7ち陶工
JEAN M. NOBLIN (GRS’51)
B手idyewa teJ; Mass.
WILLIAM R. QUINLAN (SED’51)
丑九ac匂NY
WILFRED C. REID (SED’51)
KをmZebzIJZ互, M壷ne
MARIANNE P. TAYLOR (SAR’51)
Dee研e碓N:H
ARTHUR H. GOULTER (SMG’52)
EJlglewood Ha.
DORIS COSGROVE LAHAGE (PAL’52)
証やitel;封a.
ROBERT M. LYDIARD (SMG’52)
Nor#z Readi競g, Mass.
RUTH L. MARVEL (SAR’52)
OceaJ2 Ⅵe明DeZ.
FREDERICK J. NASSIF (COM’52)
ClearwateJ; Ha.
VINCENT E. SAVUKINAS (MED’52)
Nor拐Andove7; Mass.
RICHARD EDMOND SCARLETT
(SMG’52)脇lbrahal乃M互ss.
MARILYN AVEDISIAN (DGE’5l,
COM’53  ProvideJICe, R.L
GEORGE S. COOPER (DGE’52,
COM’53) Nセw LondolちNH
THOMAS DUNCAN (SED’53)
No手t九Hal/eJI Cb朋.
ALFRED L. FRECHETTE (CFA’53)
Nor拐K誼gstoMZ, R.L
GEORGE G. MCKINNEY (SMG’53)
Mashpee, Ma$S.
REV MAX W. SELLERS (STH’53)
K誹ter玩g Ohio
PAUL W. WHALEN (SED’53,’54)
αrnis互, NH
DOUGLAS S. WHYTE (CAS’53)
Beaver DaJ7ちTWs.
HENRY F. CAMACHO (SMG’54)
Seabroo互, N:H
FREDA DENDANTO (PAL’54)
M千ddletowJL NY
VERN W. DREHMEL (SSW’54)
$ea RaJIC互Cal‡f
THERESE M. MALCOLM (DGE’52,
CAS’54, GRS’55) Natic互, Mss.
BARBARA E. MATHEWS (SON’54)
」泊地nde購tOMち只.L
JUANITA B. EASTMAN (SED’55)
NeedhanちMass.
CARMELO A. BARBAGALLO (SMG’56)
M台拐αeIち胸ss.
JOHN STEFAN DRABIK (CAS’56,
GRS’60) 1砲tertow均Mass.
ELEANOR M. FARRELL (PAL’56,
SMG’59) Bra誼tree, unSS.
EARLE LEEDER (SMG’56)
下栃Ilesめ′ Hi枠, unSS.
SALVATORE A. LOMBARDO (SMG’56)
Q【元n鋤Mass.
DONALD L. LOVE (SED’56)
」池舶tOga位)r誼g$ NY
MICHAEL L. PAPPAS (DGE’52,
L餌が56)晩s句eら施ss.
GEORGE H. COTTO (COM’57)
Braintree, unSS.
RONALD L. HESSLER (ENG’57)
下々ro Beac九Fla.
PETER ROMANOW (CAS’58, SDM’67)
月edding, Cb朋.
DEBORAH R. SAYAH (CAS’59)
Dalla$ 7奴.
宣960s
BEA RICE M. COLEMAN (SED’6O)
CaroI Sf7.eaI71 HL
DONALD F. FERGUSON (SMG’60)
Hanso均晩ss.
FREDERICK E. FORSBERG (CGS’60)
F「amingha7乃Mass.
GREGORY W. KNOWLES (COM’60)
砂ac互, NY
FREDERICK F. SOUCY (SED’60)
Kitte7男耽読e
JOHN J. LEAHY (CAS’61)
Readt競g,晩ss.
HENRY C. ZABIEREK (SED’61)
Philade互)茄の助.
RALPH D. FEIGIN (MED’62, HON.’98)
Ho【1StOlちT凱
ROBERT R. DORVAL (SED’63)
East HaJxpStea(Z NH
CHARLES E. DOYLE (CAS’63)
BrめhtoJb Mass.
JOHN W GORDER (CFA’63)
P癌l施)Sb叫g, N:J
JAMES A. NASH (STH’63, GRS’67)
BUl玩gtoJちMss.
NANCY M. STOGNER (SED’63)
Sz/mmen/ille, SC
M RTON E. OBER (ENG’64)
1砺ncheste7;晩ss.
JOHN HOWIE (GRS’65)
αわondalらHし
MARILYN KEENER (SON’65)
East Brz/J2SWic互, NJ
CHARLES N. ROHDE (GSM’65)
Nor碗A競dovel; Mass.
MERYL STARR HERMAN (SMG’66)
NewtoIち晩ss.
HAROLD HORTON (ENG’66)
Scarboroz/gh, Mine
ROBERT G. SELTZER (SMG’66)
晩nal雌)a均NJ
RICHARD R. CASS (CAS’67)
Caldwel! NJ
JOHN DENMAN (SDM’67)
用aleめれNC
MARY DIEHL JACQUES (SON’67)
l砺nchen〔われM宏ss.
ELSIE R. PRIZIO (SED’67)
肋Ila toJちMass.
ILLIAM A. RENNIE (SED’67)
Salem, N:H
MAURICE L. CARON (CGS’66, CAS’68)
助wtこl(尭eち月.L
ELEANOR M. COGSWELL (SED’68)
Old Orchard Beac互, M証ne
MARGARET C. DEVAUL (SAR’68)
F「emo弔C宏雄
ELIZABETH A. O’LEARY (SON’68)
Qこ1inα, Mass.
TERESA E. CARSTEN (SED’69)
LittletoJちMdss.
PETER A. COPPOLA (CAS’69)
Doこ」glaち晩ss.
NANCY SCHUPPER ZIELINSKI
(CAS’69) Pめ′mOこ1t九Mass.
宣970s
PAUL N. CHAFFEE (STH’70, GRS’76)
H読ghaI乃Mass.
FREDERICK V. BANSE-FAY (SED’72)
克mestow均NY
JUDITH S. EDEN (LAW72)
P九ilade串hi匂瑠.
WILLIAM E. ROSEN (CAS’73)
丑hacq, NY
WILLIAM J. EDMUNDS (COM’74)
HollistoJI Mass.
REV. WILLIAM J. FLEMING, JR.
(STH’74) Bever劫Mass.
BILLIE E. GAGE (SON’74)
丁梅nれvor碕NH
ANNA B. MELLONI (SON’74)
Somerv招e,晩ss.
HAROLD S. ANSIN (SMG’76)
Cねes加庇HtlL Mass.
JESSE N. NASON (SED’76)
Unive購al Ci切花r
JUDITH S. KUBZANSKY (GSM’77)
丁梅st Newtolち晩ss.
GLEN A. MELTON (GRS’77)
T拙Iahasseら都a.
GLORIA H  SEABROOK (SED’77)
Soこ1娩Berwic互,胸ine
JUDD M. TAGG (SED’77)
Pめ′mO【」的晩ss.
SALLY A. CROWLEY (GSM’78)
Core匂M寄ine
WILLIAM R. WILSON (SED’78)
Ha17やtOIち下厄
宣980s
DAVID A. LABRACIO (CGS’80,
SED’82) BurliJlgtOJI VI
ROSETTA S. QUIMBY (MET’82)
Broo招玩ら晩ss.
JOANNE M. GARVEY (SON’85)
Brtdyewa teJ; Mass.
JOYCE B. MCCANN (SED’85)
Soz崩PortlaJ姫MdrJte
ROBERT PAUL PAGLIARULO (CFA’86)
Canto7ち晩ss.
REBECCA J. SWARR (COM’89)
BeverめI Hill$ Ca碓
JACQUELINE M. WELBY (LAW’89)
H有rrねbび梯助.
2000s
MARCIA STELLA (MET’05)
Stanlゆr匂Co朋.
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ーG血患患顕然冒
BY NATHAN工巳L BOYLE
丁wo Down
励tricfr Dαggan G/肱1功who recentめ′ SOld z.wo crosswordpzJ2Zles fo the
New York Times ta碓s aboz/t fhe hdyh art aJZd lowpcu′ Qf碗e hdyhbrow wordgame
輔罵軍の糊脚容S鵬e肥a na軸e寧〇着s⑬鵬eo帥e
who makes cros§WOrd帥被Ies?
酬眺絹偶臨“Constructor,, is the term most
PeOPle would use.
How did you get staIted m融i鴫
⊂ 「oSSW〇着d s亨
When I found out that crossword
PuZZles are all individually made by
SOme PerSOn thatit’s notacompany
Or a COmputer PrOgram that was
makingthem Iwantedtofigure out
ifI could do it. Ijusttried at it and
eventually I got a good one.
Do yo軸use so軸e ki南o富§O純脚靴e曾
There are programs on the computer
that can help you. Ifyou have a string
Of letters with blank squares, they can
glVe yOu a list ofwords that can触I it
up. That’s definitely helpful, but it’s not
going to help you make a crossword
that,s golng tO be published by the New
め琉Tfmes or a m軸Or Publication.
A computer can generate plenty
Of dictionary words, but what makes
a puzzle desirable nowadays is the
kind of colloquialisms and modem
Slang that you won’t缶nd in a dictio-
nary. You try to keep it as modem
as possible.
C密議yo鵬職種k豊凄開reer o青竜蘭書s亨
No. It’s not a high-Paymg thing. You
get about $200 per puzzle, eVen for
the New %J* Times. And they,re
SOmeWhat time-COnSummg tO make. So
you’d have to be exceptiona11y skilled
and have a lot ofconnections ifthat
WaS SOmething you wanted to do for a
Career That’s not myplan.
Whe記a惟the toug庇st cro§§WO抽
p蛇之喜es i両he world fo曲調辞
The New %J* Hmes. The puzzles
Published late in the week, Friday or
Saturday are considered among the
harder puzzles. The LA弟mes has
reputable puzzles. There’s a clever-
72　BOS丁ONIA Sprlng2009
n ss to them that makes them more
di綿.cult and also more fun to do.
棚田隠醒咄e軸Q昌y卸制帽柑甜o§S靴e軸
的駐韓e昭博
Most people would say the New %J*
Tfmes・ It,s attempted and soIved by
more people around the country than
any other.
A蝿抽能e珊轟記S患亀的書賊o抽醐凝且さ辞
As far as I know there are crosswords
all over the world. The宜fteen
by-宜fteen square box is distinctly
American. Ifyou go around the world,
there are di節erent shapes and different
formats and rules for how to construct
an `American’’puzzle. It’s de宜nitely a
COnCePt that’s used all over the place.
W鵬竃嶺廊iee w閲胴 ou昌後ve §o軸eo議e
W隔⑱す登竜給電壷b言e穏景観富oSSWord詑
The onlyway anyone gets good is by
doing them over and over and leam
lng the words in crossword puzzles
th t you don’t use in normal language.
There’s actually a term for the lan-
guage in crosswords: “CrOSSWOrd-eSe.,,
量冒’S IN THE BAG p酵Zle createdゆr Bostoniaめ′ P。訪c応Dz側aJ]
兜篤博⑱邁霊
1, Shot in the dark
5, Journalist’s
slant
lO. Laundry load
14. Cock and bull
StOry
15, Quarantined,
with “off,,
16. Regarding
17 Wished undone
18. Face charges
20. Disney’s
“Monsters, ”
21. Salon creations
22. 1988 action flick
that spawned
three sequels
23. Founder of“The
Greatest Show
On Earth,,
26. Before, in poetry
27　Pointofno
return?
28. It’s often written
in s one
30. “Religulous’’
Star Bil1
34. Puts at ease
36. Final, e,g,
38. La.dy ofthe
knight?
39. Like Fenway,
among MLB
ballp arks
41. They can be tight
or 〇〇〇se
43. Record label
that first signed
Elvis
44. etbehind the
45. Stick figure?
47 Slept soundly?
49. Digs, in slang
51. Catches red-
handed
53. “Ofcourse! How
COuld I forget?’’
54. Fine-tuned
56. Problem
with the
Waterg te
tapes
57 Diddly-Squat
58. Fifth note in
a scale
60. “Hot damn!?
64. “I’m dead
SerlOuS ! ’’
68. Halfofa Las
Vegas duo
69. Tob○○t
70. Bandwith the
hit αManic
Monday’’
72. Hardlyat al1
73. Sea eagle
74. Competitor’s
best stuff
7与, Lugosi of
“Plan 9 from
Oute  Space”
76. Kennel club
r匂ect
77　Hotel
“freebies’’
78, Historybook
Chapters
惨の騨醐
1, Variety of
poker
2 ∴`Who’s your
daddy? ” e.g.
3, Emmy award
winne  for “3O
Rock,,
4, Crash site?
5" Pyro’s passion
6, Upintheair
7　3.14,めrone
8置Have an interest
in interest
9. Boston Bruins
Hall- Of-Famer
Shore
lO. Part ofa payload
ll. It’s 53 miles
away from the
US
12. Big shot
1 ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ??0 ?1 ?2 ?3 
14 ?????5 ??????6 ???
17 ?????8 ????? ????
20 ????1 ????2 ??????
23 ???4 ????5 ??6 ?????
27 ????8 ??9 ??0 ??1 ?2 ?3 
34 ?5 ?????6 ???7 ??8 ???
39 ?????0 ??1 ???2 ??3 ??
44 ????5 ??6 ???7 ??8 ???
49 ???0 ??1 ???2 ??3 ????
54 ????5 ??6 ????7 ????
58 ??9 ??0 ??1 ????2 ?3 
64 ?5 ?6 ????7 ??8 ???? ??
70 ???????1 ????2 ???
73 ?????4 ??????5 ???
76 ?????7 ??????8 ???
13. Get a grip?
19. 6 years, for John
KeI.ry
21. Very sharp
24. Cartoon
SuPPlier of Jet
Powered Roller
Skates and such
25. Hodgepodge …
and a hint to this
PuZZle’s circled
letters
29. Talk turkey?
31" Bespectacled
hero ofbooks
and films
32" One running the
show
33, Peruses
34, Shell often used
as a horn
35, Oldsmobile’s last
mode1
37 TV’s House and
Howser
40. Go for the
bronze?
42置Very shaxp
46, Tabloid
48, State with a five-
Sided租ag
50. It’s most likely
to succeed
52∴`Oh, Puh-leeze!’’
55. Nickelodeon,s
bilingual
adventurer
59. Part ofLEM
61, Doctor’s orders
62. “B ar,,
COmPletely
unrelated to
bears
63. Boston tonics ::
elsewhere
64. Twosome in the
gossip columns
65. Drive○○
66. Put in the mai1
67 Popular wa組e
brand
71, Science class
SeCtion
72. Grandfather to
Bart and Lisa
Puzzie
SOIution on
page 66
????????????
Boston Unive「sity Alumn! Assoc看at On
一躍の躍躍鑑麗蘭醍酷罷醒躍鑑躍㊥態蟻醜態罷醍醸曝露闘躍睡覇の醗
鱒醒擬態罷麗醒鰹醍㊥態謹醒躍醒醜態睡蓮の顧蝿鋪態繭醒鞘態の
醍醒醗酵態顎の顎醍趣闇鑑韓国趣闇酷
Don,t mlSS Bostonza’s new webslte
WWW.b軸.ed軸lbos葛oni種
萱H国営暮富国O萱o,R国書音量冊COM a um and poiitica
pundit Bi O′Re=yhaspubiisheda newmemoir Read
an excerpt about h s daysat BU
血SPR萱NG寡患AS冒: Watch BU execut ve chef
Walter Dunphy prepare a spring mea of m so-glazed
sea sca lops with fresh vegetab es and soba noodles,
and down oad the recipe,
血S脈T細萱E意P国電冒: Nigh亡mores author Patrick
McNama「a says bad dreams can teach us a lotabout
OurSelves。丁he professo「 is takingyour questions on ne"
田朝粥Areyouanxiousabouttheeconomy?Ask
ME丁’s Mark Passacantando, Who teaches persona
finance′ aboutwhatyou can dowhilethere is sti time
WWW.b軸.ed軸仙OS葛o齢ia
Visit the new Bostoma online, uPdated weekly
And look for the new Bostoma E癌ra e-neWSletter,
delivered to your iIlbox monthly
郡の甘班軸蟻鎌措Update your e-mail address at alumclub@bu・edu or
WWW bu. edu佃Iumni佃ddre s s.
